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I • BACKGROUND 
A. INTRODUCTION 
As the nation trims down both the size and budget of the 
military effective use of funds is becoming increasingly more 
important. Finding ways to reduce costs without sacrificing 
readiness is paramount. One manner to reduce costs yet retain 
performance is through simulation. Manipulation of forces 
a computer screen is m·.1ch more cost effective, and 
safer, than mobi l ization of large forces for training 
exercises. Simulatio:1 is not a new concept, but one whose 
usefulness is becoming more prominent. 
The Army has had a wargaming s imu la tior. known as Janus (Al 
for over a decade. Janus (Al uses a database defined by large 
10000 square meter terrain grids to create battle simulations 
for use in planning and evaluation of various corrbat 
scenarios. Recen t l y a much higher resolution database known 
as Pegasus has been developed us ing terrain grids of only one 
square meter . If the new Pegasus database could be 
incorporated into the Janus structure, then it would be 
theoret ically possible to achieve a simulation which more 
closely approaches reality. 
B. THE JANUS MODEL 
The Janus simulation was originally fielded in 1978. The 
simulation was named after Janus, the two faced Roman god of 
portals who guarded the gates of Rome by looking in two 
directions at the same time. Originally intended for use as 
a nuclear effects model, Janus became a useful training tool 
as well as a model for combat development resea rch. Janus was 
updated to version 2.1 in January 1992. [Ref. l:p. 1] 
The Janus model simulates battle between Blue and Red 
units . Forces from each side up t o brigade and regimental 
sized units are controlled by two or more users operating from 
separate computer terminals. [Ref . l:p. 1] 
Each terminal presents the operator with a high resolution 
graphical depiction of friendly forces, detected enemy forces, 
terrain contours, and a variety of other useful information. 
The Janus model is composed of 13 executable FORTRAN programs. 
These programs are divided into three major groups: those 
used to create and maintain the database; those which build 
verify and run the scenario; and those used to analyze 
scenario results [Ref. l:p. 51. 
The database used by Janus is a digitized terrain 
developed by the Defense Mapping Agency. The terrain 
divided i nto grids 100 meters on a side, each of which is 
numerically repres€:1ted by values characteristic of the 
part icular grid. [Ref. 2:p. 3] 
C. TARGET ACQUISITION IN JANUS 
In order to develop a program which makes use of a new 
higher resolution database it is first necessary to gain a 
basic understanding of how acquisition is currently 
determined. The next four sections are a SUrrLllarization of 
A.D. Kellner's 14 July, 1992 memorandum for the record in 
which he discusses detection in Janus. This memorandum as 
originally written is found in Appendix A. 
1 . Background 
AcquiSition in the Janus model is based on the 
mathematical detection model developed by the Night Vision and 
Electro - Optics Laboratory (NVEQL). This model is based on a 
concept involving the computation, for a specific sensor-
target pair, of the number of resolved cycles 
target's critical dimension. 
Imagine a pattern of stripes or bars equal in length 
and alternating in color at the target's location . Let the 
contrast between the colors of the pattern be the same as the 
contrast between the image of the target and its background. 
The length of the pattern is the same as the target's minimum 
presented dimension. Slowly decrease the width of the stripes 
until the minimum width at which the observer can still 
distinguish the individual stripes is reached. The number of 
pairs now contained in the minimum presented area is called 
the number of resolvable cycles for that target-sensor 
combination. 
The concept of resolvable cycles is very useful in the 
computation of detection probabilities. The NVEOL model 
defines two probabilities associated with the detection of a 
given target by a given sensor. First is the probability that 
the target will be detected by the sensor given infinite 
time, PD. This quantity is also known as p·infinity. Second 
is the probability that the target will be detected during the 
time it is within the sensor's field of view, given that it 
can eventually be detected. This is called P(t). Both 
quantities of PD and Plt) are functions of the number of 
resolvable cycles, N, which can be resolved by a given sensor· 
target pair. The probabi l ity that a sensor can discriminate 
the target once detected is also a function of N. 
The portion of the NVEOL model relevant to Janus 
consist of the three following steps: 1) calculate the 
attenuation of the target's signature along the line of sight 
2 ) given the target's signature at the sensor, ca l cu l ate the 
number of cycles the sensor can resolve across the target's 
critical dimension 3) Given N, determine if the target can be 
detected, acquired, and recognized. 
2. Signature Attenuation 
Signature attenuation between the target and the 
is caused by atmospheric effects as we l l as objects 
obscuring path of the line of sight which will be called large 
area smoke. Let: 
and 
St '" signature at target 
S8 '" signature at sensor 
Tl '" transmission of norma l atmosphere 
T2 • transmission of large area smoke 
55 '" 5t .~ TI - 'T? ") 
For optical sensors, St is the optical contrast of the target 
which is a part of the master database, and thus remains the 
same for a target during a Janus run. 
3. Resolvable Cycles 
The p erformance of a sensor is represented by a CUI:Ve 
of resolvable cycles per milliradian (CMR) as a function of 
the targe t signature measured at the 
expressed matherratically as follows; 
CMR '" ( (55) 
This can be 
(2) 
However there is no analytical equation to describe 
this function, so this function is input in the maste r 
database for each sensor as a tables of values. Entering the 
table of the specif ic sensor-target pair with the signature at 
the sensor, Ss, produces an output of CMR. 
Once the number of resolvable cycles is obtained the 
number of cycles actually resolved by the sensor is obtained 
by: 
where 
N = CMR '" TDIM 
Range 
(3) 
TDIM = target's minimum presented dimension in meters 
Range .. sensor to target range in kilometers. 
TDIM is obtained from the master database for the particular 
target and range is provided by the simulation. 
4. Acquisition 
After the number of cycles resolved on the target 
known the probability of detection and time till detect ion, 
P (t), may be determined. The probability of detection is 
given by 
where 
w = 2 7 + 0 7 CR 
CR = N/NSO 
PD=~ 
1 + CR~· 
N _ number of resolvable cycles 
(4) 
N50 .. median number of resolvable cycles required for 
eventual detection 
Note that when N - N50 the equation 4 goes to 0 . 5, meaning 
that for a random sample of observers, half will require less 
than N50 resolvable cycles to detect the target and half will 
require more . Janus uses the following N50 criteria tor 
detection and subsequent target discrimination: 
1 . 0 cycles Detection: 
present 
sensing a foreign object is 
2.0 cycles Aimpoint : ability to aim at a target 
3.5 cycles Recognition: ability to distinguish target 
class , such as tank , truck , jeep 
6 . 4 cycles Ident.ification: ability to classify the 
target as specific member of a class 
At the beginning of a Janus run each sensor · target 
pair is assigned a random value which represents the ability 
of the sensor to detect the correspon d ing target . This random 
number is the number of resolved cycles required to detect and 
is called the detection threshold. When N is great.er than or 
equal to the detection threshold it is said that the p -
infinity test has been pas sed and that the target may 
eventually be detected by that particular sensor. Once the p -
infin ity test is passed a value for P(t) is determined using 
the values of CR and PD. This value is compared to another 
r and omly drawn number , and if it exceeds this random number 
then detection or another level of discrimination is achieved. 
D. LINE OF SIGHT IN JANUS 
1. DOLOS Subroutine 
If sufficient obstructions exis t between the sensor 
and target so as to prevent the target from being seen then 
acquisition cannot occur. Therefore before acquisition is 
considered the existence of an acceptable line of sight (LOS) 
between the sensor and target must be verified. The DOLOS 
subroutine called by Janus determines the probability of line 
of Sight (PLOS) existing between a sensor and target based on 
their respective locations and elevations. A b r i e f 
description of the DOLOS subroutine found in Appendix B 
follows. 
When called DOLOS first retrieves sensor and target 
grid locations and elevations . Based on the target location 
a temporary probability of l ine of sight (TPLOS) is also 
initialized. 
Each grid with in the Janus database is assigned a 
densi t y value. In order to select the density value the area 
i s surveyed for the number and height of vegetation. Based on 
these findings the grid is assigned its density. Eight 
different density values exist and each is assigned a tree 
height and a grid PLOS as shown in Table 1. [Ref. 4:p. 4]. 
Once this density value is aSSigned the entire grid will have 
the same height and PLOS. 
The function HI':'REE, four..::i in Appendix C, is called to 
obtain the grid height and der.sity value. The target is 
assumed to rr,ake the best use of terrain obstacles in its grid 
for concealment, thus the PLOS value for the grid is squared 
and made the initial value of TPLOS. 
Next, given the coordinates o-!'. the sensor and target, 
the slope of the line between the two points is determir..ed. 
Based on the slope DOLOS incrementally steps ar.e grid at a 
Table I RELA':'IONSEIP OF DENSITY LEVEL ':'0 TREE HEIGHT AND 
PLOS IN JANUS (A) 
DENSI':'Y LEVEL TREE HEIGHT (meters) PLOS 
10 
10 
tir:1e from the sensor to the target in the horizontal plane. 
The slope in the vertical plane is also calculated, and the 
incremental height change is added to the sensor height each 
step. In each grid alor.g the dete:ar.ined path o!: the LOS 
HITREE retrieves grid tree height and der.sity factor. The 
tree height is added to the grid's ground elevatior. and then 
compared to the elevation of the LOS in that grid. If the LOS 
height is less then that of the grid's base elevation then the 
LOS calculation is terminated because the ground is in the 
way, and no LOS exists. If the LOS height is greater than the 
total elevation of the grid cell then the LOS is unimpeded and 
the program moves on to the next grid cell. If the LOS height 
falls between the base grid elevation and the total elevation 
including obstacles then value of TPLOS is mUltiplied by the 
value of PL retrieved from HITREE. This is continued for each 
grid until the target grid is reached or until TPLOS falls 
below a value of 0.01. If TPLOS fa lls be low 0.01 then t he LOS 
has been completely attenuated by the terrain features along 
its path and does not exist. 
When DOLOS completes its run it passes the final value 
of TPLOS back to the calling routine as PLOS. 
2. Celski' B Claim 
In September of 1992 Major Robert Celski conducted a 
study of the LOS calculations and data base for the Janus 
mOde l in which he reported several problems. This report is 
contained in Appendix D. 
a. Database Representation 
Celski's first point is that the vegetation and 
urban terrain heights and densities may not be properly 
represented in the Janus model or database. Celski correctly 
pointed out that the assignment of tree heights to a given 
10 
grid are poorly distributed. Tree height assign.'11ent is 
weighted towards taller trees. This leaves trees with heightO'; 
between zero and six meters to be classified as either zero or 
three meters tall. Meanwhile trees seven meters or higher 
have six different height c l assifications. Refer again to 
Table 1. This leads to an unrealistic portrayal of the 
vegetation in a grid. He also pointed out that the assignment 
values for a probability of LOS (?LOS) at a given density are 
backwards, i.e., a low density grid has a small PLOS whi le a 
high density grid is given a high PLOS. Celski believed this 
was a problem, however this is only a matter of aesthetics. 
It is the manner in which the PLOS value is used that is 
important, not the numerical value. This leads to Celski' s 
second point. 
b. PLOS Calculation 
The use of PLOS in the DOLOS subroutine and the 
HI TREE function is faul ted in such a way that a LOS can exist 
only if the target is located in a grid which has no 
vegetat ion. In the function HI TREE the PLOS value retrieved 
is multiplied by 0.01 before being returned to DOLOS. 
establishing an initial TPLOS for the target grid when the 
value PL is returned from EITREE it is multiplied by itself 
and is called TPLOS. As shown in Table:2 the initial va lue 
of TPLOS is already at or below the minimum allowed value of 
0.01. [Ref. 4:p. S ] 
11 
Table II TPLOS FOR A TARGET I N A GRID OF GIVEN DENSITY 








There are two problems here. First, the one case 
whi c h wi ll allow a LOS is for a target concealed in the most 
dense grid, which clearly makes no sense. Looking again at 
Tab le 1, with increasing grid density the reduction of TPLOS 
becomes less and less, which is clearly contrary to COllUTlon 
As the grid density increases the PLOS of a grid 
should become smaller, not larger. Second, it makes sense 
there must be cases for non- zero density level grids that a 
LOS exists. These errors point out the incorrect us e of 
dens ity factors in the Janus model. 
While eel ski was on t he correct path and did 
point out a problem he went one s tep too far in his 
calculations. He c la imed that the value returned from HITREE 
was multiplied by itself twice, essentially cubing the 
original value. In actuality the value is only squared. 
12 
Celski made an error when considering modification of TPLOS 
later in DOLOS . He stated that TPLOS was multiplied by the 
initial target g:dd HITREE value when in fact it is an 
interfering grids va l ue of FLOS that makes the modification, 
and not the FLOS value from the target grid. 
E. THE PEGASUS DATABASE 
The database known as Pegasus is actually the Perspective 
view Database (PVDB) which was originally created in support 
testing focal plane seeker guided weapons. The PVDB is a 
geographic database created from over 200 aerial photographs 
which contains information requ ired for perspective view 
generation. The database covers a rectangular area of 
Hunter Liggett covering more than 400 square kilometers. The 
database comes in resolut ions of 1,4,16, and 64 meters. The 
one meter post wil l be considered. [Ref. 5 ;p. 1] 
Each post is described by a 32 bit number which contains 
a wide array o f information about the post . The structure of 
this number is described by Figure 1 . As a binary number, 
each place represented in Figure 1 contains either a one or a 
Visualization of the components making up each post i s 
made easier by exarni:1ing Figure 2 [Ref. 5; p. 3). Figures 1 
and 2 show that the Pegasus database 'is essentially composed 
of a number of 32 bit binary numbers, each of which is made up 
of ni:1e different elements. The grid elevation may be defined 
13 
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Elevation in meters 
Elevation in half meters 
Under Cover Index 
Surface Normal Indicator 
vegetation Height I ndex 
Vegetation 10 
Nature Bit 
Sun Shade Bit 
Gray Shade Value 
Figure 1; Definition of Pegasus Database Structure 
to the nearest half meter using the ELE and EL2 elements. 
The NAT bit defines whether or not the feature is man made or 
natural, and the UCI, NOR, VGH, and VID bits are combined to 
describe a variety of different sizes and shapes of objects. 
A wide variety of colors may be represented using the GSV bit, 
and the database can even be related t o the passage of the sun 
using the SSB bit. In all, the Pegasus database has the 
pot ential to describe a selected terrain in great detail and 
complexity. [Ref. 7] 
This 32 bit binary number is stored as a decimal and must 
be manipulated to extract the desired information . The 





seemingly difficult task simple, lEITS. The lBITS function is 
defined and operates as follows: 
X""IBITS (A, J. K) 
extracts K bits from the variable A beginning with the Jth 
bit . Thus if it is desired to find the value for UCI of a 
number B, then referring to Figure 1 and the bit locations, 
the proper command is lBITS (8, 18, 2). lEITS will then convert 
the number B into a binary number, extract the first two bits 
beginning with bit 18, and present the result as the decimal 
representation of the two bit number. (Ref. 6:p. 0.42] 
F. OBJECTIVE 
The task at hand is to develop a new code for Janus which 
improves the method by which target detection and acquisition 
are determined. The new code should be designed wi th several 
goals in mind . 
1) It must be able to read the new Pegasus 1 meter 
database and be able to extract the information contained 
within. 
2) It should be able to take advantage of the high level 
of detailed information provided by Pegasus, and use this 
information determine whether or nat a line of sight 
exists, and if so, determine the quality of that line of 
sight. 
3) The new algorithm should be able to int eract with the 
current Janus coding and be able to make use of existing Janus 
16 
subroutines when appropriate . It mus t be able to return 
useful information t o the Janus p r ogram in a form that can be 
u sed . 
If these goa l s can be met then it wi l l be possible to 
obtain a more accurat e and rea l istic l ine of sight and 
acquisition a l gori thm for use in the Janus program. 
II. MODELING 
A. TERRAIN MODELING 
In order to develop an acquisition algorithm which uses a 
new and more defined database it is necessary to have an arena 
in which it can be tested. At first it would seem that the 
best test ground wou ld be an actual extract from the terrain 
of Fort Hunter Liggett itself. However, this is not practical 
for two reasons. First, it would be difficult to use Fort 
Hunter Liggett terrain as a standard test case because it 
comes unknown. The exact make - up of the terrain wou ld be 
initially unknown, and decoding it into a known wou ld take a 
great deal of time. Secondly, not all of the Fort Hunter 
Liggett exercise areas have been surveyed for trees. In fact 
the original tile provided contained no features at all except 
ground elevation. 
Development of a known terrain is therefore desirable. 
Testing a new algorithm against a known and well defined 
terrain allows for a more critical examination of the 
algorithm, well as making trouble-shooting easier. 
Obstacles which may impeded the line of sight must be such 
that they can be defined by the Pegasus database. The Pegasus 
database has the capability to define objects with a greater 
ded I of ccmplexity. The object may not cnly have a specific 
height and width, but it also may have its own particular 
structural Make up. An object can be defined as a tree or a 
bui:iding, it may be partially transparent or corr.pletely 
opaque, it may affect the line of sight from the ground up or 
may on:iy take effect above a certain height. A sa:nple terrain 
used for testing and evaluation r:lust incorporate each these 
special capabilities of the database. 
A variety Of different obstacles have been selected for 
pI acement wi thin the database in a manner which may be 
described within the Pegasus database structure. These 
obj eets are three dimensional in nature and are shown in 
Figure 3. As shown, there are four sizes of t:::-ees and two 
possible building types available for placement in the test 
Each block in the ::igure represents a one meter cube. 
DATA CONVERSION 
As mentioned above, in order to create a use::ul test field 
it is ::irst necessary to build a data base which has the saF.le 
format as the Pegasus database. As discussed in section 
II .l. D, the Pegasus database is made up of integer numbers 
corresponding to a 32 bit nu:nber. This 32 bit number also 
contains nine separate field descriptions. The objective then 
is to create a routine which takes each inputted data set, 
combines them properly, and then converts the resul tant bina!:y 
number into an equivalent integer. The prog::arn called CONVERT 
in Appendix E F.leets these obj ectives. 
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Figure 3: Available Terrain Obstac l e 
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CONVERT first loops through all the data fields and 
converts the integer entered into a binary number . The 
operator is prompted to enter the number required for the 
particular field and is given a range of acceptable values. 
At the same time the position of the lowest bit within the 32 
bit number is recorded. Once this number is read the 
conversion to binary begins, and is perhaps best il::"ustrated 
by wa l king through the conversion of an actual number. 
Consider the number nine entered for the vegetation height 
index (VGH). From Figure 1 it is seen that the lowest bit of 
the field is the tenth bit in the overall 32 bit number. 
First the number is checked to see if it is zero, in which 
case it is already in binary form, nine is not zero so the 
program continues. I n order to find the power of two, n, 
required for a non - zero number the log at the entered number 
taken and then divided by the log of two. 
n " i:~ ~;; " 3.169925 (5) 
Next the number n is converted into an integer, m. The low 
bit value for the data field plus m becomes one . Two i s 
raised to the mth power and the result is subtracted fro!'l1 the 
original number. 
(6) 
If the remainder is zero the conversion to binary is complete, 
if not then the process is repeated using the remainder . 
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n = ~ = 0.0 log (2) (7) 
(8] 
Now the remainder is and the binary number '1 0 0 l' 
occupies the thirteenth through tenth places respectively. 
After converting all inputted va lues to binary and 
establishing their positions in the 32 bit binary nurr.ber, the 
number must be converted to a decirr.al i nteger. A binary 
number is composed of ones and zeros. Thus conversion t o an 
integer is simple. Starting with the number zero and counting 
to the left, each place represents two raised to its 
corresponding place number. That number is rr.ultiplied by 
either one or zero, whichever is present in the binary number, 
and the value obtained from each calculation is summed. The 
final sum is the integer v alu e of the binary number. The 
resulting binary number can now be used to describe the one 
rr.eter volume of terrain, and combination of several of these 
pieces will describe an object. 
C. TEST BATTLEFIELD CONSTRUCTION 
Assembly of the pieces of data created using CONVERT and 
organization of the data into a useful format is the purpose 
of the program BATFIELD, found in Appendix F. BATFIELD is an 
interactive routine that places the objects shown in Figure 3 
on a 250 meter by 250 meter playing field. 
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Using the program CONVERT each piece of the Figure 3 
obstacles is converted into its prope r Pegasus forrrat. This 
number is assigned a variable value in BATFIELD. Initially 
all terrain grids are initia l ized to have zero e levation and 
be covered by grass. Then BATFIELD begins a loop requesting 
the location of a particular obstacle . When the use r enters 
the desired coordina tes of the center of the object BATFIELD 
recalls the appropriate data variables and assigns them to the 
proper locations wi th in the test area . When all objects have 
been en t ered BATFIELD transfers the values to a file created 
in a format which may be read by the line of sight calculation 
program. 
The battlefield created contains a number of each of the 
allowed objects scattered across the area in a manner to allow 
complete tes ting oE the new line oE sigr.t routine. When 
viewed from above a small section oE the Eield appears as 
shown in Figure 4. Each grid represents one square meter in 
area and the obstacles represented are labeled. 
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Figure 4: Battlefiel d Sample 
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III. LINE OF SIGHT/ACQUISITION 
DEVELOPMEN'l' 
In order to achieve acquisition, a line of sight (LOS) 
must first be determined to exist, and the quality of the LOS 
must be examined. In the program ONEM3TER, found in Appendix 
G, the LOS is obtained in a manner similar to the existing 
Janus subroutine previously described, DOLOS. Ho ..... ever, 
instead of moving through grids 100 meters on a side the LOS 
wil l no ..... move through grids one meter on a side. Given the 
sensor and target location the algorithm proceeds roughly as 
shown in the block diagram of Figure 5. Each step ..... ill be 
described in some detail. Comments are provided ..... i thin 
m.mMETER to assist in following the program logic. 
B. DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF LINE'S OF SIGHT 
In the older database the target size was essentially 
insignificant in comparison to the size of the grid, and thus 
the path between the sensor and target could be represented as 
a single LOS. However, in the one meter data base a target 
may extend over several grids thus allo ..... ing several possible 
LOS . Consider situations present in Figure 6. The sensor is 
considered to originate from a very small point in space, and 
is assumed to only occupy one grid. In the case of Sensor 2, 
it is possible to see the vertical faces of blocks 1 and 3 of 
25 
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Figure 6: Number of LOS Dependence on Aspect 
the target. Sensor 1 on the other hand has the possibi li ty of 
seeing the vertical faces of b l ocks 1 and 3 as we l l as the 
horizontal faces of blocks 3 and 4 of the target. It is 
obvious from this example that not only can multiple LOS 
exist , but the number of LOS which may exist will be dependent 
on the spatial orientation of the sensor with respect to the 
target . 
In order to examine this aspect a theoretical target is 
generated with a shape compatible with the Pegasus database. 
For illustration purposes this target will be a square three 
meters by three meters one meter high, with another one meter 
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by one meter by one meter block sitting on the center of the 
three by three. The target depicted is shown in Figure 7. 
I~ 
Figure 7: Target Model 
This wil l give a theoretica l target which presents itself in 
three dimensions. 
The subroutine ASPECT, included in the program ONEMETER, 
takes the inputted target locat ion and places the generated 
target around the central coordinate on the playing field. 
Then based on the relationship between the target and sensor 
the number of target faces which present themselves for 
detection by the sensor are determined. A maximum of eight 
faces and a minimum of four faces of the target may be visible 
at any given time. In calling these faces "visible" it is 
only meant to say that given a completely unobstructed view of 
the target this many faces could be seen by the sensor. Once 
the number of LOS is determined each is evaluated as follows. 
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C. STEPPING THE LINE OF SIGHT 
Given the grid positions of the target and sensor the 
difference between the X and Y coordinates is determined, RDX 
and ROY respectively. This is done in the same manner as with 
the 100 meter grids, except one meter grids are now used. 
Whichever difference is larger is chosen to be the direction 
in which one meter steps are taken. The other direction steps 
in one meter b l ocks when the LOS passes over that block, based 
on the slope ca l cu l ated between the coordinates. A single 
block is passed through in each st.ep. Figure 8 provides an 
illustrative exampl e. 
+ I I L I I 
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Figure 8: LOS Path 
AS seen, the difference in X coordinates is larger, so the LOS 
will step toward the target in the X direr:tion one meter at a 
time. At each X coordinate the Y va l ue is found using the Y 
slope and t he origination point. The dark l ine represents the 
" 
true path of the LOS between target and sensor, the shaded 
boxes sho .... how the LOS steps through the grids. 
This method of stepping the LOS can result in unique 
resul ts depending on the distance between the sensor and 
target, and the location of any i ntervening obstacle. 
Consider how the LOS would be stepped from a sensor to a 
target with three visible faces. Figure 9 shows a top view of 
the LOS possibilities that may exist. Case 1 shows the LOS 
path between a sensor and target with no obstacles. The next 
two cases show how the location of an obstacle can affect the 
resulting LOS. Note that in Case 2 one branch of the LOS has 
been b locked , but two of the other LOS branches are unaffected 
and allow the upper and lower surfaces of the target to be 
However in Case 3, the obstacle falls closer to the 
sensor, and blocks the LOS before it branches off, thus no 
part of the target is seen. 
Ideally the line of sight between a sensor and target 
would encompass a continuous arc across the full ta rget 
dimension, as shown in Case 4. This anomaly occurs because of 
the discretization of the problem into finite areas. This 
problem can only be eliminated by making the areas considered 
infinitely small so as to create the appearance of an arc such 
as in Case 4. The computational effort required to achieve 
this and the difficulty that would be imposed on obtaining a 
database of such small size make th is solution impractical. 
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D. GRID EVALUATION 
~. Line of Sight Height 
When a grid along the LOS is selected the first check 
done is to determine whether or not the LOS passes above 
ground level. The height of the LOS is obtained by adding the 
change in LOS height per grid along t he LOS to the previous 
LOS height. This value is compared to the ground height which 
is found by subtracting the grid vegetation height from the 
absolute grid height. I f the LOS height is less than the 
height of the ground, as in Figure 10, t h en that particular 
LOS does not exist and the program moves on to the next LOS. 
Otherwise further analys is of the LOS is conducted. 
h at 
Figure 10; LOS Ground Intersection 
2. Terrain Interseotion 
Next the code determines whether or not the LOS passes 
through the feature of the grid. The grid feature is any 
object existing in the grid which has elevation above ground 
level. The terrain may include both natural as well as 
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manmade features. The previously calculated LOS height is 
compared against the absolute gr id height. If the LOS height 
is greater than the absolute grid height, as in Figure 1 1 , the 
LOS is assumed to pass above the grid terrain unimpeded and 
the code moves to the next grid in the LOS. If the LOS falls 
below the grid height then further evaluation of the nature of 
the terra i n is required. 
Figure 11: Unimpeded LOS 
3 • Undercover Index 
One of the most unique pieces of information contained 
wi thin the Pegasus database is the undercover index (UeI). 
The undercover index represents the height of the terrain 
feature above the ground. This would represent the height of 
the lowest branch of a tree above the ground or the height of 
a building overhang above the ground. Knowledge of this 
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quantity allows for the possibility chat the LOS may pass 
above the ground but below the terrain feature. If the LOS 
has been determined to pass below the terrain feature height 
the code compares the LOS height to the undercover index 
height. If the LOS is below the undercover, as shown in 
Figure 12. then it is assumed to pass through the grid 
unimpeded and the code moves to the next grid. Otherwise the 
LOS intersects the body of the feature. 
Figure 12: Passage of LOS Below Undercover 
4. Terrain Type 
The Pegasus database contains a single bit number 
which indicates whether the terrain feature is natural or 
manmade. This is called the nature bit. If the LOS 
intersects the feature, and the feature is manmade, it is 
assumed that the LOS is completely blocked, and the program 
moves to the next possible LOS. If the feature is natural 
then the LOS is attenuated by some factor as d i scussed i n the 
following section. 
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E. ATTENUATI ON OF THE LINE OF S I GHT 
The ability to see an object through a tree or shrub is 
difficu lt to quantify . This is the first factor which becomes 
dependent on the perception of t he sensor . Cl early this 
varies from s ensor to sensor, where the sensors are actually 
the human eyes. A trained observer will be bet t er at 
detection than the casual ob server. The level of fatigue and 
other background distractions will also affect an individuals 
ability to detect a target , obsc u red or unobscured. 
The branches and leaves of a tree will detract from a LOS 
passing through the tree. It is also generally t rue that one 
is more likely to see throu gh an edge of the tree with few 
branches than through the center of the tree where a 
significant amount of foliage may exist. A final observation 
that can be made is that the further a way the tree is the more 
solid it appears . These three basic principles are applied as 
follows t o determine the final ef f ect on the LOS . 
1. Tree Dens i ty 
How "dense" is a tree? This clear l y depends on t he 
type of tree and t ime of year . Some trees are inherently 
thicker than o t hers , soree lose their leaves while others are 
evergre ens. The Pegasus data base describes vegetation u sing 
four different quantities : vegeta t ion identifica t ion number 
(VI O) , vegetation height index (VGH) , nature bit (NAT), and 
the surface normal (NOR) . This allows for many different 
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types of vegetation to be designated, each of which may have 
its own density. Unfortunately the actual manner in which 
this information is used is not currently available, and an 
assumption must be made in regard to vegetation density. 
Observation of the terrain in the database area 
indicates that the propensity of vegetation is the live oak. 
This tree is assumed to have consis tent leaf density year 
round. It will be assumed that passage of the LOS through one 
meter of vegetation will he attenuated by 30%. This 30%" 
attenuation is based on vegetation one meter from the sensor. 
2. Distance of Foliage from Target 
Imagine two individuals separated by a wall with a 
small hole in it. Consider Figure 13. One individual is 
right next to the wall looking out the hole while the other is 
some distance away from the wall. The person looking through 
the hole can see the entire field of view beyond the wall 
including the other person, while the individu al away from the 
wal l sees only a wall with a small hole in i t. Using the same 
principle the effect of foliage distance can be defined. 
As the interfering foliage occurs further and further 
away from the sensor the attenuation must increase unt il the 
object appears as a solid object with an attenuation of 100%-. 
Based on purely qualitative observation of several live oaks, 
this "tenninal" d istance at which the tree appears solid has 
been chosen to be 200 meters. The first step taken when the 
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Figure 13. V~ews when One Observer 18 Concealed 10 an Obstacle 
LOS has been found to intersect a tree is to check the 
dis t ance of the tree from the sensor. If this distance is 
greater than 200 meters the LOS i s assumed to be blocked and 
the program moves to the next LOS. For any trees intersected 
along the LOS from one to 200 meters away from the target the 
attenuation factor of t he foliage is increased linea!'l y until 
it has an attenuation factor of 100\ at 200 meters. 
It is conceivable that the sensor may be concealed 
within the vegetation. This condition wil l be represented 
whe:1 th e ir:.terfering foliage is located one meter or less a way 
from the sensor . In this situation it will be assumed t hat 
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the sensor would adjust its vantage point to peer through the 
foliage, and no degradation of the LOS will be assessed. The 
graph of Figure 14 shows t he relationship between LOS 
attenuation and foliage distance. 
':1 
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Figure 14: Attenuation as a Function of Distance from Sensor 
3. Multiple Intersections 
Obviously the more vegetation the LOS passes through 
the more it will be at t enuated. During analysis of a single 
LOS t he cumulative attenuation is calculated by adding each 
incidence of fo l iage attenuation. Eventually the LOS will be 
completely lost. This threshold for loss of attenuation is 
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set at 95%. O::lce the cu."Tlulative attenuation reaches this 
threshold t.he LOS is assumed to be blocked and the prog~am 
moves on to the next LOS. 
F. LINE OF SIGHT REACHES TARGET 
If each grid of the LOS passes the above tests and the LOS 
is not lost due to cumulative attenuation then the LOS being 
examined betwee:1 the sensor and target exists. 
G. MODIFYING THE LINE OF SIGHT 
After a LOS has be determined to exist it must be modified 
account for attenuation due to both foliage and the 
atmosphere, and for- the angle of inclination of the visible 
surface with the LOS. 
1. Incident Angle 
As described in section B of this chapter, the target 
has several different faces each one square meter in area. If 
the LOS from the sensor to target is perpendicular to the 
selected target. face then the ar-ea pr-esented is one square 
Any incident angle other- t.han 90 degr-ees will resul t 
in a visible face area of less than one square meter. In 
order to determine the projected surface area the incident 
angle of the LOS upon the target face must be determined. 
Determination of this angle begins in the ASrECT 
subroutine where the target is defined. The array 'target' 
not only contains the x and Y grid locations , but also 
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information on the surface orientation. In this program the 
target is symmetrically shaped and has no specific front, back 
or sides. The target is also allowed to be positioned such 
that its axis correspond with the ma.in grid axis. Using these 
restrictions the target can be assumed to move through the 
grid with only translational motion and no rotational motion, 
thus maintaini ng each side facing the same way at all times. 
Given these assumptions the target information contains data 
to indicate whether as side is oriented parallel to the ma.in 
X or Y axis of the battlefield grid. During execution of the 
ASPECT subroutine this information is passed along to the main 
program if the side has been determined to possibly be 
visible. 
Once the LOS is found to exist the face orientation is 
examined. A value of 1 indicates a surface parallel to the Y-
axis, a value of 0 indicates it is aligned with the X-axis. 
The determination of the incident angle on the target 
is a simple trigonometric problem as shown in Figure 15. 
Figure 15. ProJected Area of a Surface Parallel to the Y Ax~ s 
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The angle 01 is always determined between a line paralle l to 
the X-axis and the LOS. From t:dgonometry it can be seen that 
as 01 approaches zero cosO I approaches 1. As the ang l e of 
incidence upon the target face approaches 90, and the full 
face area is projected. Conversely, as 81 nears 9D, the 
cosine of the ang l e nears zero, and the projected area of the 
face approaches zero. Thus the projec t ed area of a vert ical 
face is the face area times the cos i ne of 8 1 , the angle of the 
LOS with the x-axis. Frem trigoncmetry, the cosine of 81 is 
the opposite side over the hypotenuse of the triang l e. Each 
of these lengths is easi l y calculated since the grid locations 
of both the target and sensor are known. Using the same rules 
of trigonometry it is found that the projected area of a face 
aligned wi th the X- axis is the face area times the sin of °1 , 
as seen in Figure ~6. 
~ 
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Figure 16. Pro] ected Area of a Surface Parallel to X Ax ~ s 
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2. Atmospheric Attenuation 
The atmospheric attenuation, or extinction as it is 
referred to, is defined by the equa cion [Ref. 3: p. 4] 
T1 
1 "SOG • ( e~ . R - :) 
(9) 
where 
Tl = atmospheric transmission 
R = range from sensor to target 
SOG = sky-to-ground brightness ratio 
r:t '"' the extinction coefficient of the atmosphere 
This term may be obtained from the base Janus program using 
the new I - meter database range. This term is not currently 
incorporated into ONEMETER so that ONEMETER can be tested and 
evaluated without the need to access the Janus program. 
3. Applying Modification Factors 
Once all of the modifying factors are known they can 
be used with the LOS calculation. Recall again Equation 3 
from Chapter I, 
where 
N '" CMR .. TDIM 
Range 
(10) 
TDIM = target's mi nimum presented dimension in meters 
Range ., sensor to target range in kilometers 
CMR _ Cycles per milliradian 
N = number of cycles resal ved. 
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Here is where the ONEMETER program begins to contribute to the 
overall Janus model. 
The target's minimum presented dimension, 'ITJlr-':, is a 
dimensional variable used to describe an amount of a 
potential target presenting itself for detection. The target 
defined for the program is composed of surfaces each one 
square meter in area. It could just as easily be said that 
each surface has a TDIM of one meter . Therefore for this 
target one square meter will be equated with a unit length for 
computational purposes. That is, if the target presents one 
square meter of area for detection, then the TDIM wil l be 
considered to be one meter. 
Now, each surface begins with an area of one sauare 
As described in section G.l above this area is first 
reduced to its pro j ected area . The area is t hen multiplied by 
one minus the attenuation factor due to vegetation for further 
reduction. At this point t h e atmospheric attenuation would be 
applied, but as mentioned i n section G . 2 , it is not . 
For a given target all calculated areas are then added 
to produce the net TDIM for the target . This val ue of TDIM 
may now be passed to the calling routine. 
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IV. SIMULATION 
DETECTION SIMULATION IN THE ONE METER DATABASE 
AS discussed, the use o f the new one meter database 
provides for a mor e detailed and dynamic assessment of target 
detectabil ity. In o rder to demonstrate this a small 
simulation has been run using a small portion of the database 
and a target moving through ten different l ocations. The 
targets locations are shown in Figure 17, labeled Tl through 
TIO. There a r e a number of obstacl e also present in the 
figure , wh ich correspond to those presented in Figure 3 . The 
obj ee t wi t h a'S' in the cente r is the small building , the two 
cross shaped figures with the '8' in them are eight meter tall 
trees, and the remaining single blocks represent three meter 
tall t rees. The eight meter trees have an u nder cover index 
of one meter for each block except the center . 
The se:1sor is placed and remains at grid coordinates (O , O) 
in the lower left corner. A loop is placed in ONEMETER which 
steps through each targe t location, evaluates the LOS, and 
prints pertinent data to a separate file . This information is 
contained in Table III. 
The first column of the table shows t he number of the 
targe t being evaluated and the second column shows t he range 
of the target from the sensor. Coluffi.'1 three indicates the 
" 
Figure 1?: Simulation of Target Detection 
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Table III SIMULATION DATA 
Target Target Number Number 
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number of faces of the t arget that are presented . As 
discu s sed in section 3 . B , and shown in Figure 6, this value is 
aspect dependent. The fourth co lumn shows t he number of faces 
that are seen. This is the number of faces to which the 
s ensor actually has some degree of LOS, and is not corrected 
for the LOS quality. The final column is the total target 
area vis ible. This is the sum of each of the faces present in 
column three modified for area projected and attenuation by 
foliage. This final value of t arget a rea is what will be 
r eturned as target minimum presented dimension (TDIM) . 
B. EXAMINATION OF A SPECIFIC TARGET 
In order to ensure the operation of ONEV.tETER in this 
simulation is completely clear the analysis for a single 
targe t position will examined . The ta rge t to be studied will 
be the target located in position T7 . As Table III shows, a 
LOS exists for only f ive of eight possible faces, and these 
five LOS's only produce a visible t arget area of 3 . 012 square 
As the analysis of the t arget is conducted target 




D E F 
Fl.gure 18 Target Faces 
First conside r face A, located in the upper left hand 
corner of the target. Figure 19 shows the pertinent portion 
of Figure 17 where the target and Obstruction come ir:to play. 
As Figure 19 shows, the LOS passes closely between several 
trees but reaches the target unobst ructed. From trigonometry 
the LOS impacts face A at an angle of 56.63 degrees from the 
normal of the face, and thus only 55 percent of the face area 
is projected normal to the LOS. The effective area of face A 
is then 
1 meter' ,. ( 1 - 0 ) ,. 0.55 '" 0.55 meter 2 (~1) 
where the term (1-0) represents the attenuation of the LOS. 
A value of one is a perfect LOS, and zero is subtracted 
because there was no attenuation calculated. 
Faces E and C intersect a three meter tree as shown in 
Figures 20 and 21. The three meter tree is assumed to be 
solid, and thus no LOS exist to these faces. 
The LOS for face D, Figure 22 shows passage through two 
grids of the foliage of an eight meter tree. However, as 
Figure 3 in Chapter II shows, the outer grids of the eight 
meter tree has no branches below one meter in height. Since 
the sensor is at one meter and face D is assumed to be no more 
than one meter, the LOS passes below the foliage and is not 
attenuated. Thus there exists an unobstructed LOS for face D. 
From trigonometry, and using an equation similar to that 
above, it can be found that face D has a visible area of 0.805 
square meters. 
Figure 23 shows the LOS path for face E, which is similar 
to face F. The LOS passes below the lowest branches of the 
tree and the LOS is not attenuated. The angle at which the 
LOS hits face E is slightly different, and as a result 0.795 
square meters of face E are visible. 
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Figure 24 shows that the LOS for face F avoids all 
obstacles, and the reaul ting visible area is 0.785 square 
Faces G and H represent the top part of the target shown 
in Figure 7 of Chapter III. Figure 25 shows that the LOS to 
face G intersects a three meter tree and is thus blocked 
entirely. 
The LOS to face H is shown in Figure 26 and demonstrates 
the calculation of attenuation 0:: a LOS . The LOS passes 
through two grids of and eight meter tree, similar to that 
shown in Figure 22. However , this time the LOS does not pass 
below the branches and is attenuated. This is because the 
upper surface are considered to be at two meters elevation, so 
the height of the LOS between sensor and target will vary 
linearly from one to two meters above the ground. Thus the 
LOS will intersect the foliage in the grid wh ich exists above 
Consider the attenuation resulting from foliage grid 
intersection. As discussed in section I V.E, this attenuation 
is a fur.ction of distance. Using t:he assumptions of section 
E, this !'unction can be written for targets less than 200 
met:ers a way as; 
af:f:enuation = 0.3 .. ( 1 + 2.33 "'2g~stance) (12) 
The first grid intersected is approximately 42.2 meters away 
from the sensor, and results in an attenuation of 44.96 
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percent. The second grid results in an attenuation of 45.45 
percent, and when summed a total attenuation of 90.41 percent 
results. 
The area proj ected nanna! to the LOS to surface E is 80. 3 
percent of the full area. App l ying the values for face H as 
was done in Equation 11 yields 
1 meter l .. ( 1 - .9041 ) .. 0.803 ; 0.077 meter2 (13) 
so that only 7.7 percent of face H is visible. 
Sununing the visible area of al l faces for the target 
results in the total area of 3.012 square meters as indicated 
in Table III. The target range can be carried out to several 
decimal places, but this amount of accuracy is probably not 
necessary for any cal culation, a value to the nearest meter 
should suffice. 
C. DISCUSSION 
Note that at several positions some faces of the target 
are not seen due to obstructing trees. This represents a 
target in defi l ade, reducing the visible target area. It is 
very important to note here that the target's concealment 
status changes and is reca l culated with each different 
pos i tion. This provides more realism than in Janus where the 
target has only two possibl e defilade conditions _ In Janus a 
target in defilade is either in partial defilade which r e duce s 
the target to one third its size, or fu l l defi l ade which 
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reduces the target to one fortieth its size [Ref. :i. :p. 135]. 
Ai so note t:Jat at position e the target is behind the building 
and no LOS exist. 
It is the total target area, representing TDIM, which is 
most significant. In Janus the TDIM is retrieved from the 
master database and thus remains constant for the target at 
all times [Ref. 3:p. 6]. However ONEMETER incorpora t es target 
aspect and its defilade calculation to create a TDIM which is 
dynamic as well as precise. 
V. DISCUSSION 
A. EFFECTS OF ONEMETER ON ACQUISITION 
1. Replacement af DOLOS 
As mentioned in Chapter I, DOLOS is the current 
subroutine in Janus that determines the existence and quality 
of the line of sight. The newly developed routine will 
replace DOLOS in order to use the one meter resolution 
provided by the Pegasus database. 
DOLOS provides the value of PLOS to the subroutines 
that determine detection and acquisition. Determination of 
detection at a given time is accomplished by DETECT, found in 
Appendix H. The subroutine HANDOFF determines if a target 
already detected can be acquired, and is located in Appendix 
1. Acquisition is required in order to prosecute a given 
target. 
The value of PLOS from DOLOS is used in DETECT and 
HANDOFF in a similar manner in each program. In both routines 
it is necessary to calculate the number of cycles resolved by 
the sensor on the target. This involves multiplying a target 
size by the PLOS to get the target's minimum presented 
dimension, TDIM. Recall Equation 3 from section I.C.3 to see 
how TDIM is used to find the number of cycles resolved, N. 
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N = CMR * TDIM 
Range 
(14) 
DOLOS calculates TDIM for a target as shown below; 
TDIM .. SIZE • FLOS (15) 
The target size is a fixed value retrieved from the master 
database, and PLOS is determined as discussed in section D of 
Chapter I. 
It is proposed that ONEMETER will elimir..ate this 
calculation providing the total effective area it calculates 
as the value of TDIM. This will ir.corporate L'1e new hig:l 
resolution database ar.d provide more detailed, accurate, and 
dynamic values of TDIM. This will in turr.. provide a more 
realistic value for the n"J.lTlber of cycles resolved and the 
detection ar.d acquisition of targets in Jar.us. 
EFFECT OF ONEMETER ON OTHER SUBROUTINES 
1. Direct Effects 
The program ONEMETER was designed with the intention 
of improving acquisitior. in Janus by using the Pegasus 
database. As discussed above, it is envisioned that ONE?-1ETER 
will replace the subroutir.e DOLOS wherever DOLOS is called by 
DETECT and P.A."'TIOFF. However ONEMETER can also be used to 
benefit any other routines which call DOLOS, thus expanding 
the usefulness of the or.e meter database. 
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The Software Programmer's Manual prepared for Janus 
contains descriptions of every subroutine that exists in Janus 
as well as the routines it calls, and those routines which 
call it. From this it is found that DOLOS is called by 19 
different subroutines including DETECT. Table IV lists these 
routines, gives a brief description of their function, 
indicates how DOLOS is used in each, and where ONEMETER might 
be used. 
The second column of Table IV indicates subroutines 
which execute an effective size calculation. In HNRAi'mE and 
NRANGE a component of the calculation involves retrieving the 
fixed target size from a file and multiplying it by the PLOS 
and applying a defilade factor. The value of target area 
provided by ONEMETER replaces this calculation and is a more 
realistic value as described for DETECT in section A.l. 
The routines SFDLOS and SFNRANGE also conduct similar 
calculations, but they also consider the size by just 
using target size and defilade status. ONEMETER output could 
replace the portions where PLOS is considered, but the 
portions without PLOS must be addressed. For whatever reason 
PLCS is not considered, it is not possible to use ONEMETER 
output because defilade and PLOS are directly related and can 
not be separated. In order to use the one meter database 
these subroutines may have to be completely overhauled. 
The third column of Table IV indicates the subroutines 
which use PLOS to calculate another value, such as effective 
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Table IV SUBROU':'INES TaAT CJI..LL DOLOS 
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?'~}~C' ''~ '''q''.t ?d'''. 
All but one of these programs and its use of PLOS h ave 
been discussed in the preceding section. The subroutine ADLOS 
retrieves PLOS for a radar routine, and its exact usage of 
PLOS is not known. 
Column four indica t es routines that use PLOS for 
verification that a LOS exists. In most cases the LOS was 
previous ly detennined to have existed, and a check is 
conducted to make sure it still does. PLOS is checked to see 
that it is greater than a minimum value of 0 . 1 or 0.0, and as 
long as it is, then the LOS is assumed to exist for the 
purpose of the routine . The two exceptions are for SFDLOS and 
SFRANGE which check t hat PLOS is greater than 0 . 9 . This would 
indicate that the special observer examined in t he routines 
requires a high quality LOS. 
The fifth column indicates that PLOS is compared to a 
value of 1. O. If PLOS is not 1. 0 then the LOS is not 
perfectly free of obstructions and is unacceptable for the 
particular application. The need for a perfect LOS can be 
understood if the purpose of the subroutine is understood . 
These subroutines are used either for a flyer or a guided 
projectile. Because of a flyer's a l titude and potentially 
high speed it would make sense that only a target in the clear 
could be seen . A guided projectile can not fly through a 
tree, so if there is any interference it will fail to complete 
its flight path. 
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The use of ONEMETER has the potential to benefit all 
of these subroutines directly by providing more accurate and 
dynamic values of target size and PLOS. 
2. Indirect Effects 
Several other subroutines within the Janus structure 
may also be affected by the implementation of ONEMETER. One 
program called in DOLOS and disCUSSE'd previously i n section 
1 .0.1, i s HITREE. HITREE provided the grid height and density 
valu e for DOLOS, and is clearly not nee ded if DOLOS is done 
away with. However, HITREE is also called by the routines 
FASTt;P, UNITXYZ I and PEAK. These subroutines should be 
further examined to ascertain the use of HITREE in each and 
whether or not they can be modified to use ONEMETER or another 
new program using the one meter database. 
Atlother routine which should be evaluated for 
replacement or modification is ASPECT. This is t he current 
routine con tained in Janus and should not be confused with the 
subroutine ASPECT contained within the ONEMETER program. The 
Janus ASPECT determines the aspect angle for viewing a target. 
However it only allows three possible aspect angles. 
Replacement of ASPECT by ONEMETER wou ld probably result in 
excessive computing time since only an aspect angle is 
required, but a routine similar to that contained in ONEMETER 
could be written to provide better evaluation of the aspect 
angle. Prior to replacement of ASPECT a better understanding 
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of how aspect is used within the routines that call it is 
required. The routines that call ASPECT can be found in the 
description of ASPECT in the Janus Software prograrr.mers 
Manua l . 
Determination of other subroutines that may be 
effected can only be made by gaining a thorough understanding 
of the operation of Janus. Existing subroutines wil l requ ire 
careful examination to detennine how best to incorporate 
values from one meter. Some programs may require no change at 
all, while others may need significant revision. 
C. IMPLEMENTATION INTO JANUS 
1. Database Manipulation 
One very important area that has not been addressed is 
how the Pegasus database wil l be manipulated and managed for 
use in Janus. Introduction of Pegasus instantly increases the 
number of data values by 10000 based so l ely on the smaller 
grid size. The increased amount of informat ion available in 
Pegasus for each grid wi l l also magnify the volume of data. 
This large amount of information can result in significant 
slowing of the system if not deal t with efficiently. 
For the purposes of ONEMETER, the test battlef ield was 
expanded into its individual components and an array was 
created to hold each data group. These arrays are structured 
such that the proper piece of information can be recalled by 
knowing the X and Y coordinates of the grid. This speeds up 
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the data recall duri:19 the simulation, but would require 
additional time during the initialization before the scenario 
The construction of the 32 bit number for the Pegasus 
database was designed with speed in mind. It is possible to 
do rapid checks of data values using masks which examine only 
a single bit of the number and thus speeds up the analytical 
process [Ref. 5:p. 11J. 
2. Target Representation in Janus 
Another area requiring work in order to use the 
Pegasus database is target representation. Currently the 
targets within Janus are represented by several fixed values 
contained in files of the master database. In order to use 
ONEMETER and the Pegasus database the targets should be 
represented in the same style as the Pegasus terrain database. 
This is necessary because ONEMETER calculates the total 
visible target area using individual portions of the target. 
Modifications must also be made, probably in the movement 
routine, so that the target representation is properly added 
onto the description of the terrain occupied by the target. 
3. Three Dimensional Target Surfaces 
One of the key components o f the ONEMETER program is 
the determination of the nurr.ber of possibly visible faces of 
the target, and the amount of area projected hy each surface 
normal to the LOS. As currently written, ONEMETER considers 
only the vertical surfaces of the target. For the target 
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shown in Figure 7 it there are 13 different vertical one 
square meter surfaces, but there are also another nine 
horizontal surfaces. A sensor at an elevation above that of 
the target has the potential to see the horizontal surfaces on 
the top of the target. Additionally, if the target happens to 
be on an inc l ined surface then all of the surface will have 
both horizontal and vertical components. 
There is clearly a need to analyze all possibl e 
surfaces of a target for visibility in calculation of visible 
The solution of this prob l em is geometrical in nature 
and could be 801 ved in a number of ways. However, such a 
complex model is not necessary in order to demonstrate the 
usefulness of ONEMETER. In addition, since the final method 
of target representation and impl ementation onto the terrain 
is yet unknown, there is no reason to introduce such 
complexity at this point. 
D. VERIFICATION 
1. Program Compatibility with Janus 
ONEMETER is written as a stand-a l one program. It does 
interact with any other prograr:\s and its only interface 
with anything ext ernal is the reading and writing of data from 
and to files. It has had no interaction wi th Janus. It is 
neither cal l ed upon as a subroutine nor does it return 
information to another program. 
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ONEMETER must be verified to work within the Janus 
Simply adding it to Janus with a few modifications 
is not a prudent course of action. The best method of 
verification wou ld be to construct a program which can call a 
limited number of Janus routines for use with ONEMETER. This 
will allow a controlled examination of the response of 
ONEMETER. The initial host program might simply input a 
target and sensor location and then call DETECT or HANDOFF to 
see the response. This clearly points to the need for a 
t horough unders tanding of just how the Janus program 
functions. 
2. Reality Check 
Once ONEMETER has been properly assimilated into the 
Janus structure evaluation of its accuracy in approximating 
actual detection and acquisition can be conducted. This 
evaluation may even be possible before integration into the 
full Janus program. During the development of ONEMETER a 
number of assumptions concerning vegetation density and 
perception of distant objects were made. These assumptions 
will remain only guesses unti l comparisons 
experimentally determined results are made. 
Numerous scenarios have already been conducted on the 
current version of Janus, many of wbich are supported from 
data obtained during live field tests. Given the actual data, 
the proper inputs must be entered into ONEMETER and the 
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program results must be compared to real resu l ts. If a human 
is unable to detect a specific target obscured by some degree 
of foliage then the program incorporating ONEMETER should not 
either. The real data must be used to fine t une ONEMETER. 
There are several possible values in ONEMETER which 
can be adjusted in order to obtain agreement with battlefield 
experlence . 
• adjust the value of at tenuation for passage through a 
meter of vegetation, the current attenuation is 30 percent 
• change the distance at which an object appears solid, this 
is currently assumed to be 200 meters 
• change the function of attenuation versus distance from 
linear to some other method such as exponential 
• change the manner in which successive attenuation values 
are combined, currently they are added 
• change the value at which the LOS becomes completely lost 
due to attenuation, current val ue is 95 percent 
Adjustment of any or one of these va lues wi ll change the 
visible target area and PLOS for any given sensor-target pair. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
CONCLUSIONS 
• ONEMETER effectively utilizes the one meter terrain 
database, Pegasus, to make LOS calculations. 
• ONEMETER examines multiple LOS for a single target as 
opposed to one LOS in the CUrrent Janus fonnat. 
• Using the detailed information provided by the Pegasus 
database, ONEMETER can determine whether a potential LOS 
passes above, below, or through an object. 
• ONEMETER through use of the Pegasus database realistically 
calculates a LOS with the ability to ascertain the effect 
of small, discrete objects. 
• The use of ONEMETER allows for and calculates target 
properties as they vary with the movement of the sensor 
unit as well as the target . 
• ONEMETER mOre accurately determines the effective target 
area through use of multiple LOS, attenuation factors, a:1d 
projection of target. surfaces based on the target aspect 
angle. 
• The improvements in calculating effective target area may 
be applied to a number of other subroutines within Janus, 
increasing the overall quality of the program. 
• Once its compatibility wit.h Janus is verified, ONEMETER 
car. replace the subroutine DOLOS. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Use of ONEMETER and t.he Pegasus database have a 
demonstrated capability to Significantly enhance the Janus 
program and improve realism within evaluation of various 
scenarios. However further evaluation is required in order to 
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implement ONEMETER. The areas requiring evaluation and other 
suggestions are list.ed below. 
• A det.ailed understanding ot how all of the subroutines 
work and interact with each other must be gained. Then an 
analysis of how t.he remainder of the program can benefit 
from the Pegasus database. 
• ONEMETER should be tested to ensure it will operat.e 
properly within the Janus progranuning st.ructure. 
• ONEMETER should be evaluated against. known detection and 
acquiSition data to verify its accuracy in predicting 
these events. ONEMETER can then be adjusted to correctly 
model reality. 
• Targets in Janus must be described in the Pegasus database 
format. 
• Subroutines which previously called DOLOS must be modified 
toea 11 and use ONEMETER. 
• A full understanding of exactly how all values in within 
the Pegasus database structure must be developed and then 
used to further improve the Janus program through more 
realistic modeling and speed of calculation. 
• Further examine and attempt to incorporate the various 
factors that affect human perception of objects. 
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ATRc-w:::a APPENDIX A 14 July, 1992 
M:::'''!CRJlNOL'M FOR RECCRD 
SU3JECT: l'."iroD Detection in Janus (A) 
l.0 PUR?OSE 
':'he pur-pose of this ;r.emc:-andum is to desc:-i~ portions of the 
l'.VEQO deceetion ·moc.el· whic:-. are applicable to the 
simt:latior. of car.;et acc;u,isi:ion al"'.d c!isc:-imirlation i:1 
Ja.-:..:s (A). I will attempt to co this in a man..'1er '...rhich is 
ur:de::standable by reac.e:-s ·...r1">.c o.:-e not necessarily fe~.llia= 
· .... i.c;, t:-:e cecai:'s of c.ecec::io:-: t:-.eor"j. I'.or with ehe comput02r 
s'.m1,;:aei.o •. ::eehnic;ues '.1sed ~y Janus ~Al. ;.:0· .... 8ve::. for ::he 
~::oq:-a:Tl:T:e:'a:1alys:: who ;:light \.Jis;; co exami.-,e (or ;e::)-,a;:;s 
:noc~::; ) C:"1e Ca!",t.:s(Ai eo::"puce= coce. sor.te re:evant Ca.-,'..:s(;'.) 
s'.1bro'''::::':'.es a:-e ~ce ;'\ cif:'e:::: • ... :-.o2:;evo2.:: apprcp::'.,,::e. 
?~ease nece :::.a:. i: ~s ex;o:e:;sly NCT :::-:02 i:".to2:1t of ::.his 
~e:nora:-.c'-.:;;, c:;- ces::ri::02 c::e :-"-.--:::'80 model in i::s enei:-er:y. nc:-
;:0 cescr'.:::e 0.:1 of the ,Jam.:s ':.;j algori:.:.ms associa-:ed \.Jich 
:a:-<;e ·: acqt.;isic..ior: anc dis:::::: ... :nir:atior:. In :.:;e~:- ent~::-e:.y. 
:-:--:2 !\-v'::: :: ~ :'o2:e::::':l:-: :ncGe'- is ~aseC 0:-. a e::,--:::-')~c i:-:'lO':"ll.'-.C; the 
':::Jm;>l~:a:.:':: .--:. :Q: a s;:f:<::':i::: s~:-:sor c2'lice a:"".G :a.:-get., 0: c::.e 
'-.\.l~e::- 0: ·::esoi'laOle cycles· across a "a::-<;ec.'S · cri,:ico.1" 
('..:sc:a::':,: mi.:--.:'~1.!ITJ p:-ese:""":t.eG d:'::1e:-:s10n. T:1is conce;>:: 0: 
:-eso'-':a;,le eyc:!.es ca!"""! be vis;...:aliz e -:: as :o !. :o'~·s 
::-:',agine d pd.ccern c: s:::-ipes c:- ba:-s · .... hich are eG'....tal 
i::. · .... ~dt;; and a!':erna::ing in color. positioned ae she 
ta:'"ger: ' s Ioca c ion. Le:: ehe conr:.::asc. bet;.;een the t\.JO 
co l o:'"s be the same as the conc:-ase bet' ... een ehe accual 
ea.gee·s ima.;e and ies surrounding background. Let 
::he length of the paetern be ehe same as ehe ears-et' s 
mirum'C:.ffi presem:ed dim",nsion. 
b. ::-::'t:'aEy, let the \.Jidth cf the seripes be sucl1 that 
an ocse!""""/e.:: ' ... ith a ;c;,:-;:iculo.r sensor can easi.ly 
ciscinq.Jish each i:1di.·.ridual st..::ipe. 7he"l slowly 
decrease the ;.;ide:' 0':: the s::.-=ipes unti! the minimu...'1l 
· ... i.c:h at. ' .... hie!'! t.he o!::se:::-ver can st.:':::' distinqu:'s:-: each 
;;a:'r of s::::'"ipes is c::: ,: ai:1ed. 
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J5i.n; thi.s mi.:-::i:n'.1Ji width. ::,)12 r.uroe.: 0: pai.rs 
cor:tai:1e:! withl:': a distar.ce eCj1.:.al to the :::a.:get· s 
mi.ni.mUJ:l presen:.ec di.mension is calleo the num!:>er of 
".:esolva:Ole CY:::les·. or the numbe.: of "cycles 
:-esclvec", fo;' t:-,at target anc the particula:- se:-::sor 
bei.n<; used. 
The con:::e;Jt of resolva~le cycles lends itself well to '-he 
computa:lor: of detect i or: prot;.abilities, as well as to 
com;Jl.:::.ation of the probability of disc::-imir:ating a ta::-get at 
:s~;~~~t!~V~~~h ~:~e~~~~ ~~d:l g~~!~n~!.:~~~ :o;a~~~~~ies 
5e;;so.: : 
?Sl - the proba~i:ity tl':at t~e ta::-ge: will ever.tual l y 
be cetec::.ec. give:-. sufficient (infinite) tir.'le. 
This c;"antity is usually .:e:2::-.:eo to as "?-
inflnity· . 
PI::. ) the prcbaj;'l i ty tr.a: t:Je target ....,ill be detected 
c>.;:-i!1Q time :r.:e.:--"al "t". g-:'ve:-:: t~at the t&::-;et is 
""'ltn.:U: t:-.e se:,:s~::- ' s ::"12::; c: view. an::: ;<:.· .. e:: that 
the ta:-get Cd::'. i;; fact. ev:r.tue:ly be dete::::ec . 
?~ ar:d P{t!, a:-e functio:":,; of the 
t'":e se;;so:- c"';-. resolve acrcss the 
.;:::ci tlO:lelly. t:t.e 
t:-::e po:-ticn 0: t::~ N"v·:SOG :noG:l :-<::evar.::. :::0 
::O:':SlStS of t~e fol: ~',,'::':'"lg ::.hree, s::'e"s: 
C",lcc::ate a;::te~·~at.io:: of the :",:-"e~' s sig::a::ure along 
the l:':1e-o:-s:."ht bet·,.eer. t:')e ta!";<et and "he se::sor. 
b. Given the target's s::'gnature at the sensor, calC'..l l ate 
the r.umber of cyc l es (N) which the sensor can resolve 
across t:he tarQ"et's critical cimension. 
Given N, de:e:::-mine if the ta::-ge: can be cete-cte-=. end 
:'f 50, ",her, and at wj-,at level of resolut:ion 
(d::'sc.:imination) . 
T::e fol l o ..... ing pa::-a-;rapJ":.s describe each· of the above three 
st.e~5 in IT.ore detail. 
Jl 
) . 0 ATTENUATION 
In Janus (A) , we · .... ish to consider t.he at.t.enuat.ion of a 
cargec's siqr:acu:-", by che acmospoere, and by an obscurant 
· .... !'lich '",e will call "la:-ge-area" smoke. A t.arget.'s 
"siqnacl.<re" is simply sone measurable quanticy relaced co 
chac p;,ysical at.t.ribuce of che carget which is "detectable" 
by a give:1 sensor. (Refl ec:ed light and the!i:lal radiat.ion 
are examp':"es of phYSical cu:t. ribt.:ces 'Whid: are dececcable by 
opt.ical and t.he:-:nal ser:sors. respec::ively.) 
51:. '" Signa~u:-e ac carget 
Ss = 5':'g:-,act.::-2. a<:. ser.so:-
Ss ~ 5~ ,2 
71 :"s r::~e "c :2.;"! s;n :"ssion" of ::~'" ::c:-:r.,,~ 
a<:.mos;Jhe:-e, 
{ll 
1'2 is t::'e "t.:'J.r:s :ni ssio:1 " of a:,.y ",a.r:;e - a=ea s::1oke 
",,,,eng t::'e li .... e-o:-s.:.gh:. {!..OSI ~e:·~·e .. ~. :'::02 ca::-;e:: a:'!:i 
::-,2: -:-: 2~d :'2 e:-e :-3,c:ors '..-:-.ic:: :;or~a: :y ca',e 07'. '/a:t.:es 
ce:'..-ee:-, :ero ",:"le or: .. . T~,t.:s, i ': T: ,:,!1C ':'2 a:-~ '.::OC:1 ec;:t.:al ::0 
:: :le:-02 is :;0 at::~';ar: i or:. and t.:-:e si;:-:a: ';:-e at t:-:e se:-.scr 
lS sa.::';€: as t::'e si;;}a:u:-e ae. e.~e :arge: . I: eitr;e:- T l or 
eC1~el to ze.:-c. t:-::e si;nat'.lre ac cr.e s",::scr is equal co 
ze:-o, ar.c. t:,e ta r; ~: carmoc be cetec::ec by ~:~ e s~.'lsor. ',.,-he n 
1'2 is ec;-... al co ::e.:-c 10':- less t.:'lan SO[;le mini;:;:.:..':) :.h:!;'es~olC! 
valuel, ",ie say that LOS is o:,1ecked- by large-a:-ea sr:loke. 
for opti.cal s ensors, 5C is che "opt ical CO:1t::as:' of the 
carget. In Janus (Al. t::1.e optical contras: :'s pare. of the 
"'-'Iea -:.he:.:-" data in the ::las:.e:.:- data base. anc is t::erefore c.he 
same for all tarc;ets curing a . .Janus r"'..m. 
?or the:::nal sensors. 5t i s defined to be :::;"e "a:;s o l ute va.!.'.le 
0: ;:.::e ave::aC;e ta=;et-e.c-':lackg::ound c em;::e:-at 'Jr e dif:e:-ence-. 
or ":::'elta-'!'" of che car;et. De1ca-T is i n :;;uc it: tbe Jar.t.:s (.; ) 
:nas::e.:- data base as °The!'ma1 Contrast. Class" for eac~ syst.e!n 
-:ex:;ose,,; anG. de:i:aCe:. ,;aous int.er:1ally conve.:-ts t:le 
:':'e::::1a1 Contr3.st C:ass ':::1 a va l ue of del:a-'!'. (Ac tually, 
::a<:,'..:.ra1 log of c:!elca-'!', :-J!' reasor:s · .. -h ie:: '''-:~' '::e-:ome clear 
1 a.::. e::- . ) 
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Tl " ~X?{ -.:..l...PP')'· R) 
R is the se:lso:--to-:.arget range. 
AL?HA is t he "exti:lction coefficier.r:" of t:he 
ar:rnos~he:-e . 
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o?':ica: ser:so!"s ~:,'" a~:tlcs~he:-:.c tra~srnissior. c -=.:-. be 
T!. (3) 
J. - SOG Y I ~? { ;":'PP"'; • R ) - 2. ) 
;:;. is :.h~ S~::5::::--:o-:.3:-ge : :-a:1,;'e. 
soc ~s :':'!e ·si<."y-:.o -g!"Ol.;~d b:-ig:,tness :-a:.io·. 
oac.,","",,,"," e:::.c:'e:lC"/, Ja:n;s(;,, ) ",'c :-Ks with t )':", :-'.5.Cl.:::-a::' 
a.::ove. T~Ki!'"!~ :r.e oatu:-2.l log 0:; bct:, 
,,:!:>eve becomes, 
For the T2 term a:!:>eve, if ... 'e define 
O;"E.'J 1n(T2) 
t!"len eC;-..Jatior. (4 ) becomes 
10(5s) z In 15t.! ... 1n(T1) .. OLEN lSI 
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since the nal:ural log of a t:ansmission is called the 
"extir:c:':'on", OLEN is called the extinction-due to large-area 
smoke. ;::qual:ions for calcuation of OLE.'J will not be 
p:ese:1ted in t.his memo. 
Note tb.al: fo:- the:mal senso:-s. use of equation (2) above 
allows eCj\..:acio!l (5) tc tak e on t~e simple form 
1:;(55) = btSr:.) - ( ALP!'".). - R ) ... OLE.'1 
· ... hie ;' is compuced directly whenever needed by subrou::ine 
?A!?S in Janus (.';). J-ioweve:-, che calcu~acion of acmospheric 
ex::inct':'on for optical se:1sors is m"J.C:' more compute-
iote:-:s:'ve, as ca:"": be see:1 :rom equatic;". (3] ,3.:'ove. rc:" chis 
:"eason, ';a n,-"s L::"J calC"Jla::~ {du::-ing in::i.alizat.~onJ a cable of 
atmos;:he::-ic ex::':1c::.ior. versus range :0:- ~' .. ·o optical bands, 
and stores I:he r-asu':.:; i:-: "slope/::':1t e ::-cepc" :0:-<1'. whic;-, a l lows 
'/e::"J :25;:; i::::e ::-~cla ::.io:-: 0 : ::.he tajle va::.:es. 
':am .. :S 1.; ) !"o"J.t ':' r:es i::.'/clv ed 
s : g:1at'J:e a::.::. <2r".l..;a tl..or. a:":! as 
0: ta::-c;ec 
:;:::1 ::-£:<7 - Calcu :a:es ::.he a::mospr.eric ex::.i:1c::.ic:-. v.,,::s,-"s 
::::a:-:ge ta:: les :or opt:'cal se:-:S':::"3 1::""'0 c:s:-l es. 
c::e :0: "3and l" a:-:d one ::;,r "3a.'1c 2" ). 
?~.: :;;S · ~::i:ec:: :! ca: c :ola::.es a:::":c's ;::he:ic eX:~.'1c:i?!". :0:-
L:'''':-:Co.: sar:s:J:-s t ? 
:':-.e ";::er:or;;lanCe" or a. sensor is re;>rese:"lted :;:y a c"...!c.re 0: 
resolvable cycles ger miliradian (CMR) as a f'..ll"'.ction of 
"arget. signa"ure mea sured AT TJ-i£ SENSOR . Sxp!"essed 
mat.hema,, '::'ca: ly: 
c:-rn. = f :Ss) (6] 
·,..here 5s (as ce:i::ed edr:ie::-J is c.r.e t.6rgec's s'::'qr:at.'J::-e af:e:-
be i r.c; ar.::er:ua:::e-:i alor;; I::-,e :...05 :-ay from :he :a:-get :0 cne 
ser:sor. 
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NC ",::62.:-:::':::6';' fO!"1:l ex~st.s to!:' equation (6), CMR as c. ~unc:ia!1 
0: 55. T~e.::"efc!"e, this cu-:-ve is input in the Janus (AJ master 
ca:a ~ase (fc: each se:-:so.::-) as a table of values. For 
op:icc.l senso.::-s, the quan::ity S5 above is called "mean 
.::-esolvable contrast" [MRC). Fo:: thermal senso:-s , it is 
:::allec. "mea:l resolval:lle tempe.::-ature" (MR'Z' ). Sensor 
;::~::o::-lT,ance i.s the.::-efore :rep::esented in Janus (A) by what 
ca!lec a::: MRC 0:- ar: MRT curve (or table). 
As stated earlier. the Janus (AJ simulat.ion works wah 
extinction rather :han c:-a:-:smissions. for compu:a:ional 
~~;~~~:~~he ~:~~~a~~~~i~~ ~;~ ~~~~it~U~~~ut;~~ ~~~~ 
::-eascn. :he Jam.:s(A) sim:;latior. calcula:es (once for each 
se::.scri a ::",:Ole of eM? versus the natu:-al l"'Og of 55, a:lc 
s:o:-es the ::-esu l ts ir: a · s~ope/il".:ercept· fo:-:t. wr.ic!1 a:lo .... ·s 
ve:-y fast inte.:-polat i on o~ t.he ta::le vall.!es. 
\; ia :2:::e ':":-.:e:-;::.c:a::c:-.) t:-,e ;]"...l::-.::Je:- of 
se:-:sor (.K ; ca=-: toe eas:ly calc"...;:a:e=: 
. :..ct-ually, t;;e ter:n (:'D: M/ ?~::.S~:;::) ajc'/€ is s ir:-.p!y a VI::'" ... : c:<::se 
6pprox:..:r:a:ior. :or the angle I':':: 1T.::.li r adia::s) st.:j::€:1'::ec by :he 
tarGet. ?D:i:~ is ojta':nec :ro11". ::he t,"-rget 's '!"i inil:l"..;m 
: ·etection ~.:..me!"!sicn · i n che IT,aste::- data base. then rnoC'::~ec 
co take i:1"o account t::e ta::-get·s defilade s::atus, and 
pa:-tial ooscuratior: of the ta::-get by ter::-ai:; feat.ures (if a:lY 
are preser.!:. along the sensor-to~ta::-get LOS). R'-.NGE is 
obtair.ed f::-om the sensor and target locations withir. the 
sim1,!latior.. 
Majo::- Jant.:s(AI routi:-.es i :lvolved ""ith computation of 
reso:vable cycles for a se:1sor~'..lnit/tar9"et-ur.it cor.-bi:-:a::ion 
a:-e as follows : 
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l-'A:'::Cv"?. .. Calculates the cycles-per-mil::'radian 
ve:-sus na:ural-!og~o:>ta:-get-signa::u:-e tables [one for 
each sensor). 
GE-rC?M .. In:.erpolates MRC/MRT tables f:-orn the 
:rIds::e:- ca:a base, !:or use by X.~CtJR. 
?::'.::'l.S ~ I:1I:.e:.-polaees ene tables buil:. "::ly MJ..KCl.'R t.o 
obcain cycles-pe:--milirac!ian (CMR) . 
-Calculaces che numbe:- of mili:-adians 
s"...lote"ced by c:-ta ca:-;ec (v.ST). 
·Calculates tr.e nl$.be:- 0: resclvab:e cycles: 
;'n~~r~~~'~ ~~~l:~:n~;r :~~f ~~~;~~e~:~~~~ ~~~f~:~ i;~~ e~~~~ed :or 
~:.-ob2."c;il':':y 0: ce:e'::icn ar:c t:,e dist:-ibuticr. 0: :~me-~o-
::e:ec: ca!". ::;e easily calC·-.llated .~cdici:)nally. ::::03 level or 
cisc=i.:;,':'~a::':'on (:-:0·'" · ·..,;ell· :he a":::sa:-·.'e:- can see ::-:e ca:.-;e:) 
ca" "::Ec:::e:e:-:;\':'nec 
:-:-:e p:-c"::a.:::':'':':'::y a t cecec:ion ( '?-i:--.:i :-.:.:y · ) is ;i·;e:;::y N~,,:=:OC 
" 
?S .: I.::;;: y . ,,) I I :' ~ C;;: " ''';j (3) 
2.7 ... 0.7-CR 
CR N I NSC 
is ::l1e nu.rnber or :-esolvabie cycles . 
~t50 is c:,e median numbe:- of resclvab':e cycles 
:-eq"Ji:-ed for evencua': decec::ion. 
T:-.e :e:-~ ·CR· abo'~'e is call.~d :!1e . C'j"c:e 
called :::,e "C'Jc :e c:.-icer:'..on" :0= jetectic:1. 
:'..5 ec;--.:a: co ",50, C:<. ~s ec;--.:al and 
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evc.l·",z:es ::: P::l = C.5. ::; ot.~e!'" .... o::-ds. fo:- a :-andom sa..lnple 
0: otlse:-ve::-s, hal: 0: :.he o~se=-ve:-s /O!'l ave:-age) .... i11 requ:::-e 
:ewe:: than 1\50 resolvable cycles fo:- even:.ual detection. 
Io'!'::le hel! 0: t.he obse:-ve:-s (on ave:-age ) will requi:-e mo::-e 
:.na;: t>:SO c::)'cles for eventual detection. 
o cycles ::Je:ec:ior:; Sensing tr,a: ar. object .... hich 
fo:-eigr. to the backg:-ounc 15 i~ ehe 
5e:150:-'S fie1d-o:-v;'e ... , 
o cyc:es ;"impoint.: Ability to se:ecc ar, aimpoint on 
ac. cbjec:. ... hid'. has ~ee:-. ce:err..':'neC to be 
0: r.\ili:ary im.e:-es:. 
J .:: c:,.'c:"es ;;'ecog:1':':'lOr.: .:''::'::li:::y:o c",:ego:-ize rnos~ 
:",:-"e:5 !:y class . $';;::;" c.S :aoi<, APe, ;::-;..;ck, 
6.~ C":' c:'es :ce:1::::ca,,-:o;:.: 502::19' ",'::>:e to cell ;.:ha: 
s;oec':'::'c me:n::.e:- of a cli:sS the ta:-gec 15. 
fo:- eX6:f1,:Jle a T-72 ra:r,::- chan a T-62. 
No:.e t::o.:: ~:::- a ;:;a:-:iCl.:lc.r se:-.5o:--unit/ta:-;et-u"it 
c;);r~:r.a:.io::, equa::. ion 1131 abc';e is ul:irr,o.::ely a :unctio;; of 
:-a::o;,:- :::s-:· .. ·es-:: the se::so;:" \0::':':. c..:""::::: the ::.a:-;-2: u"~:. [P:::':'s a 
::·.;:"";C~:o:-. c: .:-e5c>..·a:::e cyc2es ..... ·:-:.:.ch .;.;; t·..::-" is e :u:'!ctic;-; of 
:-6..:"":;e. j ?c.:"" e CO,T'::;",: s:mu':a::o:: s '"c[ . .=.s .-=':1';5 I.~.I, the :e::ge 
ze:;,:ee:: =. S:::5er un':'::. a;:c a to..:-903: u.:"":i: ;-=;"":,:-;:"o.::y cha::ges 
?or exa~p:e. the .:..r:':'tial :an;e bet· .. ·eer. a 
;:art.:.eu':.:::- 503:150::- U:1lt a;;::: a ;;-ar:.:..c;..:':a:- t.=..:-get !illit might :::e 
ve::""}: la.:""ge ... ith a cQ!"res;,JonC.:.n9 ve!""'y' 10· ... proJ::;.ab':'':':'ty of 
eve;;:c;al :: e :;;.-ction (?:l). ht SO::1;;'- :ate.:- t:'::le, t:Je ser.so:--to-
ta!"get ::-ange IT.ay have de::::-eased co sue;'"! a:-. extent ttat the P:J 
':'s new very 1a.:""ge. In o::-de!" to ace 01..:nt fo!" this. the 
c",;:>ability cf a partiel:la!" sensor un':'::. to event.'Jally detect a 
por..icular target unit must be evalua:ed pe:-iodieal l y. 
i-ioweve-:. we can."lot simply recompute, PD and compa=e it to a. 
rancom d.:-a .. ·, each time we ""ish to :-e-evah .. ate the partieula!" 
senso!"ita:rget pair. Doing so is eq\.:ivale!".t to considering 
the ;)2.rtic:u:'ar senso!"/targee pair eo be a different iro.ndo;;-.ly 
seleccedJ sensor-unit/target-u:;ie pai!". .'--.:':dit.ior.aU.y, the 
j)roba~ility that a pa::-ticular se~sor/.targ~t pai!" .. ·ill pass 
che PD t:est ~eomes a f".mction of how fre<;"...iently we conduce 
the ees::.. (In orde:- co see this, ask you!"self what · ... olJld 
happen if .. 'e evo.luaced each sensor-unir../r..a.:""get-unit pair a 
million ti:r.~s cu::-ing each second of si:nu:'.;.:ed g-arne time.) 
.::'.;.nus ( i\) l:ses an "initi a:i.zat':'on " met:-,oc :Cl aeCClun: :o!" 
senso:--t.o-t2.:::""g-et !"2.nge changes in a m2.:"::1€!" w~ic:, ~s :"lOt 
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eqc:iva:enr:. r:.o random selec;:ion each time an evaluation of a 
specific senscr-unit/targe~~unit pair is to be performed. At 
the ':;leginni;""lg of a Janus(A) run, each sensor-unit/td=get~uni': 
comn:'r.",cion receives a random dra ... · from the distribution 
repreS/.2:n:ed by equdl:.ion (81 above. These draws rep.rese!lt the 
nu.mber of resolvable cycles required for specific sensor 
un:'ts ;:0 ':;le able 1:.0 (eventually) cel:.ect specific target 
un1.::S. T:-:ese d:raws (called detection th.resholdsl are saved. 
and do not change during a varticular scenario run. Janus (Al 
periodically compuces the number of resolvable cycles (N1 for 
a .?drtlcula!" ser:so:::--uni:/tar<;et-unit combination. and 
corr.pa:-es t.his number to r:.he previous2y~sr:.ored de:ecti::ln 
t.h.resncld. w:-:enever N is grEater t::a:1 (or eCjUal co) c::e 
de:ec::.:'on t.l"".::-eshold. we say chac the ?~intinir:.y tesc has been 
~asseci. 
:::-.:.CQ .::'.ss i;n s ra:1c.om cra· .. s ::rOI:1 
co eve~i co:no.tr:a:~or. o f. 
'''!"li::. cor:<:al:-:ec: ·,.;~~;;i:". t:"1e 
exeC1..:r:.ec. 
C:Jm;:a.:-es :\I 
:X::: ·:'.~.C ::: ::a 
5.2 7~:te ;:'0 Deca::::. 
Cr.ce t:~.e p-i:-:::i:"liey ces<: has ~ee:: ;:assec. (cl":e t.arget · .. il:' 
eve!":<:'~dl':',/ be dec:eceedl ';d!""!\.:S 1,).) :t.usc: c:.eca:""::li:-.e 'N:-;=:'~l t::"1e 
ta:-;.o: is ac:.'..:.ally C:etected. 
If ' .. e lee ·c· be the amour.c of ci:lIe t::ae a target has ~een 
.... :"t.hin a sensor's f:'e2d-of~view, t:-.en cr.e probability thar:. 
che ca:::-<;et '",,1.11 oe detectec. during the time inee.:::-val ·t· is 
;:".'en by NVEOD as: 
?(r..)", 1 -2..X?(~X·T/3.4) (91 
r:: CR is less :.:'a:: or ec;ual to 2.0. cher-. 
CR i 
1.18 
';an," s , ;.. ) uses equa:ior. r?) above to peri odically ca l culate 
::.~e ~!"obG.bi1ity p ( t ) that a s?ecific target. ~'i:'t was detected 
~. a s~ecific obse:ve!" uni:. during the preceedi n; time 
':'nte:--Ja! t. A randorr. -: :-2"" is then compa::-ed to P (t:) to 
dete:-;nine if the target uni:. has been detectec or :1.0t. "'tis 
p:-ocess is repeatec. c:.n ;;.':'l :.he target is detec:ec.. or is no 
lon;e:- G. candidate for ae:ection by che specific o~se:"'ver 
'...li: i!:. : :'.e. LOS ':' 5 broke::. -che -carget is killec.. :.he observer 
is k':':le::: , etc. ) 
:-:,E :r,a:'r. .Janus (A) r01.H:i:-.cs i:-.vo~ved with P ( c ) a:-e 2.S tollows: 
Celc·...;:ates ? (t). given t Cl:lO CR. :0:-
ccmp'''';~o:io;:a:' e::lcency . PD;:;:-:e:C COn talrlS a 
-cable 0: Pi) vs Cr<. stc!"ec i:: s:'opE:"in:ercept 
~o:-:r. :::;,:- :as: ':':-J"~e:-90la ticr:. 
Call s su:,:-c,":i:"ie P.~.:::RS :0 calc'..::',: :e t.!"".e 
;;·.IIT,::;e:- c: :-€So >,,'G:O:e =y c:'es n;) fc:- a 
~a:-;;. iC1:1,,:- se :-:so!"-uni t. i :a=;et - '..:r:.':'t 
comDi:-:a::'on. T~e:1 cal:'s st.::O-:-outine ?D2,;;:C 
to ca:c-..:~a:e the ?rt) fo-:- a s;;e:::::e::: t':'me 
inte.:"'va: . 
:r", j:a:-6 ;:-a~h ~.:. a"::>ove " E :::esc:-':'~e::: ho ... · ':;6:":1..:S (.~.: :":5e5 an 
"' ;':-::: :"'::':::6:ion' met::cc to ge ;-.e:-ate a collecticr. 0: :-.0.;-]-::011'. 
:' :- a\.'s ::-Ol! ::::e p=obab:'::t:y c:'scribo.:tio:l :- e~:-ese!;t.ej :Oy 
e~ .. a:i~!; IS). -:-:1':' S c::S:~:-:::;.J t .;.o .. :5 treqt.;e:-,t. ~y re:er:-ed co 2.5 
the ?-in ::':;':'t.y c:'s::-:'::":.i :ion. Note che,t the ?-i;";~ini::y 
disc:-i::'uti cr. :,as a pa:-ame:er, N5 0, whose val"...!e i s :te rr.edian 
value o f the cistribut':ol1. 
;~s~~u~7~~-:-~~n~h ~~h r~&:~:~e~~~~n -:e t~~~s v~Gc~~e ~e~:;~~g the 
value o f 1\50 USed in ge;:e:-acing the P-infinity distri::::ution", 
;:-0 ::- example , if we wish to I'eq.lire tha: an observer unit be 
able c:: categorize a target uni-c by class (tank . APe, truck, 
etc. : :":1 o.:-der for a 'cete:::c i:::m' to occur, tten we wou:,c. use 
a va:ue of. 3. S cycl es for NSO :r: equat':'on (6:. We would t:1en 
say ::.r.a: ... ·e are simula'Cing ta.::-get aCq1.!is:ion (cetec::':'on) at 
'Che lo2"'Jel of 're cognition ' . :.:: we t.:se a value 0: 2,0 cyc:es 
:0::- 1\50 .:.:-, eq'.oat ion (8 ) . ..,e a:-e s:"mu':'&t.ir.g ta.:->=et a ccr",::5it~on 
at :':-:02 leve l of "'a.:' mpcint ". !t is also i!'",pol'":..=;nt to :-ealize 
~ ]-;at a co ~':'ec~i on of rando::" ::.:::-a .... s, genera:.ed ":::1 a g iven value 
of K50 fo r t~e ?-infinity d:'s:.:-i~ution, ca:: ~e "sca2ed ' to a 
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collec::ion of random d::-a .... s gene::-a::ed by the p-infi:-:ity 
d i st!"i::'u(.ion for some ocher value 0: NSO. In other .... ords. if 
POD 0 ) represents the ?~in::ini':y dist. '..rich N50 
1.0, and 
?D(J.S ) rep::-esent:s t!1e ?~i,,:inicy dist. wi::!"! NSC 
3.S, 
the:-. mu leiplYlng eac::' craw f::-em ?D (l . O) by t.he face or 3.5 
',,:' 1 2. give us t!"!e equ:va:enc of a -:ol:eceio;: 0: dral,ls from 
po(3. 5) . 
';arn.:s (A) 'Je::-sio n 3.0 si:n;.::,;.:es ::a::-;e:: ac~:;.:'si.cion 3-=' 
~~~~ t;J ~f z~~t~~oi~e ~a;.~~~ c~a." 2 (~a ~~!~ : ~~;2.:: :;~~~~~~~. 
7:-.:'e shclC" ) ::,om ?:; ( 2. .0) i.s s::o:-~c fa:, eac=-: se:':sc:'-
-=. he 
C1.!::-i:1g 
u:-::cl::a.:-ge:~u!"l':': c om;:: i.::a.:.:. o r: :-:--':5 c::-a'~' .:.s 5ca. l ec u~ i ':Jy a 
: a.c::o::- 0: 2.CI ·~';-'a:".e·.·e::- ::':"12 ;:.a.:-::.i-:". 2.,;.::- sa:-.so::-41..:,"'!ic/ta::-ge~~ 
'.,mic c:lrl'-bi:-.a.cio:: is :::1:'.; eva:'~a :e -::' fo::- ( a·.·e.-.c ·.:a l l 
a c::;,.; : s:::~on. :: ::;,e s ca. ~ac.- 1..:-P d::-.::'. i s 2,,;,;0.: :::: c ::- g::-aate::-
(:"ar. 2 _0. ::::-:a!"l ::.:-:e :::e:-;~: u=-:it ca.=-: e'; ~:1::l.:a :~:.·::e ac~i::-ec by 
t he obse::'Je::- ,-",i :: 
On ce 'the ca.::;e:: :--:a s ::2e:-: a cq\':l ::~': . :: :-'2 5a '-:-:2 De:-:;c::io:"l 
:' ;-;::-e 5:"lolc. d::-~-,,' .:. 5 ( ;; e ::- :' oc ':'cal :'y) s>:a~-2c u; ;:,y ::r.e 2;Jprop::-ia':2 
:ac to ::- ( J . 5 ::0::- ::e~::lg:-. i. :'.c;"'.. 5. ~ : 0 :: :c2:1:::':':'ca::::'o,,1 to 
ce:';:-'11i:1e i: :::--: 2 Ci::S-2::-";~:- :.m':':: C3:: s:' sc ::-:'",_::.:-:a:e ::-:2 t a:-;'.'!c 
1.::1:: a ::: a le':2:' r.i:; :--:2::- : r.a. :: a.::'.':1:::c~",.: 7:"1 2 t6.=s:e : 
c:5c:-i~i:1a::::'e;;. :'2'J2: : 5 c:-.1::1 I.: s.:,C as '::1 !.::;::ll.;: :0 
fi .... e 2:1ga:;e.'1'.2": al:;o::-::.::r~71s, anc :; a:50 ,-,s<':c ::c 
s y;nbc l o,?:( ~ c. g::-aphlcal cisp lay of a:: e:'.e:.'::,-· ur.::'-: Or'. 2 
;:: laye :- 's ',,'c :-:-<s::: a: i o ['; SC::-22:1 
The main C"ar:l1S (.:;) rOL:ci:"le invclvec · ... :::h ::a:-:;e:: c isc:-i;n ':' ."la ::icn 
is s"-lorou::i::e D::::::::CT. 
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fro D. K dt,"-,-
A.D. KeEne::-
C;::e::-at:cns ::tes e a.!"ch A.."1aly;: 
Janus (A) Developmer:.c 
Division 
TRAc 4 r"sy::? 
- SUBROtn'INE" - DOLOS - - A.D.KELLNER, 
DOLOS (XS,YS,HS, XT,TI,HT, PLOS ) 
!NCLUDE 
INCLUDE 
C -TCDC KNT KNT .. 1 
'JGLOBE: GLBPARAM . FOR' 
'JG!,QBE: GLOBTRRN. FOR' 
' JGLOBE: GLOBSCR. FOR' 
C -TCDC IF( KNT.EQ. 10000) THEN 
C"TCDC KOUl'."T _ Kom-."T .. 10 
C-TCDC PRINT 10010, KGUm 
FORMAT ( /, --- LOS Count (thousands): , 15 ) 
C-TCDC KNT _ 0 
C-TCDC END IF 
C------ Init to no LOS 
----- Compute "Grid - Cell Coordinates" of sensor and target 
XSG ( XS-XORG ) / GSIZEX 
YSG ( YS-YORG ) / GSIZEY 
XTG ( XT - XORG ) / GSIZEX 
YTG ( YT - YORG ) / GS!ZEY 
IPRNT ~ 99 
IF( HS .LT. 0.0 ) 
HS • ABS( HS ) 
ENDIF 
IXS • XSG 
",G 
ICELL .. IXS + (IYS· l)· IDIMX 
• ( MASKELEV .AND. Ml>.PXY(ICELL) ) + HS 
- •• Get Elevation & Concealment at TARGET location 
.. XTG 
IYT .. YTG 
ICELL .. IXT + (IYT-l) * IDIMX 
.. HITREE ( Ml>.PXY (ICELL), PL ) 
TPLOS .. 1.0 
IF( lIT .LT. ZT) TPLOS '" PL • l'L 
ZZ • ZT 
ZT .. (MASKELEV . AND. Ml>.PXY(ICELL)) + HT 
_ ••• ••• ••• • Get Delta ·X, Delta · Y in Grid Cells 
.. ABS( IXT-IXS ) 





TYPE .,' SENSOR Map X , Y,Z .,', 
:g;~~ >' TARGET MapX,Y,Z ~', 
TYPE ", ' SENSOR Grid X,Y,Z . ', 
:g;~~ >' TARGET Grid X,Y,Z ,. ', 
SENSOR Indx IX,IY =' , 
:g;~: :" TARGET Indx IX, IY ~ ', 
XS,YS,HS 
XT,YT,HT 





TYPE *,' . 
IOX,IOY .,' , lOX, lOY 
. TIC hei, FLOS at targ t loc ",', ZZ, PL 
:g;~: :-' Init Tl'LOS .', T l'LOS 
ENDIF 
• ••• • _. We will either IItep i n X & compute Y, or 
Btep in Y & compute X: 
IF( IDY .GT . IDX ) 
IF( IDX .LT. "2 1 GOTO aoo 
IF( IPRNT .GT. 0 1 THEN 
TYPE "', - -- STEP IN X -
ENDIF 
REALIDX .. FLOATIIDX) 
IF ( XTG .GT. XSG) THEN 
ISTART IXS + 1 
ISTOP IXT - 1 
Y YSG - 1.0 
DY (YTG-YSG) I REALIDX 
, " 
DZ (ZT-ZS) I REALIDX 
ISTART IXT + 1 
ISTOP IXS - 1 
Y YTG - 1.0 
DY (YSG -YTG) I REALIDX 
, 'T 
DZ (ZS-ZT) / REALIDX 
CD IF ( IPR.: .... T .GT. 0) THEN 








Y Y + DY 
Z Z + D2 
n T 
ICELL '" IX + (IY '" IDIMX ) 
zz .. (MA5KELEV .AND. MAPXYIICELL) ) 
IF( IPRNT .GT. 0) THEN 
TYPE '" 
TYPE", ' Y, IX,IY .. ', Y,IX,IY+l 
~r!~F"" ' Z, zz Z,zz 
IF( Z LT . ZZ) GOTO 999 
ZZ + HITREE( MAPXY(ICELL), PL ) 
IF ( ;'pJ;I' : 2 ~p~E~ PL 
IF ( IPRNT . GT. 0) THEN 
TYPE "',' - -- zz (TREES/CITY) _',ZZ 
TYPE "' ,' - - PL, TPLOS "", PL', TPLOS 
ENDIF 
IF ( TPLOS 0.01) GOTO 999 
E!ID IF 




- Step in Y 
IF t lOY . LT. 2) GOTO 800 
1Ft IPRNI" .GT . 0) THEN 
r~i/' --- STEP IN Y -
REALIOY .. FLOAT tIDY) 
IFt YTG .GT. YSG) TIJEN 
ISTART IYS 
ISTOP ITI - 2 
X XSG 
OX (XTG-XSG) I REALIDY 
, " 












i;SG-XTG) I REALIDY 
(ZS-ZT) I RRALIDY 
IF( IPRNI" .GT. 0) TIJEN 
r~iF·" DX, OZ ~ ',OX,DZ 
DO 600 IY = ISTART, 
z • Z + OZ 
IX ~ X 
ICELL • IX + (IY" IDIMX ) 
ZZ ~ (MASKELEV .AND. MAPXY (ICELL) ) 
CD IF( IPRNI" .GT. a I TIJEN 
CD TYPE • 
CD TYPE ", ' X, IX,IY . ', X,IX,IY+l 
CD TYPE *, ' Z, ZZ ~', Z,ZZ 
DO 
IF( Z .LT. ZZ I GOTO 999 
ZZ + l1ITREE I MAPXY (ICELL), PL ) 
IFI Z .LT. ZZ) TIJEN 
TPLOS .. TPLOS· PL 
IF( IPRNI" .GT. 0) TIJEN 
TYPE ",'--- -- zz (TREES/CITY) .. ',ZZ 
r~iF·' - --- -- PL, TPLOS . ', PL,TPLOS 
IF( TPLOS . LT. 0.01) GOTO 999 
END IF 
C """""""""""""""",.,.,.,.,. LOS EXISTS ««««««««««««««< 
! LOS exi sts 
RETURN to c al l i ng I"outin e . . 
















- FUNCTION -- HITREE - -- -- - -- --- -- ----- -- -- -A .D.KELLNER, TRAC-WSffil. 
FUNCTION HITREE (Ml'lPDAT, PLOS) 
_. - - _. - - - - . - - - - - --- c 
To return the height of t rees or cities 
from grid data word MAPDAT. 
INCLUDE 
I NCLUDE 
Terrain grid cell data word 
Local height of trees or buildings (meters) 
(obta ined fl'OIll Density code 
of trees/buildings) 
'JGLOBE: GLBPARA."l. FOR' 
'JGLOBE: GLOBTRRN. FOR' 
- -- Pullout t he density bits 




. - Shift IDENS to get correct numerical value 
IDENS E JISHFT ( IDENS, 
- - - Pullout the City/Tree type bit 
IF( i~~AT.~_MASKCITY) .EO. a ) 
ELSE 
ITYPE ~ ~ 
END IF 
c 
. . - - Return appropriate val ue 
IHGT .. KHGTS ( IDENS, ITYPE) 
HITREE K FLOAT ( IHGT ) 
~ - - - - - If the area is blown down, reduce height 
IBLOW " MAPDAT . AND . MASKBLOWOOWN 
IF ( IBLOW . NE. 0) THEN 
ENDI~ITREE ~ HITREE I 3 
. Now set. densit.y fa c t.or 
PLOS KPLOS (IDENS, ITYPE) 
PLOS _ PLOS .. 0 . 01 
.... RETURN to cal l ing routine 
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I. BACKGROUND 
Important in the ex.ecution of the Janus (A) model are the line of sight (LOS) 
calculations. These calculations determine whether there exists LOS between opposing 
forces; without LOS, direct fire weapons do not engage a target. 
Two different factors determine whether LOS exists on the ground: 
• ~: Ihe elevation level between forces must allow for LOS (i.e., there must 
not be any masking terrain features between a "sensor" and a "target"). If the intervening 
terrain between the sensor and the large t masks LOS, no direct rue occurs . 
• Vegetation and urhan features: trees or other types of vegetation and man-made 
structures naturally interfere with LOS. The Janus (A) model uses both factors to 
determine LOS for opposing forces. If vegetation and urban terrain features exist on the 
ground, both must also be accurately represented in the model. 
LOS on the ground can be considered as a set of continuuus events. When observing 
over or into a set of trees in the distance, for example, a target may be observed if it is not 
completely masked by trees or other vegetation. However, other facturs such as time 
available fur detection, smoke, weather or good camouflage that may hinder observation. 
Considering only vegetation and urban factors, modelling LOS to a target is bolh 
deterministic and probabilistic, depending on severa! factors. 
TIle Janus (A) model addresses the deterministic nature of observing a target over 
vegetation and urban terrain by simply calculating whether intermediate terrain masks LOS. 
The mode l also addresses the prohabilistic nature of larget detection through vegetation and 
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urban terrain by considering the density (number and type of trees or buildings per area) 
of such objects. This is accomplished by assigning discrete density values associated with 
the probability of "seeing through" each of the different types of vegetation and urban 
terrain. These density values are further addressed in Section IV. 
In order for lanus (A) to accurately model LOS between opposing forces, the 
vegetation and urban terrain features must be properly represented in terms of heights and 
densities. This includes proper reprelentation of the height and density of trees, shmbs, 
buildings and other man-made stnlctures. Furthermore, ~ LOS from a sensor 10 a 
target lying in a set of trees or buildings can not be continuous (as it actually occurs on the 
ground); rather, it can be modelled as a set of discrete probabilities. These probabilities must 
provide a realistic representation of the LOS into and through the vegetation and urban terrain . 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The vegetation and urban terrain heights and/or densities may not be properly 
represented in the lanus (A) mode l or data base for key areas of interest to TRAC-
Monterey analysts. Moreover, the probabilities associated with seeing through the 
vegetation and urban terrain may be inaccurate, causing misconceptions about what is 
actually occurring in the model. 
III. OBJECrrVE 
The objective of this study is to determine if probabilities of LOS for each of the 
different vegetation density levels are meaningful. The study only considers vegetation 
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density levels, since density levels for urban terrain use the same data arrays and 
calculations as the vegetation densities. Finally, the study attempts to determine if the tree 
heights corresponding to each density level are adequate in describing the vegetation. 
IV. DATA 
The data used to perform the study is extracted from the Janus (A) terrain data base 
for a portion of the TEXCOM Experimental Station (TEC), FOri Hunter Liggett, California. 
Each data point represents 50 square meters of terrain at TEe. 
The Janus (A) terrain data base currently uses eight different levels· or densities _ 
in determining whether LOS exists. The densities for each SO square meters of terrain 
(terrain square) range from level 0, where there is no vegetation - thus no LOS hinderance-
to level 7, curresponding to dense vegetation and high tree heights. These vegetation 
densities for each terrain square are stored in the data base as arrays. Once the density for 
the terrain square is determined, the tree height and a value for the prohability of line of 
sight (Pl.OS) into and/or through the vegetation for the entire terrain square is assigned 
from another array. 
A sample array showing terrain squares with the assigned density for each square is 
shown in Appendix A. This data is stored in a Janus (A) file called terrain.data. The values 
for tree heights and PLOS corresponding to the eight densities are shown in Table 1. The 
data used for this table is stored in a data file called terrain81O.dat for the vegetation at 
TEe. A copy of this file is shown in Appendix B. 
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TABLE 1 TERRAIN DATA BASE DENSITY LEVELS 
DENSITY LEVEL mEE HEIGlIT·(meters) -PWSI 
0 0 1 
1 3 2 
2 7 4 
3 9 6 
4 10 7 
5 11 8 
6 13 9 
7 14 10 
NOTE 1: Except for density level 0, the PLOS in tbe table represents a relative value, and is converted ;oto 
an aelual probability of line of sigbt in the program. For density level 0, the PLOS is aCluaUy I (e.g., tbere will 
be LOS when 00 vegetaliooexists bclweeos.cosoraod targee. 
V. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
The basis for the discussion in this seclion is Ihe sensor Janus (A) code, written in 
the FORTRAN language, which is provided in Appendix C. The discussion for tree heights 
and for the probability of line of sight (PlOS) are each done separately. 
A. TREE HEIGHTS 
Tree heights in Table 1 range from zero meters (no vegetation) in density level zero, 
to 14 meters in density level seven. However, of the eight density levels, six densities fall 
at tree levels of seven meters high or above (7, 9, 10, 11 , 13, & 14 meters), and only 2 levels 
are reserved for tree heights below 7 mete rs (0 & 3 meters). Thus, only 2/7 of all 
the possible tree heights helow seven melers for which a terrain square could be comprised 
are represented, while 3/4 of those seven meters high and above are represented For 
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example, terrain squares having only shrubs of one to two meters in height are mis-
represented as having either density level zero or three. Even worse, terrain squares having 
trees that are five meters in height are are misrepr~sented as having either density three or 
Using nine meters as the cutoff, five of the eight densities fall at nine meters or 
above (9, 10, II, 13, & 14 meters) - a ratio of 5/6, while only three fall below 9 meters (0,3, 
& 7 meters) - a ratio of 1/3. The window of tree heights given the smallest r~presentation 
lie from one to six: meters, where only one of six: tree heights are represented. 
TIle tre~ heights are shown in their actual proportion in Figure 1. The values directly 
below the x-axis represent tree heights. If there is a line above the x-axis (height) value, the 







FIGURE I Tree Heights Stored in the Data Base 
9 10 12 13 14 
NOli:: Not shown is tree height uro; a value of zero b 3$Signed in tbe data base. 
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If no line exists (and therefore no density value is assigned to trees of that height) trees of 
that heighl are not represented in the data base. The length of the line above the number 
represents the height of the tree relative to the others for display purposes. The mapping 
between densities and tree heights is also shown. 
The interpretation of this result is that the only tree heights represented in the data 
base below seven meters are trees that measure three meters in height. The likelihood of 
this situation is low. There must certainly be terrain squares containing trees whose 
maximum height is between three and seven meters, yet they are not represented in the data 
base. Clearly this has an effect on LOS in the model. 
D. PROBABILITIES OF LINE OF SIGHT (PLOS) 
This sub-section examines two different aspects of PLDS: the data base values 
assigned for the eight different density levels, and some of the code for PLOS calculations. 
I. PLOS Data Base 
The third column of Table I shows the PLOS assigned to each of the eight 
different densities. For density level "Zero, PLOS is always 1.0, and no further calculations 
are done in the code. The discussion in this paragraph will only cover density levels one 
through seven. 
Table 1 shows that the relative value for PLOS (before further manipulation to 
transform it into an actual probability) for density level one is two, while the value for 
density level seven is 10. This is counter-intuitive. If density level zero has the highest 
PLOS, then the relative PLOS values for increased density levels should be decreasing in 
order from density level one to seven. This is not what Table 1 shows. Density level seven 
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represents terrain squares containing much denser terrain, yet the relative PLOS assigned 
to it is higher than tcrrain squares assigned a density level of one. Thus, the values for 
density levels one through seven in the third colu mn of Table 1 appear 10 be inverted. 
2. PLQS Calcu latio ns 
Refer tu FUNCTlON HITREE (Mapdal, PLOS) in Appendix C for initial code 
discussions in Ihis paragraph. Below the comment line "C---Now set density faclOr-, PLOS 
is assigned a value from the KPLOS array (one of the values in column C, Table 1). The 
next line transforms this value by multiplying the value by 0.01, apparently transforming it 
into a probability. Thus, neglecting density level zero, the values assigned to the seven 
remaining densities after this calculation are shown in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 PLOS VALUES IN FUNCfION HITREE ( ) 








Refer to SUBROUTINE DOLOS ( ) in Appenuix D. Below the comment Ijne "C---
Get Elevation & Concealment at TARGET location" is the coue line invoking fUNCnON 
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HlmEE (). The values shown in Table 2 are passed from FUNCTION HITREE ( ) to 
SUBROUTINE DOlOS (). Once passed to SUBROUTINE DOLOS, the PLOS values 
in Table 2 are temporarily renamed as PL. Two lines below, the value for PL is squared, 
and renamed as TPLOS (for temporary PLOS), as it will be further used in later 
calculations. Once the values in Table 2 are squared, the new values for each density 
(except density zero) are shown in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 INITIAL TPLOS VALVES IN SUBROUTINE DOLOS 








The final LOS calculation, based on the densities and discussion in this paragraph, 
is performed in DO LOOP 100 or 600 in SUBROUTINE DOLOS (). Since both loops 
perform the same calculations on similar data, only DO LOOP 100 is discussed. 
There are several calculations performed in DO LOOP 100 which determine if LOS 
exists between a sensor and a target, first using simple terrain elevation. If there is no 
masking terrain between sensor and target, the next procedure determines if LOS is blocked 
by vegetation or urban terrain. Considering only vegetation, another adjustment to TPLOS 
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is made in the code line wriuen as: 
TPLOS '" TPLOS • PL (1) 
Recall that PL in SUBROUTINE DOLOS ( ) is the temporary name of the PLOS value 
returned from FUNcnON HITREE (). As a result of this calculation, the values from 
Table 2 are multiplied by the values from Table 3, yielding new TPLOS values as shown in 
Table 4. 
TABLE 4 FINAL TPLOS VALUES IN SUBROUTINE DOLOS 








Five lines of code below the calculation in Equation I, the values in Table 4 are 
compared to a critical value, to determine if LOS exists. The problem here is that all values 
in Table 4 lie below the critical value, so the critical value can not possible be ellceeded!! 
TIIUS LOS can not possibly ellis! in this model between a sensor and a target IF a target lies 
in vegetation uf any density level other than zero. Clearly, for some non·zero density levels 
anti tree heights, there are cases when LOS exists between a se nsor and a target. The code 
and data contained in the model eliminate this possibility. 
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The section recommends improvements to the shortfalls addressed above, and 
concludes with areas for suggested for further study. 
A. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The first recommendation addresses tree heights discussed in sub-section V.A. above. 
Instead of using the distribut ion of tree heights shown in Figure 1, the tree heights should 
be represented uniformly from zero to 14. Since the re are only eight density levels, a 
uniform distribution would assign values to every other height, Le., to zero, two, four, .. , 14. 
Figure 2 represents such a distribution. 
I I I 
9 ~O ~ ~ ~2 13 
FIGURE 2 Recommended Tree Heights For TIle Data Base 
Note: Not shown is tree height zero; a vallie of zero is a51;ign"d in th" data basco 
This represent3tion satisfies the need for densities, and is far more accurate in representing 
the true range of tree heights. 
The second recommendation addresses re lative values stored in the PLOS data base. 
For PLOS values e ntered for density levels one through seven, the entries should be 
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inverted, where Ihe low dcru;ity leve ls have the higher probabiHties of LOS assigned to them. 
Thus lower, less dense vegetation is given a higher value for PLOS than more dense 
vegetation, and so on. 
The third and final recommendation deals with the PLOS calculations. As previously 
discussed, there is no possible way for LOS to be established if the density level value is 
other than zero. To more accurately represent reality, areas with shorter, less dense 
vegetation should allow for LOS. Even dense forests consisting of taU coniferous trees with 
little underbrush can offer some LOS, and should not be discounted. Thus the data base 
values in Appendix B listed for each density must be adjusted to a!low for some LOS to 
exist. 
H. COl'iCLUSIONS 
To implt:ment tht: above recommendations admittedly requires much work in the 
area of data base updating and further testing However, there are two specific studies that 
could be performed to correct the problems. 
Firs!. a team could be assigned to survey selected areas in the training ranges to 
t:stimate tree heights. The number of terrain squares surveyed per square kilometer wou ld 
naturally depend on the time available for the team. These results cou ld easily bt: entered 
in the terrain data base file, and would probably be more accurate than what is available. 
Furthermore, the recommended Iret: ht:ight distribution discussed above should be used. 
Secondly, a more detailed study - probably a thesis - could invt:sligate the true 
probabilities that should be assigned to density levels one through st:ven. There are 
numerous ways to achit:ve this, such as cluster analysis, and/or determining these 
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probabilities by simulation. This introduces more reality into the model for line of sight 
probability of a given vegetation density. 
100 
" p~og~arn: CONVERT_F 
" this program asks for data used in pegasus database, converts 
• that numbe~ to binary, builds the total 33 bit binary numbe~ 
" and converts that number into an integer. To be used for building my 
.. o·.m battlefield database 
program transfer 
real n 
integer m, t (0: 32) ,ele, e12, uci ,nor, vgh, vid, nat, 66b, gsv, sum 
do 5 i =0,32 
t(i) _O 
continue 
do 20 j_1,9 
if (j .eq.1) the n 
mO~O 
print", 'enter gsv (0·64)' 
elseif (~O:~.2) then 
print", 'enter ssb (0 or 1)' 
elseif (~o=i.3) then 
print", 'enter nat (0 Or 1)' 
elseif (j .eq.'l) then 
mOEe 
print", 'enter vid (0·3) ' 
elseif (~o=ioS) then 
print", 'enter vgh index (0 -15)' 
print", 'height index ' 
print", 'water . 0' 
print", 'grass - l' 
print", 'O·lm . 2' 
print", '1·2m . 3' 
print",' 2-3m . 4 ' 
print",'3·4m . 5' 
print", '4 ·5m . 6' 
print", 'S-Sm . 7' 
print", 'S-10m - e' 
pdnt",'10·15m . 9' 
print", 'IS-20m 
print",'20-25m 
print", '2S-30m -12' 
print",'30·3Sm -13' 
print", '35-40m -14' 
print", ' 40-47m ·15' 
elseif (j .eq.6) then 
11'.0_ 14 
print", 'enter nor (0·15)' 
elseif (j.eq.7) then 
mO _le 
print", 'enter uci (0·.3)' 
elseif (j .eq.e ) then 
mO _ 20 
print*, 'enter hal meter height, 
elseif (j .eq.9) then 
m.int (n) 





swn .. O 
do 3D k _ 0,32 
swn_swn+2**k*t (k ) 
continue 
print*, awn, ' _ awn' 
print * 
uci .. ibita (awn, 18, 2) 
print* ,uci , ' . uci' 
print * 
print*, 'do you want t o try another number? (h,y, 2 ~N)' 
rea d·, II. 
if (a.eq.1 ) then 
go to 1 
endif 
,nd 
" Program: BATFIELD.F 
program battle 
" This program is designed to pl('l.ce desired obstacles on a playing field 
" A variety of objects are offered 
integer db (0: 249,0 :249) 
open (unitK10 , fi leK' fieldl .dat ,st('l.tusK' new' ) 
ng .. l114 
do 5 n _ 0,249 
continue 
n3_S012 
do 3 m_O,249 
db(n,m)_ng 
continue 
nlOa .. 910B 






print-, 'Welcome to the battlefield builder' 
print-
print*,'This program will place ('I. v ariety of objects on a flat,' 
print", 'grass covered, 250x250 meter battlefield. Fallow the' 
print-,' instruction s of the prompts' 
print" 
print", 'Do you want 3m trees? (l_Y, 2=N) , 
read*, a 
i:!'(a.eq.l) then 
print". 'enter the location of tree center (x,y)' 
read-, x, y 
db(y,x) .. n3 
print", 'Do you want another 3m tree? (l_Y 2_N) ' 
read" ,('I. 
goto 10 
print-, Do you want 7m trees? (l_Y 2OoN) , 
read*, a 
if (a.eq.l) then 
print, 'Enter location of tree center (x, y) , 
read",x,y 
db(y,x)_n7a 
db(y,x - l) _n7b 
db(y,x+l) .,n7b 
db(y-l,x) .. n7b 
db(y+l,x) En7 b 
print·, 'Do you want another 7m tree? (l"Y 2=N) , 
read·, a 
goto 20 
print·, Do you want 10 meter tree .. ? (l=Y 2=N)' 
r l!ad* ,a 
if (a.eq.1) then 
print·, 'Enter location 01' tree center (x, y) , 
read·,x,y 
db (y, xl s nlOa 
db(y,x-1)EnlOb 
db(y,x+1) "nlOb 
db(y-l,x) .. nlOb 
db(y+l,x) .. nlOb 
db(y-l,x-1) ~nlOc 
db (y+l, x+l ) .. nlOc 
print·, 'Do you want another 10 m tree? (l=Y 2EN)' 
read*, a 
goto 30 









db (y-l, x) =nlSb 
db (y+l, x) rnlSb 
db (y-l, x-l) .. nlSc 
db (y+l, x-ll _nlSc 
db(y-l,x+1) =nlSc 
db (y+l, x+1) .. nlSc 
print·,'Do you want another 15m tree? (h.Y 2 .. N)' 
read'" ,a 
goto 40 




print*, 'Enter location 0 1' building center (x,y)' 
read·,x,y 
do 70 xx=x-l,x+1 
continue 
do 60 yy"y-l,y"l 
continue db(yy ,xx) =ns 
print·, 'Do you want another small building? (1=Y 2~N)' 
read· ,a 
goto so 








print", 'Enter t he location of building cent er 
read",x,y 
do 100 xx_x.;2,x-+2 
continue 
do 90 yy" y-2,y-+2 
continue db (yy, xx) .. nIb 
do 120 xx: x, x-+2 
continue 
do 110 yy_y, y-+2 
db (yy , xx) .. nIa 
continue 
(x,y ) , 
pr int · , 'Do you want anot her large building? (l-Y 2 .. N) , 
read", a 
goto BO 
do 1">0 nEO,249 
do 140 m",2 4 9,O, ' 1 
writeilO," ) db(!:I,n) 
150 continue 
ond 
.. program: ONEMETER 
.. this program calculates LOS d a ta on a target moving through the databas .. 
.. program u .. es a 250x250 grid 
.. designed to incorporate attenuation by vegetation 
.. Subroutine aspect, filed as aspectl.f 
.. is used and determine s how many faces of the target are visible, and 
" a ssigns each f a ce a normal direction to be usd in the calculation of 
.. the angle between LOS and face. The main program uses this value 
.. and determines the total area of the target presented for vie .... , and 
.. then the total area viewabl e modified for attenuation and loss of LOS 
............................................................................. * ........ . 
program find 
" initialize arrays to hold converted database information 
inte ger i ,XI>. ys,xt, yt. tile (0 :249999) ,elev 10: 249999) 
integer uci (0: 249999) ,vgh (0: 249999) ,vghindex (0 :249999) ,realvgh (0: 15) 
int e ger vid 1o: 249999 ) ,nat (0 :249999) 
integer vistgt (16 , 4) ,r,locate(20,2) 
* read database information into array 
open (unit~lO , f il e_ ' f iO! ldl. dat' ,status . ' old') 
read (10,*) (tile(I),i-0,6249S ) 
• open f i le to output moving t a rget information 
open (unit~ll, fi l e E ' tgtmovel. dat' ,status~'new' ) 
• assign 1 me ter of foli a ge an attenua tion of 30\ of the LOS 
* The vegetation h e ight from pegasus has values of 0 - 15, each of these 
* values r e pre sents a part i cular height or range of heights. The following 
* i s used to correlat e the vgh v a lue to a meaningf ul height 
realvgh(O) ",0 
r e alvgh (1) . 0 
realvgh(21=1 
realvgh (3) _2 
realvgh (4) .. 3 
realvgh (51 . 4 
rea l vgh (6 ). 5 
realvgh (7) .. 8 
realvgh(S) .. lO 
real vgh(9 ) d5 
realvgh(10 ) .. 20 
realvgh(11).25 
realvgh(12) ", 30 
realvgh(13) ~35 
realvgh(H) _ 40 
realvgh(15) ",47 
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.. Once the database for the grid desired has been read into an array the 
.. components of information are extracted from the 32 bit nu:r.ber using the 
.. ibits command. The groups of information of use in the program are placed 
* in their own arrays for rapid recall during calculations as follo .... s: 
.. elevation of highest point in grid· elev 
.. under cover index . uc~ 
do 50 i_0,62499 
e lev(i) =ibits (tile(i) ,21, III 
uei (i) _ ibite (tile (i) ,18,2) 
vghindex lil _ ibits (tile (i) ,10,4) 
vgh (il _ realvgh (vghindex(i) 1 
vid(i) cibits ( t ile (i) ,8,2) 
nat (i) _ibite (tile (i) ,7,1) 
.. This program is currently written to run in a stand alone mode 
.. Sensor infonTlation is entered frcrn the keyboard, and target data 
.. may be entered from the keyboard or from a data file if several successive 
.. target locations are desired in order to simulate a moving target . 
.. The current set up is for a moving target, and the prompts for manual 
.. target input have been commented out 
" input grid location and observe r height 
write (11,"'),' 
write (11, *),' 
write (11, *) 
y' target #- faces 
presented 










locate(5,2 ) .. 192 
locate 16,1) ",44 
locate(6,2)-186 
locate(7,1) .. SO 
locate (7,2) .. 184 
locate (8,1) .. 56 
locate(B,2)-180 
locate (9,1) =62 
locate (9,2) .. 176 
locate(10,1) .. 70 
locate (10 ,2) =176 
locate(1l,1) .. 7B 
locate (11,2).,176 
locate(12,1),,86 
locate (12,2) .. 176 
locate (13,1) _94 
locate (13,2) .. 174 
locate(14,11 . 99 
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locate (14, 2) .172 
locate (15,1) ,,101 
locate (15,2) .165 
locate 116, 1) .. 101 
locate (16, 2)-157 
locate (11,1) . 101 
locate (17,2) .. 149 
locate (lS , 1) ,,101 
locate (IS, 2 ) .141 
locate (19, 1) .101 
locate (19,2) .. 133 
locate (20, 1) .. 101 
locate (20,2) E125 
• begin loop inputting targets moving locations 
do 900 v .. l,20 
xtdocate lv, 1) 
yt .. locate (v, 2) 
range~sqrt (float (xt-xs) .... 2+float (yt-ys) **2) 
.. statements to allow manual inputting of target data 
* print .. , 'Enter target coordinates IX, Y) , 
read*, xt, yt 
print· 
• call the aspect subroutine to determine how much of the target 
" is presented for possible LOS 
.. vistgt () is the array returned holding the grid location and information 
• on the faces of the target .... hich may be seen. 
• n " the number of possible detections and is used for loping the algortihm 
call aspect (xt,yt,xs,ys,vistgt,n) 
·loop to check possible LOS for all surfaces presented by target 
do SOO q_1,n 
" get the target grid and height data for stepping the LOS 
xt .. vistgt (q, 1) 
yt_vistgt Iq,2) 
ht~vi6tgt(q,3) 
print* ,xt,' ,yt,' ~ yt' 
" calculate target and observer grid heights, first t h e height of the ground 
.. must b e found by .. ubtract i ng the v e getation height from the absolute 
.. height. Then the sensor and target heights &bove ground are added to 
" obtain absolute e levations of sensor and target 
zs~elev (xB"250+ys) -vgh (xs*2S0+y"l 
zt~elev (xt"2S0+yt) - vgh (xt*250+yt) 
l!:s ~zs+ho 
" determine the difference between X and Y coordinates, and ccnvert from an 
" integer to a real number 
idx~abs (xt - xs) 
idy. abs (yt-ys) 
nIx_ float (idx) 
rdy; float (idy) 
" select step in x or y to ensure best grid/slope determination . 
.. it is desired to step towards the target in 1 meter glCids along the 
" longer of the X or 1. differences 
.. if idy~idx we skip to stepping in y • otherwise we proceed here 
if (idy.ge.id><) go to 200 
~ determine start and stop grids, slopes for movement direction and elev 
~ the LOS begins in the grid next to the sensor and ends in the LOS 
* next to the target 
yays 
dy .. (yt-ys ) /rd>< 
d>= ~ (>=t - >=s) Ird>< 
* this if-else statement ensures that we move from the sensor to the target 
* we only move from the sensor becasue the distance f r om the SenSaI' will 
* affect the level of attenuation of any obstructions 
if (xt.gt.xsl then 
istart.xs+l 
~:~Pdt-l 
* apply slopes to each step to determine grid we are passing thru and the 
* height of the LOS in that grid, compare this height to the he i ght of the 
* ground, no LOS will exist if ground h e ight,. LOS height 
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.. Z ; height of LOS 
.. ztree ~ height of vegetation 
.. zdirt • height of the ground 





zdirt Kz tree -vgh (ix*2 50+iy) 
.. calculate distance from the sensor to the grid in which the LOS is 
.. currently in as it heads toward target . 
dist_sqrt (float (istart- ix) ·*2+float (ystart-iy) · "2) 
.. diagnostic statement 
.. next print statemnet shows blocks thru which los passes 
.. print"'. ix , iy. vid (ix"250+iy) ,tiei (ix*250+iyl ,nat (ix*250+iy) 
.. compare LOS height to ground height 
if(z . lt. zdirt) then 
print .. , 'No LOS due to ground intersection' 
go to 900 
else if(z .lt .ztree) then 
.. the following statements determine attenuation due to vegetation 
.. if the feature is 200 m awa y then i t appears as a solid object 
• this distance has been arbitrarily s<!!lected so far 
• cheek the under cover index, if the object has a height, but no· cheek nature 
b i t, structures block LOS 
• manmade objects have a nature bit of 0 
if (nat (ix'*250+iy) . eq. 0) then 
print*, 'No LOS due to structure' 
go to 800 
endif 
'* if the program passes the test above then the obstruction is vegeta tion & 
• any other parts of the tree ",ill be assumed as foliage. Current assumption 
'* is fol i age of 1 meter thickness has an attenuation of 30 %. This value is 
• modified as a fun t ion of distance until the modified value reaches an 
• attenuation of 100\ at the terminal distance, 200meter 
: At 200 meters all objects appear solid 
* it is assumed the modification factor is l inear 
it (dist.gt.200) then 
print*, 'No LOS due to distant obstruction' 
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go to BOO 
else 
attenf=denfol- 11+2 . 33*dist/200) 
end i f 
endif 
• allow a sensor h i ding right b e hind or in the foliage to see thru w/o attenuat' 
if(di st.le.l) then 
attenf.O 
" sUlfl attenuations 
atten ~ atten + attenf 
print·, att en , '.attenuation' 
• if the total attenuation e xceeds 95\ the LOS is b locked 
continue 
if(atten.gt.0.95) then 
print"', 'Loss of LOS due to foliage attenuation· 
go to 800 
* This section is used if · .. e are stepping in the Y d~rec:tion, and is similar 
- to stepping in the X d irection 
dx=(xt · xs )/rdy 




do 300 i~:!:~rt ,i "top,nn 
z .. z+dz 
ix. nintlx) 
ztree~elev (ix-25 0+iy) 
zdirt~ztr .. e- vgh (ix.2 50 +iy) 
.. calculate distance 
dist .. sqrt (float (xstart- ix) "''''2 +float (istart- iy) ".2) 
.. diagnostic 
.. print·, ix, iy,vid (ix*250+iyl, uei (ix*2S0+iy). nat (ix*250+iyl 
if(z.lt.zdirtl then 
print · , 'No LOS due to ground intersection' 
go to 800 
else if Iz.lt.ztreeJ then 
if (uei (ix*250+iyJ .eq.O) then 
print·, 'No LOS due to tree trunk/structure' 
go to 800 
e lseif (Il .gt. uei (ix*250 ... iy)) then 
endif 
if (nat (ix*2S0+iyl .eq. 0) then 
print*,'No LOS due to structure' 
go to 800 
enelif 
if(dist .gt.200) then 
print·, 'No LOS due to distant obstruction' 
go to 900 
attenf~denfol* 11+2. 33*distj200) 
endif 
(dist .le _ 1) then 
attenf",O 
= attcen ... attenf 
print· ,at ten,' .. attenuation' 
endif 
if (atten . gt.O.95) then 
print"', 'Loss of LOS due to foliage attenuat10n' 
go to 800 
endif 
.. at this point we have a LOS with atten . 0 Or a # 
.. apply this attenuation factor to the proj e cted area of the target 
" to reduce the area of visibility 
.. projected area is determined based on the surface direction of 
.. the f a ce in question . This value is 1 for 11. vertical surfaoe and 2 for 
.. a horizontal surface. This value is stored in the vistgt array ... hich 
.. describe s the target 
if(vistgt(q,4).eq . O) then 
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aproj=rdx/sqrt (rdy .... 2+rdx .... 21 
endif 
.. see if the re is any attenuation to be applied, if so app ly it 
if(atten.eq.O ) then 
vi saproj =aproj 
visaproj" (l-atten) "apro] 
.. sum total visible area presented by the target 
totarea=totarea+visaproj 







print",n,' faces of the target present themselves for detection' 
print",r,· faces of the t arget are visible to sorne degree' 
print", totarea,' square meters of the target are visible' 
print .. 
.. write information to file for moving target 
" zero tctarea for next run 
write (11,·) ,xt, yt, range, n, r, totarea 
continue 
.. prompts for single target location entry 
• 900 print", 'Do you want to try B..""lother set of cooICdlnates?' 
print", 'Enter 1 for YES, 0 for NO' 
Read",a 
if (a.eq.l) then 
go tc 10 
endif 
subroutine aspect (xt ,yt, xs, ys, vistgt, n) 
.. this subroutine assigns the target grid lccations based on the central input 
.. location. It then uses the senscr and target locations to determine which 
.. faces of the target are ideally visible to the sensor. Faces whiCh are 
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* visible have there informa tion stroed i on the array vistgt I) for r e turn to 
* the main program. The number of f a ces ideally visible a re also ret,-,rned. 
integer tgt (16.4) , vistgt (16,4) ,xt, yt ,XS, ys 
• assign target data to array tgt () based on center grid of tar get 3x3 
• each exterior vertical face of the target is represented 
tgt(1 , 1) ",xt - l 
tgt(1,2) . yt-l 
tgt (1,4) _ 0 
tgt(2,l)~xt - l 
tgt (2,2) _yt-l 
tgt(2, 4) al 
tgt (3, 1) .,xt-l 
tgt (3, 2) ",yt 
tgt (3,4) . 1 
tgt (4, 1 ) .. xt - ! 
tgt(4,2)_yt+l 
tg t (4,4) . 1 
tgt (5, 1) ,",xt - l 
tgt (5, 2) _yt+l 
tgt (5,4) . 0 
tgt (6, 1) ,"xt 





tgtiS,4) .. 1 
tgt(9,l )_xt+l 
t gt(9,2) =yt 
tgt(9,4) . 1 
tgt (10, 1) ,"xt+1 
tgt(lO,2) _yt-l 
t g t(lO,4 ) ,, 1 
t g t(11 ,1)",xt+ 1 
tgt(11,2)~yt-1 
tgt (11,4) ~ O 
t g t(12, 1)",xt 
tgt(12,2)~yt -1 
tgt (12,4) _ 0 
tgt (1], 1) ~xt 
t g t(1],2) .. yt 
tgt (13,4) ~O 
tgt (14, 1) ~xt 
tgt(14,2) ~yt 
tgt (14 ,4) ", 1 
tgt (15, 1) _xt 
tgt(15,2) _yt 
tgt(15,4) KO 
tgt (16, 1) .. xt 
tgt (16 ,2) .. yt 
tgt (1 6,4) ~1 
.. assign target heights, in tgt() 
do 5 p_1,12 
tgt (p,]) .. l 
continue 
do 6 p~13, 16 
1'4 
continue tgt (p, 3).2 
• establish bounds of the target 
xmin~xt·l 
ymax .. yt+l 
ymin .. yt-l 
• detennine visible seetoH; of target 
if (XI> .1e .:xmax. and.xs. ge .xmin) then 
if (ys.gt.yrnaxl then 
sensor is directly above tgt grids, upper faGes 
do 20 ) .. 1,4 
v istgt (l,j) "tgt (5, jJ 
v istgt (2, j) ~t gt U;, j I 
vistgt (3,j)_t9t17,j) 
~::tgt (4. j) ~tgt (15, j) 
next lines allowed for skewed view of Ii t op block side 
if(xs.lt.xt) then 
elseif(xs.gt.xt) then 
vistgt(5,jJ . tgt(16,jJ 
cont~nue 
if the SensOr is vertically in line with tgt g rids and it 
is not obove the tgt it must be below it, sees lower faces 
do 40 j _ 1,4 
vist9t (l,j) _ tgt (I , j) 
vistgt (2,j) -tgt (12, j) 
vistgt (3, j) _tgt (11, j) 
~::t9t (4,j) ",tgt (13,j) 
next lines allow for skewed view of a top block side 
if (xs.lt.xt ) then 
~~~tgt (5, j) ~tgt·(l4, j) 
elseif(xs .gt .xt) then 
the sensor is horizontally aligned with the tgt grids and 
t o the le ft of the tgt, sees left side faces 
us 
vistgt(l,j) .. tgt(2,jl 
vistgt(2,jl ~tgt (3, j) 
vistgt(3,jl . tgt(4,j) 
~~:t9t(4,jl " t91:(14,j) 
nex t lines allo .. for skewed vie .. 0 a top block side 
if (YS.lLytl then 
~!~tgt (5, j) _t9 t (13, j) 
elseif(ys.gt.yt) then 
~!~t9t(5,j) _t9t (15, j) 
continue 
elseif(ys . lt.ymin) then 
sensor is to the left <'l1ld below the target, all of 
the l e ft side and lower faces seen 
do 80 j .. 1, 4 
cont inue 
vistgt(l,j) .. tgt (l,jl 
vistgt(2,jl_tgt(2,j) 
vistgt(),j) . tgt(3,j) 
v i stgt (4,j) .. tgtI4,jl 
vistgt(S,jl =tgt(12 , jl 
vistgt (6,j).tgt(1l,jl 
vistgt(7,j) .. tgt(13,j) 
vist.gt(B,j)=t.gt(14,jl 
n.8 
elseif(ys.gt .ymax) then 
sensor is to the l eft side and above the target, 
the left side and. upper faces seen 
endif 
do 100 j . l,4 
vist.gt(l,j).tgt(2, 
vistgt (2,~) " 1:9t (3, 
vistgt(3,J) .. tgt (4, 
vistgt (4 ,j) .. tgt(5 , 
vistgt (5,j) .. tgt( 6 , 
vistgt(6,j) .. tgt (7, 
vistgt (7,j) _ tgt(14 
vistgt(8,j) .. tgt(15 
continue 
n _8 
sensor is right of tgt 
if (ys . ge . ymin. and. ys . le. ymax) 
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plC1nt -
sensor is horizontally a ligne d with t gt grids and 
t o the right of the tgt, right faces seen 
do 120 ; .. 1,4 
vistgt (1,j) 4g t (B,;) 
vistgt (2 ,j) - tgt (9 ,; ) 
v istgt (3,j) _ tgt (10, jl 
~~:tgt (4, j) ",tgt (16, j) 
the next l ines allow a skewed vi e w of a top side 
if (ys,lt. yt ) then 
vistgt (5, j 1 .. tgt (13, j ) 
n . S 
elseif(ys .gt.yt ) t hen 
continue vistgt (5 , j) .. tgt (15, j) 
elseif (ys. lt . ymin) then 
SenSOr is right of and below tgt, all right & 10wI!'!r faces 
do 140 j-1,4 
continue 
vistgt (l,j ) a tgt (B,j ) 
vistgt(2 ,j l ",tgt(9,jl 
vistgt 0 , j l ", tgt (10, jl 
vistgt ( 4, j l .. tgt (1, j) 
vistgt (5 , j ) " tgt (12,j) 
vistgt (6, j) :.tgt (11, j) 
vistgt (7, j) .. tgt ( 1 3,j ) 
vistgt (B, j) ~tgt \16, j) 
n:B 
elseif(ys.gt.yarnxl then 
sensor is r ight and above tgt, a ll right & upper faces seen 
do 160 j .. l ,4 
vistgt (l,j) .. tgt (B,j 
vistgt (2,j) ~tgt (9,j 
V1 8tgt (3,j) ", tgt (10, ) 
vistgt (4, j) ~tgt (5, j 
vistgt (5, j ) .. tg t (6, j 
vistgt (6, j) =tgt (7, j 
v istgt (7,j) "tgt (16, 
continue v i stgt (B, j) .tgt (15, 
n=B 
print* ,n,' sectors may be visible ' 
print-
print-,' y l oc 
print* 
do 180 w_l, n 
continue print .. , vist9t (w, 1) ,vistgt (w , 2) ,vist gt (w,]) ,vistgt (w, 4) 
i:~~;~,n" sectors may be vi s ible' 
,od 
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'JGLOBE: GLOBAL. FOR' 
'JGLOBE: GLBFLYER. FOR' 
'JGLOBE ;GLBSENSR. FOR' 
'JGLOBE; GLBM:)PPS. FOR' 
I KSE NSCLAS 
, FOVMOPP 
'JGLOBE:GLOBUNITS .FOR' ~ l-:OUNTED, TMOVED, KDEFL 
'~~~i~~~~~~~R~~~~' : Ta;~:iT ~~~iGT IHAVTARS, KL' SESENS 
'JGLOBE:GLOBLOAD.FOR' ! IAMFIRNG 
'JGLOBE :GLOBCHE:.!. FOR' 
'JGLOBE ;GLOBIroVE. FOR' 
'JGLOBE: GLOBFIR. FOR' 











1.0 I 3.14159) 
/ 3.0,3.0,7 . 0,7.0 / 
Ha lf·ange Ira dians) for each flyer type's AOI when moving 
SIXDEG 
(SIXDEG & 6.0 * 3.14159 / 180.0) 
PIOVER4 
(PIOVER4 .. 3.14159/4.0) 
FLYAOI (NUMFLYRS ) 
FLYAOI I 
SIXDEG, ! F lyer type 3 














IF( IFIRST.NE.99) THEN 
TYPE" 
TYPE .. , 'Enter DETECT observer unit number for debug print:' 
ACCEPT .. , NUNIT 
TYPE", 'Enter DETECT observer srDE for debu g print ,' 
~~~P,!, ", NSIDE 
I F IRST " 99 
IPRINT " 0 
IF( (IUNIT .EQ.NUNITl .AND. (ISIDE.EQ.NSIDE)) IPRINT " 99 
IF( (NUNIT . EQ.O) .AND. (ISIDE .EQ . NSlDE )) IE>RINT ~ 99 
IF( IPRINT.NE . O ) 
TYPE .. 
- - - TUNIT, ISIDE 
CLOCK / 60.0 







ISECS ~ NINT( CLOCK*60. - leLOeK"60. 0 1 
~~~ :-: ~ ~= g~~ ~~!~{sec) :: : ~~~6~SECS 
TYPE "," - - IHAVTARS "', lHAVTARS (TUNIT. ISIDE) 
TYPE ",'-.- IAMF IRNG IAMFIRNG(IUNIT,ISIDE) 
~~~~E'" ~ - ~S~~~ItrnIT, ISID~;' FIRNXT (IUNIT, ISIDE) *6 0. 
r~EI;' -- - NPEOP , NPEOP (tTYPE, ISIDE ) 
- - - - _ . CAN THIS OBSERVER (IUNIT) 
I F( NSCORE(IUNIT,ISIDE) .LT. 1 ) GOTO 999 
IF ( KINOE>STAT(IUNIT,ISlDE) . NE. 0) GCYrO 999 
IF( MOUNTED (IUNIT,ISIDE) .GT . 0) THEN 
. - - - - - - - - Uni t is a passenger, can he detect targe ts? 
IHOST ~ MOUNTED(IUNIT,ISIDE) 
IHTYP _ KSYSTYP (IHOST, ISIDE) 
IF! KANHOST(IHTYP,ISIDE) .LT . 2 ) 
- Yes, update unit's current status 
IF( IPRINT.NE .O) THEN 
TYPE", - - Observer mounted, can search/fire!' 
XUNIT (IUNIT, ISIDE) 
YUNIT ( IUNIT, ISIDE) 
SPDU (IUNIT, ISIDE) 
DVIEW (IUNIT, ISIDE) 
DLEFT(IUNIT,ISIDE) 
XUNIT(IHOST,ISIOE) 
YUNIT (IHOST, ISIOE) 
SPOU (IHOST, ISIDE) 
DVIEW(IHOST, ISIDE) 
DLEFT (IHOST, ISIDE) 
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TMOVED(I UNIT,ISIDE) ~ TMOVED(IHOST,ISIDE) 
-- --- DO not procO!ss special - special flyers if they are popped up . 
IF( IBIDE . E Q . 1 
FLYERS ( ITYPE , ISIDE) .EO. "'''UMFLYRS .AND . 
IFLYMODE(IUNIT,ISIDE) . LT . 0) GOTO 999 
- - - - - If one -man system, don ' t det e ct ne .... targets while firing/reloading 
IF( NPEOP(1'ITPE,ISIDE ) . EQ . 1) T HEN 
IF( IAMFIRNG(IUNIT,ISIDE) . NE . 0 ) 
IF ( IPRIN'l'.NE . O ) 
TYPE .,'-- - ITYPE 
~~~~ :-
ITYFE 
IAMF I RNG (IUNIT . I S IDE I 
-- Get position o f observer (XO, YO, "first" ZO ) --- -- - • • ••• • • • 
CALL UNITXYZ ( IUNIT,ISIDE,ITYPE, XO,YQ , ZO I 
. - - - - . - - - - Ched" if observer is ADA radar 
IF( RADARS(ITYP E ,ISIDE) .GT . 0) THEN 
- - ------- Skip if NORMAL radar 
IF( RADARS (ITYPE,ISIDE) . LR. NUM!'lORRDR) GOTO 999 
CALL HANDOFF ( IUNIT, ISIDE. 
IF ( IPRINT.N'E . O ) 
TYPE * 
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, (NMYUNIT(J,IUNIT,ISIDE) , J_l,NMVISB) 
, , {KDETECTD (J, IUNIT, ISIDE) ,J_l, IDfVISB) 
- - - - - - - - - If we have a handoff, point sensor at target 
IF ( IDIDIT .GT 0) 
P ROBFOV _ l. 0 
GOTO 100 
- - - - - Clear the "handoff accomplished" flag 
Get sensor type & class for LOS calculations 
'" KUSESENS (IUNIT, ISIDE) 
ISENS .. KSENSTYP (ISENS, ITYPE, ISIDE) 
ISNSRCLAS .. KSENSCLAS (ISENS) 
IFI IPRINT.NE . O) THEN 
TYPE w,' ___ ISENS _',ISENS 
TYPE w,' __ _ W- FOV (deg) .. ', S ENSFOVll,ISENS)*l80./3.14159 
TYPE " ,'--- N-FOV (deg)~' SENSFOV(2,ISENS)*l80./3.14l59 
~~~F"" --- ISNSil.CLAS ,,', ISNSRCLAS 
- - - - - - Modify height of observer ( ZO ) if necessary 
IFLYTYP _ FLYERS (ITYPE, ISIDE) 
IF( IFLYTYP .GT. 0) THEN 
ZO .. ZO + HEIMAST(IFL'fTYP,ISIDE) 
IF{ IFLYTYP .GT . NUMNORFLY ) THEN 
IF( IHAVTARS(IUNIT,ISIDE) .EQ. - 99) TIJEN 
ISENS 
ISNSRCLAS 
IF( IP<l.INT.NE . O) THEN 
LO 
KSENSTYP (1, ITYPE, ISIDE) 
KSENSCLAS (ISENS) 
TYPE ",' -- SPECIAL flyer search:' 
TYPE * ,' -- XO,YO,ZO . ',XO,YO,ZO 
TYPE * , - -- ISENS, ISNSRCLAS _, ISENS,ISNSRCLAS 
TYPE " , , PROBFOV 
ELSE IF{ IHAVTARS(IUNIT,ISIDE) .LT. 0) THEN 
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! SPECIAL flyer 
IF( IPRINT .NE .O 1 THEN 
~~EI; "--- XO,YO,ZO ,XO,YO,ZO 
- - . - - Fe t ch current sens o r field-of -view (SFOV) 
SFOV _ SENSFOV 11, ISENS) 
IF( MOPP(IUNIT,ISIDEI .GT . 0 J SFOV .. SFOV * FOW-OPP 
IF ( SFOV . LT. SIXDEG) THEN ! Account for very narrow FOV 
ELEFACTR .. SFOV / SIXDEG 
SFOV '" SFOV" ELEFACT? 
IF( IPRINT.!>.'E.O 1 THEN 
TY PE .,' --- Ac t ual SFOV (D"g) '" , SENSFOV(l,ISENS)*180./3.141S9 
IF( MOPP(IUNIT,ISIDE) .GT. 0) TYPE ",'--- FOW-OPP . ', FOVIWPP 
~~~EI;"--' Eff ctv SFOV (Oegl "", SFOV·180./J.141S9 















IF( KDEFLIIUNIT,ISIDEj .LT. 0 j THEN 
SEARCH .. 2.0 " DLEFT(IUNIT , ISIDE) 
IFI KDEFLIIUNIT , ISIDEI .EQ. - 1) THEN ! Popped - up: 
ELS~P.OBFOV • 0.5 ! Hueristic to account for prlor Knowledge 
ISENS .. 2 
ISNSRCLAS '" KSENSCLAS (ISENS I 
SFOV • SENSFOV(l, ISENSI 
IF( MOPP(IUNIT,ISIDEj .GT. a 1 
PROBFOV .. SFOV I SEARCH 
ENDIF 
GOTO 100 
... Check if Observer moving or stationary •• 
IF( SPDU(IUNIT,ISIDE) . GT. 0 . 0) THEN 
! Full defilade 
! Use sensor 2 
) .... i de FOV 
SFOV E SFOV • F OVMQPP 
Observer is moving , do not cheek Area of IntereSt, 
sensor searChes 180 degrees, except flyer searches an ADI assigned 
to the particular FLYER type 
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IF( IPRINT.NE.O 1 
TYPE· 
~~~F·" -
IF( IFLYTYP .GT . 0 1 
Observer is Moving!' 
E SFOV / FLYAOI (IFLYTYP) 
IF~ IPRINT.NE.O I THEN 
TYPE ",' -- ---- Flyer: Type E', IFL'i7YP 
TYPE",' - AOI (deg) ~', FLYAOI (IFLYTYP) "360 . /3 . 1 4 1 6 
TYPE ", - - - PROBFOV _', PROBFOV 
IF( IPRINT.NE . O) THEN 
TYPE ., -- --- - Non-Flyer:' 
~~F'" ' , PROBFOV 





1) observer stationary for more than two minutes, or 
2) observer is a flyer, or 
3) observer is i n "Pop-up" mode, 
4) observer is in full defi l ade. 
IF( IPRINT.NE.O ) 
TYPE· 
r~~F·"- - - - - - - Observer is Sta tionary!' 
IF ( IFLYTYP 0) THEN 
SEARCH ~ 2.0" DLEFT(IUNIT,ISIDE) 
PROBFOV ~ SFOV / SEARCH 
IF( IPRINT . NE.O) THEN 
TYPE .. 
TYPE *,' -- - ---- -- --- Flyer:' 
TYPE ", ---- . -- Search angle (Deg) ,, ', 
- - PROBFOV .. ' , 
IF ( IPRINT .NE. 0 ) 
TYPE" 
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SEARCH*180 ./3 .1'1159 
TYPE ". -- ... - .---- .. Nen-Flyer:' 
CLOCK - TMOVED (IWIT. IS IDE ) 
IF( DELT . GE . 2.0 .OR. 
KDEFL(IUNIT,ISIDE) .LT . 0 .OR 
KDEFL(IUNIT, ISIDE ) .EQ. 2) THEN 
- - - - Sensor searches AOI only 
SEARCH", 2 .0 " DLEFT(IUNIT,ISIDE} 
PROBFOV ~ SPOV I SEARCH 
IF( IPRINT .NE. O) THBN 
TYPE", - - - Stationary mOre than 2 minutes.' 
TYPE ., --- Search angle (Deg) ~', SEARCH*180./J.14159 rrd:E I;" - - PROBFOV =', PROBFOV 
- - - Sensor searches 180 degrees 
.NE . O} THEN 
TYPE ", - Stationary less than 2 minutes ' 
~~ F " •• - - - PROB FOV . ', PROBFOV 




E~~ :::::: g~g~ ::::~rver) 
TYPE ",' - - PROBFOV 
TYPE" ;:PE ". 
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DO 400 NN .. ISTRT, lEND 
-" - Is slot empty? 
IFI NWfUNIT(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE) . EQ . 0) GOTO 400 
IF( IPRINT . NE.O ) 
TYPE * 
TYPE * 
TYPE * ' - Target unit _', NMYUNIT(NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
- Is the enemy unit still alive? ("JUNIT " is unit number of enemy) 
JUNIT NM'iUNIT (NN, IWIT, ISIDE) 
IF( NSCORE(JUNIT,JSIDE) . LT. 1) THEN 
NMYUNIT (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) .. 0 
KDETECTD(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE) _ 0 
IF( IPRINT.NE . O) TIlEI'! 
~~EI;" - -- Target is dead, kick out of l ist!' 
GOTO 400 
ENDIF 
- - Has the enemy unit mounted? 
IF( MOm."TED(JUNIT,JSIDE) . GT. 0) THEN 
t>."HYUNIT INN, IUNIT. ISIDE) 0 
~~E~~(NN,ImnT.ISIDE) .. 0 
---- Ge t target uni t location 
JTYPE _ KSYSTYP (JUNIT, JSrDE) 
CALL UNITXYZ ( JUNIT,JSIDE,JTYPE, XT,YT,ZT ) 
IF( IPRINT.NE . O) THEN 
TYPE *' - KDETECTD ~', KDETECTD (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
TYPE" , - -XO, YO, zO~' ,XO,YO,ZO 
~"';EI;" -- - - XT, YT, ZT . ', XT,YT,ZT 





IF( IPRHIT.NE . C I THEN 
r~EI;"-----~- CHECK FOR LINE - OF-SIGHT :' 
CALLDOLOS (XO,YO,ZO, XT,Y'T,ZT, PLOS) 
--------- PLOS IS THE PROBABILITY THAT LINE -OF · SIGHT EXISTS 
( FLOS " 0 _ 0 MEANS SMOKE BLOCKS LINE OF SIGHT ) 
IF ( IPRINT . NE.O ) THEN 
CD TYPE ",'--- PLOS from "!)QLOS " ~', 
CD END IF 
C 
IF( PLOS .LE. 0.0) THEN 
KDETEc.-rn (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
GOTO 400 
ENDIF 
c- - . - - - - - We still have LOS, update detection calculation 
XT 
n 
c-- _ . . . - - - - - --- - - - - - --- _. 
C -- •• -------- • . --- -- COMPUTE TARGET'S EFFECTIVE SIZE 
SIZT(JTYPE , JSIDE) " FLOS 
CD IF( IPRINT.NE.O I THEN 




TYPE *,'--- FLOS ~', FLOS 
r~EI; "--- SIZE"PLOS .. ', SIZE 
----- Fetch enemy uni t's defilade status 
JDEFL _ KDEFL(JU"NIT,JSIDE) 
JDEFL ~ ABS ( JDEFL ) 
- - Check if tal"get in defilade 
IF ( JDEFL . GT. 0) THEN 




ELSE JCONT KONCLAS (2 , JTYPE, JSIDE ) 
ENDI~CONT • KONCLAS ( l,JTYPE,JSIDEi 
IF( IPRINT.NE.O) THEN 
r~iF*"- - A.tte lC defl, SIZE . ', SIZE 
•• Account f OlC taxget motion 
IF( SPDUIJUNIT,JSIDE) .GT. 0.0 ) 
SIZE .. SIZE. 1.5 
IF( IPRINT .NE. 0 ) THEN 
TYPE .,' - - Targe t is moving, SIZE ,. ', 
- - - - - - Check if target fired in last 20 Sec 
IF( FLA$T(JUNIT,JSIDE) .GE . (CLOCK-0.B33) 
IF( IPRINT. NE.O) THEN 
:g:~~ :,: = _ -~;O~AR:~~ ~~~D IN LAST 2 a Sec!' 
- - - - - - - Check if Large Area Smoke (LAS) blocks LOS 
CALL DOLASLOS ( XO,YO,ZO, XT,YT,ZT, ISNSRCLAS, OLEN) 
CD IF( IPRINT.NE .O ) THEN 
CD TYPE · ,--------- From DOLASLOS, , 
CD TYPE *,' - - - ISNSRCLAS, OLEN Oo ', ISNSRCLAS, OLEN 
CD ENDIF 
IF ( OLE N . GT. OLENMAX (ISNSRCLAS) 
NMYUNIT (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
KDETECTD (NN, I UNIT, ISIDE ) 
GOTO 400 
ENDIF 
. • - - Must cons i der altitude for flyers as targets or observers 
MODOBS .. IFLYMODE (IUNIT, ISIDE) 
IF( MODOBS . GT . 0) THEN ! Moving/Hover 
IFTYP ~ FLYERS (ITYPE , ISIDE) 
ZOBS F LYALnJD (MODOBS, IFTYP, ISIDE) 
ELSE ZOBS .. ! Popped Up or on Ground 
ENDIF 
MODTGT ., IFLYMODE (JUNIT, JSIDE) ! Target 
IF ( MODTGT .GT . 0) THEN ! Moving/Hove r 
JFTYP .. F LYERS (J"ITPE, JSlDE) 
ELSE::: FLYALTIJD (MODTGT, JFTYP , JSIDEi Poppe d Up or Ground 
ENDIF 
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.. ~~~~e~t z~~~i;ue~ O~~om meters to KM for range calculation 
ZTGT .. ZTGT * 0.001 
DZ .. ZOBS . 
Calculate BARS (resolvabl e cycles) 
RANGE .. SQRT ( DX·DX + DY *DY + DZ*DZ ) 
D IF( IPRINT .NE , O ) 
D TYPE .,' 
D TYPE *, ' - - - - - . CALL PAIRSjPDETEC NEXT, 
D •• - ISENS, JCQNT ,,', ISENS,JCONT 
D TYPE . , •• • RA..'1GE, SIZE r', RANGE,SIZE 
CD TYPE", • - OLEN r', OLEN 




( ISENS , JCONT, RANGE, SIZE, OLEN, BARS ) 
IF ( I PRINT .NE .O) THEN 
TYPE .. 
TYPE *,'--- From PAIRS , BARS .. ', BARS 
. Check if target a l r e ady detecte d 
IF( KDETECID(NN,IUNIT ,ISIDE) .GT 0) THEN 
IF( IPRIN'LNE.O) THEN 
TYPE "',' - - - - _. - Target previouGly detected · ' 
TYPE • ' _.. CHECK IF CLOUDS BLOCK LOS· ' 
TYPE * 
CALL PRESS RET 
CALL SMOKELOS I XO,YO,ZQ, XT,YT,ZT, ISNSRCLAS, IS!::E ) 
IF( ISEE . EQ. 0) THEN 
IF( IPRINT . NE . O) THEN 
TYPE * 
ENDIF 
:~E;~(NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
ENDIF 
-. - NO, See if we can dete c t this target . . 













CALL PDETEC ( WBARS, CTICK, PD ) 
PD .. PD· PFOV 
CALL UNlRAN ( DRAW ) 
IFI IPRINT . NE.O ) THEN 
CALL POETEC ( WBARS, CTICK, PPD ) 
TYPE .. '- - - WBARS, PFOV WBARS, PFOV 
TYPE·,' - - PUl"e PO, Eff-PD r ' PPO, PD 
.' , 
.GT. PD) GOTO 400 
IF( IPRINT.NE.O ) THEN 
TYPE 763, JUNIT 
FORMAT ( II,' ! ~'!! I TARGET', 
14,' MAY BE DETECTED! J!!!!I',I) 
:g:~: :, -_." BY UNIT, SIDE =' IUNIT, ISIDE 




IF ( RANGE .GT 0.025) THEN 
! Only if FORD done fOl" SMOKELOS 
CALL SMOKELOS I XO,YO,ZO, XT,YT,ZT, 
ISNSRCLAS, ISEE ) 
IF ( ISEE .EQ. 0) THEN 
.g:JEI~RINT . NE.O) THEN 





KDETECTD (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) .. 1 
IF( MOVERS (JTYPll,.TSIDll) .EQ. 3 I 
KDETECTD INN, IUNIT, ISIDE ) 
o IF( IPRINT.NE.O) THEN 
o TYPE 767, JUNIT 
D 7 67 FORMAT I I I ' I!!!!!!!!!!!! 1 !! TARGET', 
D 14,' IS DETECTED !!!!!!!!!!'!! ~ , ,/l 
TYPE BY UNIT,SIDll =', IUNIT,ISIDE 
TYPE CLOCK . ', CLOCK·60. 
IAMFIRNG, FIRNXT .. ', 
CALL PRESSRE~AMFIRNG (IUNIT, ISIDE ) , FIRNXT (IUNIT, ISIOE) *60. 
CALL WTDETEC ( IUNIT,ISIDE, JUNIT,.TSIDE, 
KUSESENS (IUNIT, ISIDE) ) 
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c- - ---- I f it is not currently firing, 
C .. _ . schedule a potential direct fire event fo,,- this unit 
IF( IAMFIRNG(I~IT.ISIDE) .GT. 0 I GOTO 300 
- - - - - - Fetch weapon to use 
CALL WTCm.-PN ( IL'NIT,ITYPE,ISIDE, JTYPE, RANGE , 
IWSLOT , 
IF( IPRINT.NE.O) THEN 
TYPE .. 
~~~ :' - - - Weapon to use, 
ENDIF 
IFI I WPN .LE . 0) GOTO 300 
- - - - - Sch<!! dul e fire event, based on Aim and Lay Times for the weapon 
TLAY TlKELAY (IWPN, ISIDE) 
TAn! • TlMEFIR(IWPN,ISIDE) 
TAIM TAIM .. CONVRT2!UN 
IF( TLAY .GT . 0.0) THEN 
FIRl'."XT (IUNIT, ISIDE) .. CLOCK 
TLAY (-TLAY)" CONVRT2MIN 
IF( MOPPIIUNIT ,ISIDE) . EO . 1 I 
TLAY TLAY " EFFICMOPP(IWPN.ISIDE) 
ENDI~IRNXT(IUNIT,ISIDE) "' CLOCK + TLAY 
------ Add aim time 
FIRNXT (IUNIT. ISIDE) • FIRNXT (IUNIT. ISIDE) + TAIM 
- R!'!-schedule RELOAD, if necessary 
IF( ~=~iIU:-ITi~i~E) .LT. TNEXT(4)) THEN 
NXTSIDE _ ISIDE 
ENDI~NEXT(4) - FIRNXT(IUNIT,ISIDE) 




Set next firing time" 
(Sec) a ', TlMEFIR(IWPN , ISIDE) 




-_. CLOCK (Sec) _', CLOCK"60 
FIR.'''XT (Sec) ,, ' , FIRI"XT (IUNIT, ISIDE) "60 . 
c - - ... - •• TlIrget is detected (either just now, Or previously). 
C- - - See if we can increllse its Detection Level. 
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IF( KDETEcrD(NN,IUNIT,ISIPE) .LT. 3) THEN 
IVAL ~ KACQPERF (JUNIT, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
IF( KDETECTO(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE} . EQ. 1) THEN 
DRAW ~ P1I.IRSVAL(IVAL) • 3.5 ! F01· Recognition 
11'( BARS .GE. DRAW) THEN 
KDETECTD (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) '" 2 
DRAW .. P1I.IRSVAL(IVAL) • 6.4 ' For I dentif ication 
ELSE 
I F ( BARS .GE . DRAW) THEN 
KDETEcrD (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
DRAW .. PAIRSVAL (IVAL) • 6.4 
IF( BARS . GR. DRAW) THEN 
ENDI~ETECTD (NN, IUNIT, ISlDE) 
ENDIF 
IF ( IPRINT. NE. 0) THEN 
IVAL KACQPERF (JUNIT, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
DRAW .. PAIRSVAL(IVAL) 
TYPE· 
Final· , 
TYPE Acq Perf (draw):' 
TYPE Recognition , DRAW·).5 
TYPE ' _ •• Identification DRAW.6. 4 
TYPE '-- - BARS . ' BARS 
! For Identification 
~~~~ _. KDETEcrD .. ', KDETECTD(NN , IUNIT,ISIDE) 
TYPE ., 
ENDIF 










- - - - SUBROUTINE - - HANDOFF _ ••• - - - - - - -" - A.D . KELLNER, TRAC -WSMR 
SUBROUTINE HANDOFF ( IUNIT, ISIDE, IDIDIT ) 
INCLUDE 'JGLOBE: GLOBAL. FOR' 
i~gt:~ : ~g~:~: g~~:~~~ F~~~' ! KSYSTYP, RADARS, FLYERS 
i~gtgg~ : ~g~:~:g~~~;~R~~~~'; ~~~21~~ist 
INCLUDE ' JGLOBE : GLOBMOVE. FOR' 
OLE~¥.AX (4) 
OLE~¥.AX 
IF( IFIRST . N!L99) THEN 
TYPE * 
I 3.0,3.0, "1. 0, "1 . 0 / 
TYPE *,' Enter HANDOFF observer unit number for debug print:' 
ACCEPT . , NUNIT 
TYPE *, ' Enter HANDOFF observer SIDE for debug print :' 
ACCEPT ", NSIDE 
TYPE· 
IFIRST ~ 99 
END IF 
IPRINT" 0 
IFI IIUNIT.EQ.NUNIT) .AND . (ISIDE . EQ.NSIDE)) IPRINT" 99 
~:~nhNUN:T.;~ . O) .AND. (ISIDE.EQ . NSIDE)) IPRI!>.,. .. 99 










ISIDE _', IUNIT , ISIDE 
KSYSTYP (IUNIT, ISIDE) 
3 • ISIDE 
- - - - - Get sensor type & class for LOS calculations 
~ KUSESENS (IUNIT, ISIDE) 
ISENS • KSENSTYP (ISENS, ITYPE , ISIDE) 
ISNSRCLAS _ KSENSCLAS (ISENSI 
IF( IPRINT.NE.O) THEN 
CD TYPE " 
CD TYPE * '--- ITYPE, ISENS, ISNSRCLAS .. ', ITYPE, ISENS, ISNSRCLAS 
CD TYPE *, --- RADARS (ITYPE ,ISIDEl _ ' , RADARSIITYPE,ISIDEl 
END IF 











CALL ONITXYZ I I ONIT,ISIDE,ITYPE, XO,YO,ZO ) 
IF I IPRINT . NE. 0 ) THEN 
r~EI;"--- XO,YO,ZO . ',XO,YO,ZO 
IFI IPRINT.NE.O ) 
TYPE .. 
:g:~~ :" .. --- LOOP OVER UNITS IN "KLONGTLU" LIST -
TYPE .. ' - - - ITARLIST ~', MYTARLIST (IUNIT, ISIDE) 




PRIMrtNG (ITYPE, ISIDE) 
WPNRNG • WPNRNG 
MYTARLISTIIUNIT,ISIDE) 
I, NUMVISBL 
--- ---- - Is enemy detected and ready for track EQ_ 2) 
I FI KLONGTLSINN,ITARLIST) . LT. 2) GOTO 400 
- ------ Is slot elf.pty? 
IF( KLONGTLU(NN,ITARLIST) EQ. 0) GOTO 400 
--- -- Is the enemy unit sti ll alive? ("JUNIT ' is unit nu.Tiber of enemy) 
JUNIT • KLONGTLU INN, ITARLIST) 
IFI NSCORElJUNIT,JSIDE) . LT. 1 ) 
KLONGTLU INN, ITARLIST) 0 
~~gG!~~ INN, ITARLIST) 
ENDI F 
--- Get target Wlit location 
JTYPE ,. KSYSTYP(JUNIT,JSIDE) 
CALL UNITXYZ I JUNIT,JSIDE,JTYPE, XT,YT , ZT ) 
---- IUNIT is a radar, deteulline altitude for targe t only 
MODE . IFLYMODE (JUNIT, JSIDE) 
IFI MODE .GT . 0) THEN ! Moving/Hover 
JFTYP • FLYERS (JTYPE, JSIDE) 
DZ ~ F LYAL'!UD (MODE , JFTYP, JSIDE) 
ELSE : Popped Up or On Ground 
•• Convert altitude from meters to kilomete r s 
D' 
DX XO·XT 
DY _ YO · YT 
••••• •• Is this target within max weapon range? 
AANGESQR 
CD IF ( IPRINT .NE. 0 ) 
CD TYPE .. 
CD TYPE 
g~ TYPE FOR ENEMY TARGET UN I T ~', JUNIT 
CD TYPE 
CD TYPE ~ 
CD TYPE ", • •. KLONGTLS = , KLONGTLS(NN,ITARLIST) 
CD TYPE * 
CD TYPE *' .• XC, YO, ZO =' , XO , YO,ZO 
CD TYPE ~ , •••• XT, YT, ZT ~ ' ,XT,YT,ZT 
~~EI;' • ... RANGE -', SQRT( AANGESQR) 
IF( AANGESQR . GE . WPNRNGSQR 1 GOTO 400 
... Do we still have LOS to the enemy unit? 
CD IF( IPRINT.NE.O) THEN 
CD 
CD TYPE ", • ... CHECK FOR LINE · OF · SIGHT " 
CD END IF 
CALL DOLOS ( XO,YO,ZO, XT,YT,ZT, PLOS) 
C·· •• PLOS IS THE PROBABILITY THAT LINE·OF·SIGHT EXISTS 
C·· · ( PLOS < 0.0 MEANS SMOKE BLOCKS LINE OF SIGHT) 
IF( IPRI I-.""T.NE.O) TIlEN 
~~EI;" · ...... PLOS FROM " DOLOS " _ ,PLOS 
IFI PLOS .LE . 0.0) GOT0400 
C .... •••• .• ••• • •• 
C· - ••• We still have LOS, is the target d e te ctabl e -
• Compu te ta r g e t's effective siz e 
SIZE '" SIZT(JTYPE,JSIDE) • PLOS • 1.75 
IF( IPRINT.NE . O) TIlEN 
TYPE .. 
TYPE Actual SIZE . ' , S I ZT(JTYPE,JSIDE) 
TYPE PLOS E ', PLOS 
TYPE Eff SIZE =', SIZE 






















· Fetch target's thermal contrast 
JCON'!' " KONCLAS (1, JTYPE, JSIDE) 
CALL DOLASLOS ( XO,YO,ZO, XT,YT,ZT, ISNSRCLAS, OLEN) 
IF ( OLEN _GT. OLENMAX(ISNSRCLAS) ) 
KLONGTLU(NN,ITARLIST) • 0 
KLONGTLS INN, ITARLIST) • a 
GOTO 400 
RANGE • SQRT ( RANGESQR ) 
IF( IPRINT.NE.O ) 
TYPE '" 
TYPE'" , 
TYPE *,' .. - CALL PAIRS/PDETEC NEXT, INPtTrS:' 
TYPE'" '- - ISENS . ', ISENS 
TYPE ",' • JCON'!' .. ', JCON'!' 
i~~~ ::,~-~ ~E : " ~~~~( RANGESQR) 
TYPE", ' • EFFTIM ,,', TEFFTIM"'60. CD TYPE .,' . 
CALL PAIRS ( ISENS, JCON'!', RANGE, SIZE, OLEN, BARS ) 
IFI IPRIN'!'.NE.O) TIlEN 
TYPE .. 
~~ .: -~C~~~~'~~'I~IT~~~DE) 
~~EI;' •• • BARS NEEDED ",', PAIRSVAL(IVAL)"'2.0 
KACQPERF (JUNIT, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
AIMPOINT • 2.0'" PAIRSVAL(IVA.L) 
IF( BARS .LT. AIMPOIN'!') GOTO 400 
IF( RANGE .GT. 0.025) TIlEN 
CALL SMOKELOS ( XC, YO, ZO,XT, YT, ZT, ISNSRCLAS, ISEE ) 
IF I ISEE .EQ. 0) TIlEN 
IF( IPRINT . NE.O) TIlEN 
TYPE * 
TYPE "',"" CLOUDS BLOCK LOS!!~!~! ! !!' 
CALL PRESSRET 
END IF 
KLONGTLU (NN, ITARLIST) 





~~~~SQR ~ RANGESQR 
IF( IPRINT.NE.O) THEN 
TYPE .. 
END IF 
•• --- SET IDIDIT~', 
! Handoff first tgt which meets all requirement5 
IF( IPRINT.NE.O ) 
TYPE ... 
CD TYPE ... , - - - - - - - - - END UXlP OVER UNITS IN "KLQ"GTLU" LIST 
CO TYPE .. 
CO END IF 
- Do we have a target to handoff to the INormal ) Target Li5t? 
IF ( !O::::O::::T .GT. 0) THEN 
IF( IPR!r.."T.NE.O) THEN 
TYPE ... 
TYPE· 
TYPE·, ••• --- - - .-- Old Short Tgt List· , 
DO 971 I ~ 1, NMV!SE 
~~I;.uE I, NMYUNIT (I, IUNIT, ISIDEI ,KDETECTD II, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
TYPE ... 
KLONGTLU (ID!D!T, ITARL!ST) 
- - Clear Target List, but keep old detect e d status if present 
o 
DO 600 NN " I, NMVISB 
IF( NMYUN!T(NN,IUN!T,ISIDE ) .EQ. JUNIT ) 
ENDI~A."!SEEN - KDETECTD (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
NMYUNIT (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
KDETECTD (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE) 
CONTINUE 
- - - Put target in first s lot 
IOIO IT _ 1 
NMYUNIT (IDIDIT, IUNIT, ISIDE) " JUNIT 




TYPE --- HAt."DOFF to short target list:' 
TYPE SLOT IDIDIT 
TYPE NMYUNIT _ ', NMYUNIT(IDIDI T, IUNIT, ISIDE) AGAG [22H 












TARGET ACQUISITION IN .;.. ...... US ARHY 
1.0 INTRODOCTION 
1.1 Pu::-poae. T~is paper desc:-ibes the t.arget acquiS:'t.ion 
functiol'. in Janus Army. Particular att.ention is paid co st.at.ing 
t.he pert~:1ent assu;'l'.ptions and identifying the rationale for (he 
a 2.<;0:- i t.rJllS and methods. 
1. :2 Scope. The bas ie det eccion process of Vi sua 1 and the:-ma 1 
se:J.so r s ve:-sU$ groL!nd targec:; is em;Jr.as:'zec at. t.~e expe:1se of the 
s;Jeclal coce .:equired for radars, s,"ecia~ purpose S8!'":sors. d:ld 
:'2.:li:'l<;; tar;e:.s. Tr,ese s;:;eci:'l.l cases will ce des;::-i::.ec: in lat.er 
_o:-k. 
1.1 3aclt<;round. 
i:-. J=..-:'1..:5 .;:-my is :::a58:::' )-;e'.lr.;'st.:';:s 2.:'::::' 
c:J.ec:"'1 :::e~:-. locse~J co~:ec:=d anc a::e as cr.e 
the ';rmy's Ce:J.t.e:- fo= Ni;h:: visiCll': ::;lec:::=o-
Opt.:c :CNE:J) cevices. t. 2 moce: com;::uc:s ::-.-2 s!.:l<;1-2-;1':'m9S2 
p:-obabi~'..:y by cons'.de:-i::.g nUIrbe:- 0: :2so:'va:::::2 cycles across 
the tco.:-<;;eC (t:-:2 Jonr.son c:-~:=ria)3; .t::~ nwni.:er of. :-esolvable cycles 
neeie'.i :0: '.ie:e:t:'or., a '. .';1-90':':'1. :. recog!';.'.:~or;. a"c. ice:1t'.fic:t:ion 
is do b:;ctior. 0: ::'1e clutter lev-21 d:1C is ~~.:;::i:ical"-y cecer::t ined 
t::e ~ocel.'; Tr:e moc!el has ::::e2:"', acapcec :0: use 1n 
corr-.=a: s:':nt.:la:i::n:s i:'lcluci:-:.g :a.:"'..:s .;':-:ny. a::.c ::':-.e 
ass '~r:'~::c:,:s ':; :-. c lim::a::.or:s 0: c r_e ::::as • .: ::~-::=:Q 52;':-::::-. :neee: must 
~e co;;sic!e:ec :':-:. J,':cicion co [:-:052 0: ea·::: s:;:ec'.::'c c::'apcl·/e 
!.:;;;:':e::-.e!".::a:ic:-.. . !.. SlJrr.ma:;,.· 0: t:,e tas~::: it':ocel as use:: i;1 .Janus 
':''':-::-'1' i s also ;::Cl',' :' :!ec ae: er:c':CS<..ire .: as a CG::l91~"':'.2C1t"'=Y 
descr:';Je:ior.. 
b . .Jar.us .;:-~ :'s i:1te::-active, and :::e :::-e~J:.:-e!:1e.-:.c for .:-ap:'d 
-:-es;::onse co ;::-:e ga.l'Ie:-s· corr.manes st:-or::;"-1' ir,flue:'lces the 
implementatio:-: of t;,e CNVEO sea:-ch mode!. ?:-e-p..:-ocess':'ng is 
designed to .:-educe che corr.pucation required for search processing. 
and the searc;, is parti;:ioned so that noe all un ies are p:-ocessed 
for detec::'on every eye:e. :'ilters are i:lclucec to avoid 
1J.nr.ecessary trips chrcugr: comO:"JtatiClnally ex;:ensive algoritl-.rns. 
:'hese t:-ade-oE is in design may have obsq.;red some of the 
::1c.e:~e~a;:ies and rationale of tr:e algorithms ::'rom a read.er of the 
.janus Ar!ITY code. It is one goal of c::'is ;.aper co provice a more 
access.:.ole explanacion. 
7he sea:::h funct-ion. in ';anus .3,r::ry is irnp:'.o>::,:a:1ced. :!1 th::-ee 
;~~~~~:.o~n ;:~,~e s;~~~~' ~~~~~~:1~!a~':'~~~c~7~/~~ ':i~~~~~~~~~s s~~ ~~:.~~ 
on eac:: s:.ce anc.: c· ... o ti;ne c::msc::'a':':-!ts :';"1~:;c 0' ::-,'" ga.'7le.:-. .:;':' 50 . 
to:,e se~s;:)r ;Je::0::r.anc?: :evel f o r :::e ;:c-;:'~:<!:::.cr. c: ':>":::so?::r-Jers ;'5 
':"::':'t:'a:':':e-:: :0::- i;!ve:r-,:' ccs~= '/e:- ta.::-:;e: ;a~= :.:: : .-.2 ;.3.;::.e. ar.~ 
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s'?:'"!sc~ j),?:-::l:1T,a.:-::::e cl":.a~a=:e=-:s:~cs try se:-:so:- :.ype a::-e initialized . 
:::n :.he S;:':::>DC j:)a:-:'. 1.::1i':5 .,:hie:-; meet :he app::-op::-::'at.e c.:-::::e::-.l.a 
desc=-i~e= :r. sec:::'aD 3 bela"'- a::-e place:: or; a list as po:::ent.ial 
,:.:.:-g 12:' 5 :r, tOE thi:-d pa::-t, ::-"12 proeabili:y of detection by 
s;:.eci!ic o~se::-ve::-s o~ ta=-ge::s from the po::e:ltial target list is 
calc\,.:la:.e:: anc. ::-a...'"ldom d::-a ..... s a:-e mace :'0 de:.e:-mine .... hich ta=gets 
a:.-e ac:,ue.lly 6et.ect.ed 
:2.0 !N!TIALIZATION 
:2.1 Search Process Control 
c.. Tr.e sea::-c!': anc l::"le-o:-sighr.. ILOS~ p=oc€sses a::-e ::-ela':ively 
heavy use::-s of c:>rr.putatic:-:a: ::-eSOl..!.::-ces. Trade-efts mc:s: be made 
be:. ..... ee:,. ::"':~ f:::e~..:e:-:.:;y c: SE:e.:-ch upcates a!'1c :he respor.siv€:l€s s of 
game::- i:-::e::-actic:'"!s. The p::-ocess is designed to allow the game:- to 
speci::; .: ~c.::ge: :is: UpCc.~e cycle ::-;,;~ ':'s longe:- tha:: :!1e 
:;e~ec~~o:-. cycle s= ;:::-:'ot units may ':Je consic~:-ec less o:ce:: :0:- the 
:i1te:::':1g ;:::oce$s ane compu:,;:ion ::'. 2.'1' ~e saved at t!':e expe:1se of a 
some ... :--.c.: :ess <':.::=-..:::a~e 1':'5;:: 0: po:en::2:~:y ce:ec:a~le :6!,;':-~S 
:-:--.e :":S:::: :.£ c.l :,:'.;.,.c t C S;'EC;,:! ~he cycle :;'mes fo!' the ~"'c 
;=-::ocess:s c-"':::ln;: the ::un ~n:':':'a::'~a:i:::::":. ar::: ~:":e process then 
co::s:::-u,::s ~hE: s,,~::d: loa;: ;:a.::a'l1e:e::s :=:m~ t!le n~'::;'e::s of blue a.n:: 
::e::: :.l::':':s ar:c t :.: : .. 0 :':1out ~':';nE c:;:-:s~::a::1:s. 
b . ;:--=.:::.·..:s sc::een :;: allo· .. ·s the s;:>ecif'.,:a:~or, 0: the ta::-get lis:_ 
cY'cle : :r:-.e a.nc :;:'" de:ec:':'o:-. C"fc~e t':':r.€ i:": seconcs. T!lese val\,;es 
a ::- E s : o::-e:: by s~::ou;::ine GE':'SC?.N int:::: the va.::-:'~:es D:'DSTLOS a:1C 
i)":'S:O:.!3C". ::es?ec:~ve 2 y. 'C':-:'e s .. :b,ou::'n:: IN::-SE};S calct.: l .::es :~e 
sec.::-c:: l::::;: ;:c.::-.':..::.",:e:-s KSRC:;'::NC c.:;t jl.S?C:'::"OO? 
7 :~. ~ c",::~ : 0 ::- :':JE c<;:ec:~c:; c/cle c.::-e .::'€:'c.:':'ve ly s:.::-a:'s:l":t-
fo:-.;a.=-': 5 '.::::::0~~:.:;E' ':::O:.!_-.C:: ca:: s sc:t:-out:.:;e X::27::::T "":-:~:::-: c",:ls 
s·.lb:-o ... ;::':-.~ :::::'I':::C: :ar eo;Eery ;..;:;i;:: or. one s:de havi:1; po;:: e:1tial 
_ :Sech s:'::e i s cor.s:c.i:::-e:::: 0:1 c.::. ecnat::1g calls to 
XD::::-:::::-. 50 ,-hc.: eVE=:! c:r.i: or. ::-:e pot.er.>::al tc...::';e:. lis: is 
consi:::;.=-ec :c!' ce:ect.ion on every :10'0 ca::s :0 sClb::-outlne SE.:'.rtCE. 
Su::'roC::l:-:e INI':'5~:5 t.c.K€5 the ini:::c.l ve2.ue of D:'5:sARC;'; in 
seco:1Cs. conVerts to mim::es, c.:10 divides by 2 to al10", t"'o calls 
':0 SE.~Cr. !:ly 5ub::-outi:1e RtJ"KJ';"''J so ::hat the detection cycle occu::s 
in the ti:r.e 5;J€ci:ied b:i the user. 
d. T:'e cons;::ruction of the potential :a::ge:. lise is a:'50 
d::-iven ::-:;rr. the calls to S£:.3.CS through calls t:.o subrout.ine 
OOCS?LOS. OODST:.cS calls sub!'out:'ne DSTI..CS fa!' pcl..::'ticular unit:.s 
in seq-.JE:1CeS of length KSRCE:::NC. · .. hieh is set by scl)::outine 
INITS~S :0 be 3 s: KSRC!-ENC S 10. The uni t s are f i1: e::-ed for 
inclusion as ;:e:.ential ta!'get. 5 in bat.:::hes o£ KSRGiINC uneil one 
sioe is complet.ec. then the ether side is p::-ocessec in baeches of 
KSRCEINC. Sub.::'out::'ne INITSE:,S c~lct:la~es the n~er of batc~es 
::equired :cr all units ::'0 be processed in th~s £as~ion · ... ithin the 
time i:-:.::.e::-\'al ::-:::ST:'OS cons:S:e:1~ with : he ca l :s t.o SS':'.RCH. T~:s 
num1:le:- is KSRC:-:::U:X;:? and is :.:sec in S~"C" so t:~c.:, !)8CSTLGS 
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calle'::! KSRCi-ILOOP times Ear each call to SD.RCH. This ir.:;:egral 
pa!:"titlor:in.; means that. the period of ::he ta!"get list c.icle, for a 
given u:1it, ~xp:;,~ssed in the game time interval becweer. calls to 
suc:, s"...lb=-ot.:::~:1es as DSTLCS 0:- N'RANGC:. is only , approxi ::"lacely equal 
co t h e in iJut vaLue specifl~d by the user. 
Exa;np1es of che process for decermining the search cO:1t rol 
;:aramece.::s a.::e given in this section. ~.sswne che user has 
spec:':lec d cecestion cycle of 9 seconds anc a ta::-gec list: cycle 
c: 20 secor.cis. Thus, RLiNJA...'I calls SE:.~C:-l e very 4.5 seconds and a 
give!"": '-':"Ii:: en :: :: e potentiai target Es:. is consice::-ed for 
c.eceC::lor. eve:,! 9 secor.Cs. I: che::-e a::-e :00 blue units anc 200 
rec unltS in ::':-:12 game. t:,e subrout~r:e IN::-S:::"''<S ... ill ioi::'a1i1.e 
KS?CHLCO? co be 12 and K5RC:i!NC ::'0 be 5. These para:nece:-s , ... ill 
prcduce che : 01 10Ioli:;g ;at:ern in po::er.tie1 target processing. 
c. ~S""a"C:-l ?O':'EN"'I,l.L v.."c O''"'" ?"QCS~ 
S0 31..;',]:: (.;NITS 
40 3:....U"'" 1..",, :-:-5 .~~\j-, :: i'-:J 1,'},' :7S 
s:' ?SD 1.."NI-:-S 
I 50 :F:l G"NITS 
5·J iF:) LiN:-:-S 
P9'!'""NT!~L '!'A;<'G3_~ _ _ LIWC""S$"NG ~QR 
J 6 3LUE UN!':'S 
36 gLUE LlN:7S 
29 3LUE lJNITS .~~"'D ;; :=C:::J l,lN:'!'S 
I;~ ~~~ ~~~~ 
i 
35 3LeE IN:CS 
I ~ ~ ~~~\~~;;S 
:~ ~·c L"N:-:-S ,l,ND _~ 3 L:;C: ",,1:7S 
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~:-:~ :<€x: s:j~ c::>e~ nc: 5:a:-: un::l :.hE :lex: c:a:: to :JO::JS7LOS 
5:';":-:'5 '" ::e·~ ~::::r:. '!'~e above example s~cws tha,- a::'l unltS a::-e 
i':"oc:essej ",;::r:::. 9 calls to SEARCH 0:- .. d .. tr: ... ~ 40.5 seconds, 
a::':::hou.;:-: some ::oav€' 02 s~o:-:e:- in:e:rval o! 36 secones oecause the 
;pa:-titio:-: does no:: come out pe:-fec:ly even. 
::.. T!'1e choice 0: the de :.e::tion anc ::a:-get list cycles can 
:::er::a:"nly ir.flue!1ce the sense:- pe:-!onnance ..... ithin a 9iven .::;anus 
game. Sho:-:e::- cycles will gene!"ally p:-ovide a bette:-
:-ep:-ese:l:acion of the search precess at ::he p:-:'ce o£ inc:-eased run 
ci.me and s2owe:- ':"nt.e:-active reS;Jor.se for a g':'ven s:::er,a:-io. 
2.2 Se~80r Performanc e Capability 
c.. :0:- c; p.:::-:':'c\;la:- e::.se:nble 0: o~se::-ve::-s with c:-:lirr.ited time 
:0 sea:-c!": :0:: a :a::-get, the::-e .... i:::. ;;:e:"'le:-ol2y be a s",;!)set c~ 
OCSE!"V€:-S -,..,:'c ... ::.::.: :leve:- fi.:-1c Co ;:.",:-;et .. ·i t::: Co g:'ve:: S:!E. :-a:-1ge. 
and con::-2.s:. l The f:-act':'on of c::se:-ve:-s ...:ho can :':':1C t~e t3!";et 
is c<:2 2,ec ;:;- ;':1 :':':1::::Y (?:NF). T:'e c:'st:-i;''Jtio" o! the :l,"rt'~!" 0: 
!"es:;.l·Y·a::~e cyc2es €3ch nembe:- C: 6 :lo:-rr,a: o=se:-ve:- er.semt·2e :-:eecs 
:0:- La:-;e: ce:ect!C:l 15 C::CirCic:e:-:':ec ;,y ::"1E C'Jmu:'c::'ve 
!).:-::>:;a::i2.l.:Y ?:};: ',.Ihl.ch ':'s assume::: :0 oe 
· ... :"le:-e ;;, " N/ K5C ':'s ::-,e !'a:io 0: :::e num:::e:- K c: !"esolva;'::'e c-/c~""s 
at!"oss t:-:e :6:-;';': :0 t:Je r:'..:.r:be!" :,;5C' o! c~':::'e s !"ec;.:':'!"ec :0:- ?::t-:: 
be 0.5. 6:1C!" 2.-; - C,; (!'<i:\50:. 2 
b. ::: ,:c::',.;S' -_~. :-;:,.y. t:1€ ce:e::::o:l :':",;:2.:::'':' ::. : y c: :::e se t c: 
c::-se:-·:e:- s :5 css:.:::.e: to oe C:-,6:-c::e:-:':ec =y :h,;. ::a;:2.c:.2:.cy c: 
c:::;'se::ve:- :0 ce:ec: ea:::: :a.:::::e: c::'·:e" - ~;_::'::r,::<,c ::::-.';;. :-:-.':s 
ca;:",bi::'ty :s :':-.:'::'6:'ized ir. s:.:b:-o"';:i::e :K:T.;::Q :c!" each c:;:se::-'-.'e:--
:",:-~e~ ;:;a. :' :: 6nc :-e;r,:;':':1S co:,,:s~a.;")~ ::-.:-ow;ho": Co ga.;:-,c. :'he c:--i::::--:.or. 
!\'SO :0:- :::e:O'::::'c:: :-.65 bee:-1 ;ive:-. =.: :::.t: !:J5 : 0 ::e 0.5 :0 1 . C. 6:-:::: 
1.0 is :::1e velu€- c-.::-:-en: ly used. :-:-,€ c\.::-:-€-:;,: i::-.;::e:::e:1:a: :, o:J c : 
::he c:u;rlu:a::ive d:'st.!"':'bu::.ion '..:ses so:U:i~r:5 ::~ eq-..:e:ic:1 (1) ""it:-: 
1"50 = 1.0 co p!"ecom;Ju~e val ue s 0: ? IN: cor:-espor.c:':lg to 100 
intervals of ..... idth 0.01. The ini~ialization process sto!"es a 
randomly gene!"atea pointe!" to the ?A!RSV;'.L ~able ..... hic:. con~ains 
the value of toe reso lvable cycles :-equi!"ec fa!" the appr op!"ia c.e 
PINF :-eflec::in; the detection cap<,:oility for the g':'ven se!':so!"-
~ Th':'s provides a th:-esho ld determini:;g whethe:- a 
given ser:scr will eventually detect a given ta!"get providi:lg a 
given number of cycles (or g!"eate!") are :-esolvable. 
2.) Detection Procesl5 The pro=-ability cf cet.ection 
function of time is given1 by the stand",!"c e~ation 
PI:) " 1 - exp (ti';'.;;';:. 
· ... here TAL' is the me3:l t:'~e to ce:'2c::. :-"'0 ex;>!"~ss':'ol"'!s h.=' 
givenl as app!'oxi:llati~ns for 1:;-;'2 :::!1B :a:~c:- :/:-;'C . :o!" ::; / :\5 0 s. 2. 
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1/':'.;:;:?!NFI3.4.. (3) 
This approxima>:ion 9::'ves proba.bilities .... hich are: too s:nal l for t.he 
mas :: obv~ous carqets, those .,.,ith N/!'J50 q:::eac:e::: ::1"' . .:1:1 2 . Fer c:hese 
va.!.ues. 
lIV.u :; N/(6.8 ~ NSO ) . (4.) 
The empiric~l justificacior. fer t.he esti:nates !:1 e~-:ations (J) a:'lc. 
(4) is disc'...!sse-:::: :':'1 detail by La''''50:1 , et. a~.l ::-: 5UlT\J'TIa:-.!. the 
aoprox.:.ma::on or ~/T.;i.J ~ ?IN?i3 .4 Cc ~/16.8 N50) ' .. :as bes e c. 01'. 
r:..e lc ~es: rest..:lts 
?,,:' s;Jeec at compute::::", c;:e ti ~e factor l / :.;\.' :'5 represer.cec. 
e5 a ['..l;'c: ~Q:-: 0: the reso :':aj le -::-!c~es N by cor:str:Jc:i;'l<; e sec: Ct 
5 ::-ai <;:"'. : :i:-.e5 :rom po:':-.:: : -0 ;Join: as ~. ",a::-:'es ::- om 0 to ~.S irt 
5:'0";:15 Q: C ::25 =:~a::'o:-.s 131 a::c (4i arE! 1..!sec :: 0 c a l c\..i~a:e c:-:e 
~c i :1:s :0:- c.:S ;; :::.: :-:-:2 :::es r.;~:s a:-e :.lses t:: ;2:-:e:::a:2 s:o;::s a<lei 
tJ ;J:-:Jcuce 
'::ecect:O:1) . 
s:=-O:.~,;<~.: ~':',.es :::e:·~·ee:". e,;,c:-, :-:e':'<;;:"1DO:-':'::g 
c6:a a:-e se: i:-: ·,2.:- :aj2. es S:'8?S a:1c. C:::?T 
e~,,: '1~i ~~. t :-~~: ~~~a~~~;~s i ~;e a~?~ ~ ~a7~~ ~~~ ::5 ~ 
· .... :-:o2re Lc (R-) is c~e l uminance of t.he t.a=:;et. and :...::: (R- ) is 
L:.-:l.!.:1ance of t.he ~aC:-:.g:-ou;"'tc. 6 The ::a:-qet and bacil:;:- ou:ld 
1\.:.:11i:-:a::,c25 ae :- ar.c;e " can ::e ...-riC:: 2:l 
·~' r.~=- e :'a::'<.: " ,:>x;:: ( - c:. :Z) is >:.:-:e :::-~:-.s::-.i::a:1C2 a:: :-2.::ge " 
:.~::-:;u<;r:. ::--:e a':.:;'!cs;::--:e=- C' ... ~::--: ex::inc::icn .:: : e:::~'.:~e::: a.. ;;:cc~:-=i:1g 
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(E.i, anc 
c {P.: = CIO) / [: 
",,0= 0:;;::::::.::1 ~t.hs f!'orr. senso:::- to ca=get. near .. he ho:rizon, 
:"'sk-y (R) = LSJ<y (O)'!'a(R) .. Lp(R), (9' 
but. ::.: i:: i~ ass;.L-ne:: that :.~e a:.rnosphe:::-e is a homogeneous na::u:ra: 
a::mosphe:-e, t.~e sky ::'s jest. as b:::-ight at R as it. is at the ta:::-get, 
so t~e:: 
Let :"'SK-;/ i LbiOi ::.'" Sq , ':.:Je s;';-y-':.o-g:-ounc "!'a::io. t~en equa:io:J (E' 
~ecor:';es 
= ~ :::>9 [I"? - : • 5:;)/5 9 : (12) 
e",,;c':. i ::>:-. ~:: :c!' = CO:""'::}; = C . C: '::5 :;;:;::e;;:e:1:.e':' in 
Su::r,o-...:t'::;e :~;::::x: t"o a:;;:::::c1 ::o:-,:::-es:. ::'5 c\·c;.::.::::Jle =';:;;0::':' ?::-
fa"!' ea::;:, c: :"'.;:; 0;;:::.:a1 ::-e:;-.:,;::-,cy bands. 
:'::0:":". e~..:a:~::>n (l21. t)":e ::ont::-ast :.::a:lsm':'t:.tance 
(13) 
A cu:rve of log F versus R is cons t :-ucted in slope-intercept :o:-m 
in sU!:lroutine IN:IT=:XT. The slopes are stared in O~TCTJRVE(l, r, 
UlAND ) a:ld the inte::cep:.s ir. OEXTCURVE (2. I, lEA-NO) with IE.~.1<'D 
equal to 1 or 2, a:1c :: ::angin; from 1 to NR .. 1 whe!"e NR is the 
numbe:- of r-=.r.ge pci:1.es. ':'he log of e~...:ation (13) is used t.o ma:ce 
the l inea!" i n te:-polation a !:It?':':e:::- app:-ox.:.rr.atiar.. 
c. ::-t is the cont=?st t:ansmittance, 0= extinc tion , that ::'s 
impleme~ted ::'n Janus .!..:-my, :101: the cont:-a s t i tse: f. !:Jut 1.!Si:=S 
should ::Je a\o,'a::e of the imj::licc.tions a: cefinitions of car.t::ast. 
Note th~t t.he C'.:l.'":[:-as[ as de~ined by equa:;:ion 15) aSSU::les t::at :::e 
ta=get is b:ig:Jter than the b.;ckg:-ou!1c c r else cont:-a5t cau l:: i::;.& 
negat~ve . .~. ll a~~:"ca: cor,t::asts input to ';-=':--:1.:5 .!.."!'::ty a:-e positi·;'2 , 
This :'s I:ot a :-.ecess.;:y ::est::ic':ian, anc cont"!'asl;. is i:eq-c:er.:ly 
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defined as c;'1e absolute value of c~e di.fference in ca=get and 
bae;';grou:'.d lumi!13nCe d~vi.ded by I:he backgroun= luminance, 
This is consid;.re'.! a mere l!sual definiti o n for ou:' purposes. and 
che eqc;3cions (12) a:;.d (1.3) o f ex::inc::.ion a~e sci11 valid. 
c Both equaeior:s (5 ) and (H) are seil: open co the 
objec,=io:1s ot::on,=:,as::. bei:':; u:,:ce:':'r:ec =or Le (?. ) '" a. suc!1 as ;..oQule 
be :.h: eese tor 3 ::argec ac;a:!1S: an o';ercasc nig:-::: sky. .'\nocher 
ce f i:-::t,:or! '...:hieh i.s more ;e:,:e:-al a:"le ' ... ·cl! l d hef'!cle suc!'1 cases has 
!:een s ca ::ec5 as 
cr:<) '" I [.~{;:<) - ;"-'?U I /~~X [to-:-I?i. L3 I R) ' (15) 
':2 i (13) a:-e scil: 
(13) :'.ee-::! c:) be 
:qece,,<:: · .. o:-k e or:s:'::e:-s ·/a:-~ ac:'c:'!s :'n :::-:'e ':;e:: :-cg:-:ll.':r.c. ?:)r 
so::'.€: c,=:i:1ic:'on sue!: as 
co~:-:<...;S! = I""r;~ ! · "'-'J.!',",C:' - ''''c::..' = . !Cl«(:291JND !'jM'"\I;'NC=' 1 
;",vc 3;"CKGROG"}.'O l..(iM:\I . .!.."1CE 
:. he 2.<:<, .. a:':'01".5 1'-21 and (U ) '::-:"",,0 1'1:':1<; eX:''::1ction ·..Iou ld s::il~ apply 
as im;:le::-:enceo i:1 Ja:1U S .;=-:ny. T~e i:n9 l",,:ne~;:ion 0: c:)nt.:-as: in 
Jc.:1US .;-=-:n:-' ':'s a good a;J~r8x':maeio:,. far C"b:r-::-enc appl icacions . buc 
t.:se::rs '...I:shing c:a ex ::ef'!c Ja ::t.: s .:".::ny inc Q r.e· .... car<;e: e!""'.vi:-onme~ts 
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1. 791 iS9 
~ . 9';::: 0 
The ':::a::~s .:'.::-:ny cO':e-:::io:: p!""oc~ss t.eS a ::::-s: s:6;e 0: :':'::e::-':',,: 
U:l':'ts :: 2.vc.:.c the se.;.::-C:-: .;.::::: lin€-O:-5:'1O:"l~ ( ::"25") c",:C"\;~a:::'c::s !c::-
0!5 r,.a ::y ' ''::-.i:5 cs ;Jossi::l€;. ":";;e '.mi:s .=.::-= ~::-:::essec i:: :=a: c:: es c5 
desc::-:=oe~ i r. sect:::n 2.: 
3.1 Unit Cba:acte::-istics. Sub::-outi n oe CS:-:....OS cc::tains mos:. 0: 
::"1e logic and bcoi-:.keeping for filte:ing '-I:1i:5 :::':e:o::-e they can be 
added to the potential target 1 is:. The uni: is sk':'iJped "v.'h ei":€ve::-
it is des:::-oyed, i:lope::-ab l e due to chemical. 0::- ':'s a ;::cssen;e!" ar.c. 
cannot detect. ta:-gets. 
3.2 Unit Data. SubrO\ltine S':::TOBSRV is c~!!ed by CST:"'OS tC s et 
up the u:-:it data neeced for t:'e sea!"ch and det.ection routines. 
T~e 10catio:1 of the o!:;:se:-ve::- and the vie· .. ··!"a:: para~eters o!"e 
fot.:nd. IThe view-fan is const.ructed by t~e game:- and is syr.;net.:-ic 
about the direction of vie ..... ) The input vie·..;-!"an is usee ur.less 
the unit is a ground vehicle ""hich is movi;").; 0:"" r.as been 
stationary less t :"lon t\olO minutes, in IooIhic :: esse the unit is 
asslUlled to sea::-ch 360'. This assumption ':'5 cesigned :0 :"" e:::uc~ t!-:oe 
burden of sett':':lg an::: ac] us: ':'ng view-fa;)s fc::- c::o::-:i:natec 
5urve:'ll.=.nce b".t g::~u~s of ve;-, i cles i00i]-,.:.1,,, mcvi:l<;. a:1C :: p::ov:c,=s 
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d.p;Jroximdcely :he sall".e effecc for a. group of vehicles as would 
i:'.c::'vidually set and cOO:ci.:1dtec view-fans. The type sensor t o 
\.:se fo:- t.he next search in::erval is c.et.e:minec. for each 
005e:--"e::-. ::-:e ;nax':'mum visibility is used to ccr,st.!"\.Ict a SC;:'-.ldre 
cericerec at. 1::1.e obse::'1e: ' 5 loc a tion to serve dS a filter fer 
poss i ble ca=-;ets. Each u:-:.i. :' s targee list is c h ecked for ,::.revious 
detections , a::.c 5ubr-o'..:ci::.e K:SE?T~il. is ca l led co check if a 
previoC!sly ce-:€ct:ed target can 51:i11 be seen. KEE?T.lI.R checks for 
cescroyed cargets, targees moun tee ins~de vehicles. visibility 
l':'mics, p::-eser.ce in the vie·~·-fa:1.. LOS. and ..... hether lar:; e area 
smoke c louds block L.OS . ?reviol:s l y ce ::ected t.argets ·,.,rh:'ch. can 
still be seen a:2 fla<;gec. and t.he oose :-ve:-'s ta:-ge;:: lise ':'5 
c: ea:-ec. 
}.} vi.sibility, "-OS. c:1d Cetectabi l ity Filt2:-' 
(1) Ta:-gecs c~at a:: in defilace ;:J:-eserlc a s::1alle:- ta..:::-gee size 
the oos:::-ve=. For [:la..:::-cial, or ~ull defi l ade , th e expos ed ;::a=t. 
o~ t;,e ta:-;et is assumed to ';)e one c~i::-d (0.3333333) of the full 
s.:.:::e . ?o:- f'..lll ceri:a:::e, the exposed ;:;a:-t of t.he t a=:;et is 
assl!l:'.ed c o ze o:-:e :o:-tiet~ (0.025) of full si z e . T!":ese fa.cto::-s 
a::,e ':lased on t:-:e :elative s i zes of eu r::-ets and si C;ht. .;:; that mi g-he 
cy;:::~ca.:ly be eXyosed on C~ll'~110n vehicles. 
(2) '!':-:e ef:ect of movemer.t on e:,e ;l::-ocess of ta.:-;e : 
ac~:'sic:'on has ::een ~ong :::eca. t ed. In ehe ;;ast . c::e cycl e 
c = :':~:ion :0:- a mov:'r:.:; ve!': ic!. e ta:get ·..ras assur::ed ::0 be hal : o t: 
stat ~o:"!a::'Y ta=ge t. 9 Recent 
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c~es :-:-:0: !::e -:: m:)v:'r1; :2.:-;;:e:; :~ ':".::.;.:5 .:..=-~. 3.0 :'5 s::a~ec by a 
:2.::::::- :;: :.S as: a:: es:irroc:.e c: :~is e:fec::. 
C. ?o:- se::so:-s 10;:=':::: a zoom capa::J:.l it::y, vee::-s ion 3.0 0: J a:'t~s 
A=;:t;:: cor.::a:'::s a <110::-: expli:::': =e~=ese;'"!::atior:. of sar.so=- field-oE-
v:'e\.,; { :-OV l ::ha:: did ;:.::-evio1,;S ve::-sior.s. A CC:lVe:-s:.or. fac:o:-
CN':?7~?~ r:o= e3:::: sens:::::- :y~el nas !::lee:: ac:::ec co :.he c.a;:a ~ase ::0 
0110 ... · :he: a;=l~:-cxir.-,a:i:)n c! , .... :.:::€ ?CV ;:.:e:-:o~.a;-:ce T::e sense:-
pe::-::l::-rr.a:1ce da:a .;.:: ::he "::ar.'.;s(;"} ':'a:'6 ";:;as ~ a::-e app::-op::-:"a:::e to::-
;";0;:-::-:::"" ?CV. "'::e sa::50::- pe:-:o::-rr.a::c.: : 0 = "",:'::'e: ?:]\" :"5 ob::air.ec Oy 
ml.;.::':'p':'Y:':1;' t.he c:,cles ::-esolvec a: ::-:e se::so= 'by ::;,e f3c(0:-
C!-.~/?,7::?!-:: ... ·:"1..:.ch. :c:- mes: sa::'SO::-5, ':.\.:::-:-:5 au: :0 j,; :!':e raeio 0: ::he 
::"':-:-0 ... · :'0\' :0 ::;,e , ... :.ce ?OV . - -;al'Je :Q:- ':!>~';;<.:T':?!-! is :-;0::' 
5~'2~::'..~c, ::,":", :'ticc~: '.:S~5 :~e ''''a:<.!<2 :".0 sc :;-:a: ::.::e ..... ::::.e a:-:::: 
c: ::-::: a <;:ve~ S:::5:::-:a::;:e: ;:.:::, ::'":2 c::.:e::::r. A':Q?:::::-::-
<2 '.'2 ::: '..: a: ce:'2c::o:: :-.0.5 oe'2:: S::::2': as =e5::::':;;';': :':: s.;.c:~o:-,. :; 
:::. :.s .:5$:":::-.:= :::e: ==5';':-';2:5 5",::;: :-: ·":S : :""i.;~':'=';' ::-C\' a::c: S''';:'C::: 
::a::::rw' ::-C': :c c~:o:.:-. ~:,;:je: ':'",·.·2':'S c: :':::::,:-::-,a:':'o:, "'xu: ::.~e 
:a:-;'2: .. ; c:-~:.;.:-~o:: ::::- 5c: : ::.:::'e:-:::: : :-.:0:-::-,,,,::'0;-. ':0 ;J:::ssio:y e::s;e;e 
a ::'20:-::a: ,:",;'.n::;C::i::' ) :'5 c-.;:: ;e ::::·.· sa: :0 :::e :'~':"::'" :::e va:';.;e c: 
.;::;:?::~::-. :-=.:-;a:s '..;".cs.;. C':::>=S ;""5:::,,·,,,,::; :.:-: -~"::::2 fO\' :::<2e: ::: e 
':c: eve::::...:a: ::::",:'2c:'::::: c:: ,:::: ;"'~C5e 0':::025 :-esolvec ::: 
.:.~s: ... :::: a:: asse::::a:e:::: ".-",::..:e ;"'.'":':":::-: 
c: ::::'2:ac::.c:: . :: :::::e ::' :'5: ':'5 :".1::'::' (ct:::-a.--,::.::'y 
:x: a <;:ve:: o=se:- ',e:'s l:s:), ::-.2 ::'",as': 
'::",:2:::e::':'e :",:-;2: ~s :a:::::: .... 2:: ::.c ::,.'::'-2 :com :c: ::;-:e :::a: loS me:", 
ce:~::::.:~:;;.. ?:=V:':::l\.:s~y~::::e::::~c :=.:-;e:.s a:e assumed to :-.ave 
;:-:::'o:- i::. :,: ov~:- ::-:cse :"ICC ye: ce:e:::e:::, a.::c <!:": a:''''a~'5 ;Jla;::ec 0:: ::-:8 
:',1:-;e: .:.:.s:.. :-::: :-:-50:';a::;':'e <:"'.:':.:28S ;:-o'S 2:::8:' =y ::-:e t.=.::;:-=: <!:e 
moc~:.:..eC :Oy :he ;::o::;ab~':'::':::y 0: LOS. a:-1c ::-:e -;::S,,:1::8 o~ l.=.:;e a:"ea 
smoj{e clouds :s c::ecked to ::::ece:-m;';,e chei:- ir.r::e:fe:ence 'Wi:.h 
ce::.e:::'l.on. :'~e a:.:en;';,1:ior: along- che LOS ch::-ou;h la:ge a:-ea smoke 
::loucs is ::alc"..l:atec i!'", sub:out.i:1es OOLJGLOS a!lC LASLOS, :: che 
op:.ical ;::at:: le:-:<;c:' is above c!ie :.h:esho:d. LOS is assumec co be 
co:.:lly =l.ocked. 10:- lo·,.;e: values ot: t.r:e opei::al p.:ch -'-eng:.::, t.he 
::-eso lva.:::~e cycles ;:::::-:se:::ec :0 t.!";e ca.:-ge:: a=e calct:la:ed 
cor.s:'.:!.e:"i."lg c::e ceg,acac.io::.s cue to t:-:e s:rloke. 
e. :-:'1e com;::u:3::'on of :..cs L.:1 5Llb:-ou::!"Je OOLOS) is i::asec 0:: 
da:.a st.o::-ed 1.:-1 a g::-:d 0: squa::-e ::8::':S . com..-.,on:'y 100 me:e:-s on a 
side. The e'-evaci.o:1, t. :-:e ~eight 0: ::ees 0:- u:-::an builcir.gs, <inc 
::he coce 0: the ce::s:'ty of ~:ees :::>::- b:.::'ld:'!'":gs a:e sr.o:-ed . 7:,e 
o=s ::.:-,-,::::'cn ::'e:;ht ",!"IC ':::e ;J:oba=i.:i:y of :..05 ::.::::-:;u"h the 
c~s:=--..lc::Q.": s a:2 ::-,Qv:'::::~c "='Y ::.-=l:12 l:::>ci<;~'..lc '-"s:',"":", c:-'e ,:::e:15:'::; c:::>ca 
a:".c ::-:e t:::~ e 0: ol:s::'..:c::o;-:s (::aes c:- =:u::c:.::;-s' 7::e ::::c",::o::$ 
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of t.he senser ane! t.arget are obtained as x, Y mop cocrdinat.es and 
he:ght a':::o'l€ che ground. IE the target. locat.ion contains 
obs:::ructions hig her cr.a~ the ta::-get. t.he probabilit.y of LOS (?LOSJ 
is in~::iali.zec co ?L2, where ?L is the probability of LOS ch::-ough 
::.he g::-:'d CO:1<:aining t.he targee.. Othe;:-,.,rise. PLOS is init.ializ ed co 
1.Q. (I:: is aS5ume<:i t hat a carget ..... ill '.lse na::ural cove::- as much 
as possib~e . and the oppo:-cu ni ty t.o use cover is assumed 1:0 be 
proport.ional co t.he same :eacu.:-es affect.ing LOS. This is 
approxi:r.ated by applying the fa ctor ?L t.wice to ge::. the init.ial 
vah:e.) The r:'.ap coordinat.es are t.ransformed c o 9::-1d cco::-di;-.ates. 
a:1c the cif:ere!1ce in x, 'f gr:'d cocrdi:1at.es bet· ... ee:: t.he se:1sor and 
ta:-g et locacions is iC t.md. ::ach cell alor.g t!1e li::e from the 
ser.so:" to I::,e I:a=gel: ~s c::'ec:"ed 1:0 see i: I:he eleval:ion blocl<s 
LOS :f nCI:. ;:r.e cell is c;,a-c:-'ed for absc::"uc;:~on:::. :: I:;""'.e 
oos:n..:c: io:1S i:--; c:J.e 5:..:::jeCI: cell a=e :-.igh enough t ·: in::e::-::e:-e · ... iei": 
L:lS. ::~.e:"". e!":~ pr:bd::~~ity 0: :'OS thrc\.:;h 0:.;'05: o:::,,:::-,-,c:io,,:; I ::-:..} 
.:.:; m:...!::i;::l:~~ ::y the oli C"..:m'~:dl:ive pr·:bab::ity 0: LOS 1?~8S ) _ _ 
che C'..::~c:.:'a~:'1E: protd:::':i:":!" 0: LOS I ?LCS) :a1::':; ee':':· .. ; 0 0:'. ~: is 
assc:mec t.-:':: :"":0 ~os e:csl:s. 
· .... ·r.2 :-~ .::.? is ::-:e ::on~r3S:: a~ r3.:-::;e :\. Co is ::"12 CO:"".::-2.S': at ;:!":e 
ca=r;et.. TaiE\) is I:::'e ;:.:-a::s:":"\~::a;;ce c;,=ough :;-:e a:::-osp:-:ere. 2.:"iG '::5 
is c::e c.:-a::smi::a:1ce chrough 5<1",01<2 clouds. T:-;e ca':' ::.J.lac':'on i::. 
subroutir.e P.!1..!E\$ is i!!'.plemenced ir. ce=:ns of :!1e "e:l.lral 
logaritr.rns. :0;:- optical sensers, log Co is assume-d co be c::.e sar:le 
for all t3.rge<:: s. the extinct~:Jr:' due to the acmcsp:-:ere. log Ta IR ) , 
is obtainec !:-am the cpeieal extinc::. icn cur..re initialized as in 
section 2.4. a;1c I:he extinction due to lar;e a-::-ea smoke is 
provic.ec by che subroutine CCL.')'$LC$. '!'~e com::::ast provides the 
incex to ::!1e ser.sor pe:::-formanee ince~olacior: cl.:.=-_·e ·..,hie!1 · .. ·as 
i:"1..:.tie:i:ec es cescr:oed i r.. seccion 2.5, and t.he ::"jc~es pe= 
mi:li:-3.ciar.. (C?M) are obeained from t!1e lir:ea r in:e=;:olaci~:"". a.s 
C?~ '" Si..CPS • log- Cil. .. DJ:'ER-CZ?':'. 
Oclr'.C ::::".es ::"3.:"':<:;-e. 2..-.::: ~.-:" 
3:<,0:-'e is pr::::v:-::a::: ~= "':: :::: 
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.... ':'1e::-e S:ZE is the rnir:.':'mW'n dimension in r.,ete::-s presentee by the 
ta:.-get, anc ::-anQ€ is; i:1 k':'lometers, 
(20 ) 
3.4 Construction of Potential T~=-ge : List, If any targets; 
~ass tr,e va::-ious filte::-s, I:.hey a:::-e placed on the 
potential ta:'-Q e c. list. :f a!1y of the se ta:-gets has been detected 
~r:. ;;::-evio'..:s cetectio:'l C",:Ic::'es, S"J~:.-out':'!1e iX):"AS:"'OS is called co 
de~5"::-mine · ... he::'1er WS h2.s :oee:'l b:-oken by la::-ge 2.::-e a smoke clouds. 
:: t:'1€ p::-eviously detecte:: target .:.s still i:::. LOS, the :l",g 
ir.-::ic2.ting de:ecticn is :-eset, Ct~5":-w':'se t:-.E- t2.::-get is :.-emoved 
f:.-o:!": the list c: pcte:lti2.:' ta::-get.s. 
4. C:!:n e ::::ve:::: U::-!':'-:; cha::::acteristic5 
b, The se2.::-ch ;:;2.:te::-:: is assumed to be u:;iforrr.ly :"is;::.-i8uted 
t:'1::-ou;hout 2. game:.- specif':'ed sea!"c~ a=e2. The vie· .... ~:an is 
s~eci:ied by t]-,e ga.me::- t.Q ::2ve 3 direc::'':'on ..... it:: sy;nme ::.ric 
azir.tutr.al L:r:ltS. 7he se:::.s;o::- w':'de and r:.a:::-row fields of vie .. ' are 
~n~ut ir. .::-adians by sense::- type, If the .... ide rOV is very na:-:-o .. ' 
(less tr-.a:J six deQrees) tr.e sensor FOV is recuced still £'..Irther tc 
pa:::ti a lly account for the elevation par::: of t.he search. 
Cu::-rer.t.ly. the basic sea::::::~ is impleme:lted as alf:lost totally 
az::';T.uthal, so an elevat:o;-, factor Iser:so::- Fov/six ce~:-ees) i s 
ap;)lied fo:::- very l"ia.r:::-ow FO'.'s to requ:re longer times to search. 
The search by sen s o:- FOV ':'s impl emem: e d by a.ssuming ch<'lt the time 
av~i:able fo:::- search is ur.ifo::-mly distri~uted to the f:::--3C[ i o:1 o f 
the tctal v :e· ... >~.::an occ'Jpi~ ~ t.he sen so::: FOV. :n other words, 
the :;:.rob",::ility the t.o.rget ~s i n the FOY is the se:-!sor FOY d:v::'ced 
by t:-:e search secto:::- The se:Jso:::-- FOV is a:'so ceg:::-aded !::Jy a:'J ':':lpu: 
pa.::-",,""ete:::- ':'f ::'1e cl"'.e~ic2.1 Sl.t"Jat::'O:i ..... a::-::-ar.ts. A ;TLcvir.; u:i i ~. 
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except fe:- flyer-so searches for 180 degrees. This is diffe:-ene 
from the 360 ceg:-ees usee in building t":'le :.arget lise (section 
3.2J a:1d is merely a !-Iell:-istic a;::>praach ta reduce t!-le t.ime spent. 
sea::-chi:"lg · .. ·:.e'" the mas:. th::-eatening a:-ea is pr-o'cably known. 'I'his 
sea,cr: seCtor applies until the unit has been s:.opped for at lease 
:.· ... a mlr.utes. 
4.2 Ta:::'lOet: Onit. Cb.aract.erist.ics. for each abse:-ver :::hat 
passes the fiicers . all t:'e targets from che abse:-v e r s potent.ial 
car:;et list are considered fa;;: detec:.ian. :f any pote:-.cia1 
targ e ts are destroyee or have mcur.:ed a vehicle. chey are ,er..oved 
!rorr. the potential target lis:.. ur.its which a:-e a:reac.y de:ec:.ed 
d!'e no::: processe': again. Line-of-sighc is checked far t!ie 
;~~~~;~~~ :.~no~h~c~a~: ~:~c d~s c:s~ ~ ~;e~d;~O~e~~ i~~e ) ~~ i~~ :a;:~n 0 f 
tr.e ta:;:e:. · s e:f~~ci·"e s:':e. T:-.e :a:-ge:. is fur:;'.e:- :-ecucee to 1/3 
i':s s::02 :: i:'1 b.;~: de:ilace 0:- : / -i O i:s s::e if :''1 ~t.:r:-.:: 
::;;::: :'6C 2 ~ovi:-:<; .:a:-;=:5 o.:-e ass~,ec :'8 ':::e 2a s i2:- :::0 ce~=c: 
'::JeCc'-':Sd of c::e::- i '1c;;:e:;sei sig~d:, ·-.: :-e, d:1e t::2 i :' S::2S 6:-", 
rt\1..::"::~~iec by:',: e.s disc'..:ssed i~ seetior: 3 3.~. ::,' .. :.. 
:;'6: ~6S ;; :::-02-::: i:-. t::'e lc.s~ C,· ... e;-.:.y secones :5 c.S5";~.=,:i :c c ;;ec 
ct:e 0:::S2:-ve:- to 523.:-C:' i:-. ies a:-26. a:-.c t:-:e ~:-o:::a':::: l :':,: 
i n t;-:e :-C\- 0:: :::e se::S8:" is se: :'0 1.0. ::-:a 2.::e::",;o.t:':::-: 
12.::-<;= 6:"o2a s~oke ::~cl!::::s ~s ca:cu:'atec :C:- ::-:2 ex:.;:i;;.:; :.05 
4.3 ?:-obability 0: ~etection . Suorou:i;,e ?:',:?,;:: ca:'~;"::'6:es 
c:-:e :",;":;1'..':::e:: 0: :-es~iv2j:e ::"/c1e5 (3.:'.R51 ac: c s s 
:::-a:-:S.1l::tec to :.-.2 S2:-.S0:-; as Cdsc:"::::ec :_, 
s:,,::::-c'.::':',-:a is ca::e-::: to ::e:=:"':1::-.e 
ce:ec:,!, O:1 <;:ve."l :::-:e ::01 :-:;e ,: is i:: 
( 2) :.~ sec:.icr. 2,}. 
?(:;I ~ ~ - eX;I (cJTAUI. 12) 
T:-:e i:".:':ia:':'::.at:'::::: oi c:-:e ti:ne ':6cto, liT.:;:'" as a :'..:::c::'::J" of 3.:...:<S 
i.s c.escribec. in sec:ion 2.3. and t:;-:e value i.s cec2:":ni.ned i:1 
sub::-oucine P,)S:'SC for the g:'ven 5;".::<5. T:-:e lJrobabilicy 0 : eCjua:.ior: 
(2) is chen mulci.,lied by the ;:::-obdbiE~y c:,e car:;ec is i:'1 ene 
fOv. 1:0 give :::he final probabili:::y of c.eC8c:.i.on .:.. :"a:-,cor:: d::-al;J i.s 
made to c.et e r;ni~e ~: t:!-Ie t a rgec ~ay ':::e de~ec:ed by :':'1e ser:so:-. __ 
so. c:,en smo~e c~Cluds a:"a checkec co see ~: LOS is. b loc:<;ec.. and !..f 
it is. :.he ,:ar;e:. is ::-emoved fror.1 the ;::cce!';cial ca::-:;ec l ist.. 
Oche::-... ise :he ca:<;et is ccnsice!'ec :0 be· decec:ed. :-iu..7.an t3.!'qets 
0.::-8 cesi;~aced "recogn i ::ed" ·...-hen ce t ec ced 1: '0 r.e;:r.esenc ::he e::ec: 
1::-:0.: fooc solc.i.ers ca.n !:Ie disci.nqt!is:-:ed ::0'-1 vehicles a: :hi.s 
level 0: cececr::':'on. 9 
4.4 I.::lpact. of De:ectio!1 on 01::-:e:::- :, .. ::-.c::'ons 
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(ou: c: amrrn';:1::':'O", for example). nc ~::-::;g event. is schej,1,;le:!. 
:! !':':-~n;: is i:: p=-og::-ess, the fi:-i:-:.~ event is not. schedulec to!" 
::-:':'5 de:.ect~on. ':'he time for the next direc:.-:ire event. is seo:. in 
:~e q"..!e',le. anc modified for 2. chemical envi!"onmen:. it necessary. 
b. ....:te::-- a '.Jr.it has been detected, ache::- cri:e::-ia are checkec. 
tc sec if th€- resolution allows highe= levels of inference to be 
made a;x.u: ehe :a:-get. The number 0: cycles resolvable across the 
ta:-get ~. t~e senso::- in nar:ro .... · FOV are compa:-ed co the thresholds 
fo::- this wE-aper; target pair scaled first fer recognition (3.5) and 
next fo::- :'::ien:iLcation (6.4). This allows the g::-a?hical 
inte=:a.::e to p;-esent diffe:-e:1c icons to the ;ame=s fo:- the 
ci.:!e::e:lt levels of ':'n:o:T<'.2;tio:; peroeive:: about the ta:-ge~s. 
::'"·J:-:.:-:er~Jc:-e. the !irir.g c::i:.e!"ior. c"';-. be C!-:.Ci!1geC !::Jy the game:- on 
Sc:-een ::: . 
5.0 ASSUY.PTIONS 
-;:"":€ he·.::-':'s:.ic metno:::s an::: t!":eo:-y COlTu'TlO"2.y K:101.T. 
:.;:;, Ce:::£-:- V;'s~:::-: an": :S:e:::.::c-Op~'..os (C:'-,';:::J: sea:-c:, 
::-. .:':£-: :-e;::-ese:;:.s ;Je:-:~:::-ma:""l::e 0: S€:""lSC:-S ·"e:-S:':5 :a:-g€~s o~ the 
=-c.:, t':' e: ~ E ~c. 
c:-:':::' l / ':".~.\..':: N/(6.e N5 0 ) :c:- N/N5 0 ~ 2. 
d. T3€ optical pa;:.hs :rom targe~ to sensor e.::-e near ;:.he 
horizon. 
e. T:'e detectior::s occur in a homoge:1eous. na=u:-al atmosphere. 
<The 5i:y is just as b:-ighc at range R f:-om the ca:-get as ac the 
targe"t. ) 
_. The sky-lo - ground ratio of luminances is the sa.."':"le for all 
senso:--:arget pa .:. :-s. 
g. The min':'mum contrast · ... hich car, be dec:ected ::,y the eye is 
0.02. 
h. Ta:-gets ·.:it:-: i r. 10 meters a:-e ce:-taii1 to t.e cets-ctec. 
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No LOS exises if the probabiliey of LOS is less than 0.01, 
). T:-"Ie opcical contrast at the ta!"qet is 'the same for a2.l. 
ca!""<;e ts, 
k. T:-"Ie sea.ch patte:-r. is '..!nifo:-mly dist:-ibuted throughcut c:"e 
search az-ea (vi:· ... -fan). 
1. A :.:ar<;e: ::-,ac has Ei=ed in the las:: t' ... eney secones is 
assc.med co have Ctiecl ehe cbse~e:: to searc~ in its area, and the 
"robabilicy of ::",':'ng in t;;e -:OV of the sensor is set to 1.0 . 
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di=ec:io:-: a: e;, ,. tr.:-e,,-;:. 
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APPEND IX K 
APPENDIX B - SELECTED JANUS ALGORITHMS 
Extracts from Janus (TJ Documentation and Users Manual. 
Department of the Army, US Army TRADOC Analysis Command, 
White Sands Missile Range, NM; 1988. 
B-1 LINE OF SIGl-IT 
B-1.1 GENERAL 
Line of sight occupies a central role in combat simulations that work at item leveL 
The line of sight algorithm is critical to both the processes being simulated, and to 
the overall ratio of real time to simulation time characteristics of the model. The 
overall purpose and use of the model, in tum, drive the selection of algorithms 
from the viev.rpoint of speed and accuracy. "Janus/T" Jeans more toward speed than 
very detailed calculations in most of the algorithms used. This section will discuss 
three aspects of LOS processing in ·'Janus/T". Those aspects are: 
LOS in support of detections 
LOS through smoke and dust clouds 
LOS support the force deployment 
B-l.l LOS FOR DETECTIONS 
The principal problem to be solved is to determine if a line from an observer to a 
target intersects intervening terrain or terrain features. The process works as 
follows: 
In general, the line between the observer and target will be divided into 
equidistant points, Each point will be tested to determine th e degree to which it 
intluences LOS. 
The number and location of points tested along the observer target line (LOS 
Line) is determined as follows: 
Compute observer to target [delta-x] and [delta-y) 
Compute N x and Ny by dividing (delta-x] and (delta-y] by the terrain grid size 
The largest N x and Ny is called N p . Np is the number of points to be tested 
along the observer target tine. 
Compute d x and d y to be de~~ x and d~~;Y 
The points to be tested along the observer target line are generated by successive 
additions of d y and d x to the observer's position. 
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Each point is tested in the following way: The height of the terrain at any point 
along the LOS line is the height of the terrain in the terrain grid cell containing 
the point. II the terrain is higher than the point on the observer target line, 
then the process is terminated and LOS is said notto exist betv.reen the observer 
and targe"t. 
Note that the observer target line is adjusted to account for the height of the 
observer and the height of the target. 
If the observer target line does not intersect terrain, then it will be tested for 
being below any terrain features such as buildings or vegetation. 
If the point on the observer target line is below terrain features, then the 
density of the terrain feature is added to a sum kept for the observer target line. 
If this sum exceeds a threshold, then line of sight is said not to exist. Terrain 
feature density of the terrain grid cell containing the observer is not added to 
this sum. II the terrain feature densities do not exceed a threshold, they will 
affect the observer's ability to detect the target in the following way. 
Let G be the grid size in Km and let D be the sum of the density codes of the 
cells for whic.. .. LOS line is below the ety or tree height. 
The F=(C"D)! and deg:t3.dacion=EXP(-F). The table below contains examples 
of degradation computations for a grid size of fifty meters. 
The degradation is applied to the target detection dimension durin g the 
acquisition process. 
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8-1.3 LOS THROUGH SMOKE ANO OUST 
U LOS exists between an observer and target, the model also checks to S~ if smoke 
or dust block the lOS line. Assuming that there are currently some active clouds, 
the following process is used to determine if any could blocks line of sight. 
Each cloud is defined by the three dimensional location of its center, the 
orientation/direction of the length dimension and two sets of length, width, 
and thickness dimensions. One set of length, width, and thickness is for optical 
sensor, the other (or thermal sensors. The set o f dimensions used is 
determined by the sensor the observer is currently using. ilIly intersection of 
the LOS line and the cloud blocks LOS. 
A gross filter is first applied to the cloud to see if it could block LOS. This is 
done by constructing square around the cloud. The dimension of the square is 
the largest of the length of width dimension of the could . Next, a rectangle is 
placed of over the observer and target so that the observer and target lie on 
opposite ends of the rectangle's diagonal. If the cloud square does not intersect 
the observer target rectangle, then the cloud is no longer considered. 
Next, a finer filter is applied. The distance from the cloud center to the line 
connecting the observer and target is compared tot he clouds maximum 
dimension. If the distance is larger than the dimension, then the could is no 
longer considered. 
If the testing gets this far, a third test is made. This test uses the cloud's 
orientation, and length and width dimension to form a diamond . The four 
lines making up the diamond are tested for intersection with the LOS line. If 
no intersections occur, then the could is no longer considered. 
If the test above resulted in an intersection, then the al ti tude of the intersection 
is compared. to the altitude of the top and bottom of the cloud. If it is beween 
those two altitudes, then the cmild is declared to block LOS. 
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: B~ 1.4 LOS FOR DEPLO'I'MENT 
1 The ~LOS" routines can be used during the play of "Janus/T' to indicate the general 
!line of Sight characteristics for a unit located. at a particular terrain location. 
To do this, the player picks ~LOS" from menu section wo. Next, the player 
picks a unit. Pidcing a unit establishes the vie~ to be considered. by the LOS 
routines. View is defined. by view fan size, view fan direction, visibility limit 
and unit height. The view fan size, direction, and limit are drawn in white on 
the map display. 
View fan size is the angle bet'Neen the pie shaped wedge representing the view. 
View direction is designated by the dashed. line down the center of the view 
15) 
Visibility limit is represented by the circular arc at the far end of the view. 
Unit height is not explicitly represented by the graphics. 
Height and visibility limits are set by the system type of the unit. 
View fan size and view fan direction can be set by the player. 
When the unit is picked (after picking LOS), the unit's view will be graphically 
displayed and the general LOS capability of the terrain location and unit picked 
will be indicated within the view by orange lines. The orange lines are 
generated using the following procedure. Starting from one side of the view, 
LOS as described above is tested every five degrees for points along a line from 
the view point to the view visibility limit. Whenever two consecutive points 
have line of sight, an orange line is drawn between the two points. Points 
between the five degree angle increments are not considered. The lOS 
degradation factor must be above 0.58 in order for the point to qualify as a point 
to which LOS exists. 
Once the unit has been picked and the lOS routines know the view definition, 
it is possible to test what this unit could see from other location. To do this, 
move the cursor to another location and press the yellow button. the line of 
sight capability of the unit from that point will then be displayed. In this 
fashion, the player can decide where to deploy each unit. 
B-2 ACQUlSmON 
The target acquisition algorithms used in "Janus/T' are based on the mathematical 
detection model developed by the Night Vision and Electro-Optics Laboratory, 
hereafter referred to as the NVEOl detection model. Actually, the NVEOl detection 
model is not a well-defined model, in that it is rather more like an approach, or 
concept, for modeling the detection/acquisition process. Documentation of the 
NVEOL detection model is scattered throughout various published reports, 
unpublished papers, letters, briefing slides, etc. This leaves the Force-on-Force 
Combat Simulation designer with considerable latitude in selecting and/or 
designing a specific implementation of the NVEOl detection model. 
In the remainder of this section we attempt to describe, in sufficient detail, the 
implementation of the NVEOl detection model in ~ranus/T". Modeling 
detection/acquisition inJanus/T" is divided into two basic parts: modeling the 
physical stimulus that a target presents to an observer, and modeling the observers 
response to that stimulus. 
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! B-l.! STIMUtUS PRESENTED BVTARGET I <.,..'-
- 8-2.1.1 Definition of Cycles \ 
IThe physical effects that make a target visible are condensed into a single 
I measurement. This measurenient is the number o f "cycles" resolved by the observer upon the target. Imagl a pattern of stripes or bars which are equal in width 
and alternating in color. Let the contrast between the two colors be the same as the 
I contrast between the image of a target and its background. Ma.ke the overall size of the pattern the same as the target's minimum presented dimension. Let the spacing 
of the bars become finer and finer until we reach the finest spacing that the observer 
I can distinguish. Count the number of bars in the pattern. This gives the number of 
I cycles that the observer can resolve on the target. 
8-2.1.2 General method for Computing Cycles 
The general method for computing cycles in "Janus/T ' involves these steps: 
Find the contrast of the target as it appears to the observer's sensor. 
Find the nwnber of cycles per milliradian that the sensor can resolve as a 
function of that contrast. 
Use the targets presented dimension and range to find the number of 
milliradians subtended by the target. 
Multiply cycles per mil!iradian times milliradians subtended by the target, 
, to obtain cycles. 
I The next sections describe the mathematical model for computing cycles. 
8·2.1.3 Computing Contrast for Direct Vision Optical Sensor (DVOs) 
The unaided eye and binoculars are examples of DVa sensors. We shall refer to 
such sensors as "optical sensors", and we will refer to targets under observation by 
these sensors as "optical targets". The procedure for determining the con trast of an 
optical target is as follows. 
Let: 
CS ::: contraSt of target at sensor 
cr ::: contraSt of target measured at target 
SG ::: sky to ground brighmess ratio in Km .... - 1 
EX '" aanospheric extinction for visible spectrum 
RA '" sensor to target range in Km 
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CS· CT I(I+SG'(EXP(EX'RA)-I)) [Eq.l) 
The sources of the inputs to this calculation are: 
CT: This value is input as part of the weather data. (See table 28, the entry 
"OPTICAL CONTRAsr') All optical targets are assumed to have the 
same value of CT. 
SG: This value is input as part of weather data. (See table 28) Although 
provision has been made to portray 5G as a function of the observer-
to-target direction, this has not yet been implemented in the 
"Janus IT" code. The value of SKY TO GROU1'.' D BRIGHTNESS for 
90 degrees determines the value of SG used in ~Janus/T'. 
EX: This value is input as part of the weather data. (See Table 28, under 
the heading "EXTINCTION BAND 1") 
RA: This value is computed by the model from the current observer and 
target locations 
B-2.1.4 Computing Contrast for other Sensors 
Sensors such as the M-l Tank thermal sight will be referred to as thermal sensors. 
These sensors operate on wavelengths roughly between 7 and 12 microns. Instead 
-& the "contrast" of a target observed by a thermal sensor, we will speak of the 
solute value of the average target to background temperature difference' 
... elta-T' of the target. 
Let: 
Then: 
ST = absolute avg. target to back ground temp difference measured at sensor, deg C 
IT;::: absolute avg. target to background temp difference measured at target, deg C 
EX = armospheric extinction for 7 -12 micron band, in units of inverse Km 
RA = sensor to target range, Km 
sr·lT-EXP(-EX'RA) IEq.21 
The sources of the inputs to this calculation are: 
IT '" This depends on the "contrast class" which has been assigned to the 
target system. (See Table 13, the entries "EXPOSED THERMAL 
CONTRAST CLASS" and "DEFILADE THERMAL CONTRAST 
CLASS") 
















EX: This input is from the weather data. (See Table 28, the entry 
"EXTINCTION BAND 2") Although the 7 to 12 micron band is called 
"BAI'J"D 2" in "JanUS/I", this band is usually called band 5 in other 
programs, such as Atmospheric Sdence Lab's EOSAEL modeL 
RA: This is computed by the model from the sensor and target locations. 
Computing Cycles Per Milliradian 
I The ~erfonnance of a sensor is specified by a curve of cycles per milliradian as a 
I~~~~~:~~ ~~ ~~;:~~~~~~:S:v::aa;:rt:~g:~ ~e ::cn:;;O~~dt~:~~::a~~r~~~f~~r:~c:S i~ 
! degrees C (in the case of thennal sensors). This data is entered in Table 31. The 
columns marked "CYCLES" refer to cycles per milliradian data. Those marked 
MRTIMRC refer to contrast or delta-T data. (MRT abbreviates "mean resolvable 
temperature"; MRC abbreviates "mean resolvable contrast". Sensor performance is 
therefore specified by an MRT or an MRC curve. 
Before entering these curves, the user should detennine whether the magnification 
of the sensor is represented by the data he intends to use. A Janus sensor is not 
simply a type of sensor such as a dragon thennal sight. but it is a particular type of 
sensor operating in a particular field of view. Magnification depends on which field 
of view is assumed. Because of the way acquisition is modeled (see "CHOICE OF 
SENSOR FIELD OF VIEW" below) it is best to assume sensors operate in their 
narrowest field of view. In past studies at TRASANA, the MRT curves for thermal 
sensors have included this magnification. Some of the DVO curves have induded 
it. while others required that the user adjust a curve for the eye by multiplying cycles 
per milliradian data by sensor magnification, The "Janus/T' code does not pe!'form 
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.. ch <ldjustments; these must be done by the user before the sensor perform<lnce 
data is entered. 
"fanus/TOO assumes the minimum usable contrast for a OVO is 0.02. No sensor 
performance curves for OVOs should be used with MRC values less than 0.02. 
Failure to observe this may cause "Janus/T" to bomb during initialization. 
(6) Computing Minimum Presented Dimension of Target 
The minimum presented dimension of a target is computed as a function of the 
detection dimer-sion of the target, the terrain which lies along the sensor-to-target 
line of sight (LOS)' and whether the target is in defilade or not. 
Let: 
AD "" actual minimwn pre~nted dimension of target, meters 
DO := detection dimension oi target, meters. This should be the 
minimum presented dimension of the target when it is completely 
exposed. 
F1 .. factor depending on whether target is in defilade or not. 
F1 "" factor depending on terrain along LOS. 
DA.=DD*Fl~F2 (Eq.31 
Tne sources of these inputs are: 
DO: This is data entered for each system. (See Table 13, the entry 
'MINIMUM OIMENSrON·'. Do not confuse this data item with 
"HEIGHT".) 
FL F1 is set to ;-; if target is in defilade, ~t to l.0 othe;wtse 
F1: This factor is computed by the LOS algorithm. (See the preceding 
section "PROBABILITY OF tOS~) 
B-U.6 Computing :\tfillirlldian Subtended by Target 
Let: 
The!1. : 
MR'= millir.ldian subtended by target 
AD = lc~al tll'get dimension in mc:!c::"S 
RA = sensor!o carge: range !n icilomc:!c.-;: 
MR '" AD, ,~. -\. ~E.:: . ..; j 
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-he input AD is described above, RA is computed from the sensor and target 
JCations. (AD I RA is an approximation for MR.) 
As stated earlier, no adjustment is made to AD or MR to account for sensor 
magnification. "Janus/T" assumes such an adjustment is part of the MRT or MRC 
data for the sensor. 
8-2.1.7 Algorithms Used by"Jmus{I"1 
It is more convenient to work in terms of the logarithms of many of the quantities 
mentioned above than in terms of the quantities themselves. During "Janus/T" 
initialization, much of the above data is converted by taking logarithms. For 
example, the sensor performance curves are used to generate curves which 
represent cycles per milliradian as a function of the natural logarithm of contrast or 
temperature. 
The curve corresponding to Eq. 1 is generated as a set of slope-intercept interpolation 
data during initialization. 
8-2.2 OBSERVERS RESPONSE TO TARGETSTI.1\.ilJl.US 
Each 20 seconds of Garne Time, a list of at most 5 potential target units is formed for 
each observer unit. We will now describe the reqUirements which must be satisfied 
n order for an enemy unit to be included in this list. the observer must have LOS 
to the target, and must resolve a sufficient "cycle ratio" on the target unit. The target 
unit must be in the observer's sector of search. li there are more than 5 targets 
meeting these conditions, only the 5 with the most cycles are put in the !ist. Cycle 
ratios and search sectors are described in more detail in later sections . 
A unit in "Janus/T' may have two sensors. An observer unit uses only one of these 
sensors at a time. If no targets are currently acqUired by an observer, ·'Janus/T" will 
cause the unit to switch to its other sensor before its potential target list is updated. 
Each 2 seconds of Garne Time, an observer unit attempts to acquire those units in its 
list of potential targets. An independent U(O,l) random draw is made for each 
potential target, and compared to a calculated probability of detection for that target. 
(Details of computing the probability of detection are given in a later section.) U the 
random draw is less than or equal to the computed probability of detection, the 
target unit is acquired, otherwise it is not. Once acquired, the target unit will remain 
acquired until either LOS is lost, or the target is no longer within the observer unit's 
search sector 
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B-U1 Threshold Cycle Ratio 
During "Janus/T" initialLzation, each possible combination of observer unit with 
enemy target unit is assigned a "threshold cycle ratio" by a random drawing. The 
distribution of threshold cycle ratios is given as follows: 
Let: 
The!'.: 
PR = probability tha taSsigned threshold cycle ratio is less than or equal toR 





PR = TERM I (I + TERM) [Eg.5) 
This distribution of threshold cycle ratios corresponds to the "P,.,INFlNITY" 
probability distribution in the VNEOL detection model. 
As was stated above, one of the requirements for an enemy unit to be included in an 
observer unit's potential target list, is that the observer must resolve a sufficient 
"cycle ratio" on the target unit. This requirement is evaluated in the following 
manner. Suppose the observer resolves C cycles upon the target. The value of the 
:cycle ration" is then CR = C 1M, where M "" 3.5 if the target is stationary, or M = 2.0 
if the target is moving or has fired in the previous 15 seconds. In the NVEOL 
Model, M is called the "cycle criterion". It is the median number of cycles required 
for eventua l acquisition. Using M:: 3.5 corresponds to acquisition at the level of 
"recognition", which means the observer acquires the target and knows whether it 
is tracked or wheeled or personneL Using M = 2.0 corresponds to acquisition at the 
level of "aimpoinf', which means the target is acquired and can be aimed at. 
The computed "cycle ration~ (CR) is then compared to the threshold cycle ratio 
which was aSSigned to the observer/target combination during "Janus/T' 
initialization. The computed "cycle ratio" must be greater than or equal to the 
threshold cycle ratio, before the target is eligible to be put in the observer's potential 
target list. 
(The above mathematical model is actually implemented in nJanus/T" by assigning 
threshold values of TR"3.5 to TR.. Then if a target has moved or fired, C is 
multiplied by 1.75 and compared to the threshold. This is equivalent to comparing 
C /2.0 to TR) 
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We emphasize that a threshold cycle ratio is assigned to each observer-unit/target_ 
unit combination during initialization . Once set, these thresholds are not changed 
during a particular "Janus/T" run. 
8-1.1.2 Search Sector 
If an observer unit is not in defilade, its search sector is a circle centered at the unit, 
with a radius of "VISIBILITY". The data item 'VISIBILITY" is described in Table 13. 
If an observer unit is in defilade, its search sector is a pie shaped wedge, with the 
point of the wedge located at the unit's position. The wedge is called the unit's 
~View Fan"/ The angular extent and direction of the unit's view fan is set by the 
player, and the radial extent of the fan is determined by the "VISIBILITY" of the 
observer unit. 
A moving unit will not restrict its search to the View Fan set by the player, since 
such a unit is not in defilade. Also, when a unit stops moving, there may be a time 
delay before it goes into defilade and its View Fan becomes effective. 
8-2.2.3 Probability of Acqu.iring a Potential Target 
Let: 
Then: 
PD = probabiliry target is acquired 
T = 2.0sec 
M = 0.5 cycles if target is moving or has recently fired,M == 2.0 cycles othe:-wise 
C :: cycles pn:sent on t:lIget 
CR=CIM 
PF = a function of TR t-ven below 
S5 = angular euenr of sector of search 
FV = field of view of observers sensor 
P = LO-EXP(-(FV 1 SS) " (PF 13.4)"r) [Eq.61 
The value of SS is the anguliII extent of the observer Wlit's View Fan if in defilade, 
and 180.0 degTees is not in defilade. Note that "'JarmslT' does not explicitly model 
the direction of the observer's sensor as a function of time. The factor FV ISS is the 
fractional amount of time that a particular tilIget is in the observer unit's sensor 
field of view. (The value of FV is entered in Table 30.) 
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:ne values used for M correspond to the cycle criterion for acquiring a target at the 
level of "detection", which means that target is known to be a point of military 
interest. These values are appropriate for medium clutter conditions . 
Now we describe the function PF. 
Let: 






TERM == (CR)2W 




B·2.3 ACQUISITION By FLYERS 
When a flyer unit is not currently "popped up", its acquisition of e:lemy units is 
modeled in the same fashion as non-flyer units with the exception that the search 
sector of a moving flyer is set to 180 degrees instead of 360 degrees. 
When a flyer unit is popped up, its acquisition process is modified, as follows. 
8-2.3.1 Non-Scanning Flyers When Popped-Up 
When a flyer that does not have an automatic target scanner is popped up, its list of 
potential targets is updated immediately, instead of waiting for the next normal 20-
second update. Acquisition of enemy target units then proceeds in the same 
manner as for non-flyers. 
B-2.3.1 Scanning Flyers When Popped-Up 
lNhen a flyer with an automatic target scanner is popped up by the player, it remains 
up for a certain time which simulates using an automatic scanner to capture a 
picture of the scene. The observer unit's list of potential targets is immediately 
updated. based on the performance of the narrow field of view of a special sensor 
which simulates the automatic SC:lnner capabilities. 
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The flyer then pops-do'WJ\ (remasks) automatically. "Janus/Too simulates the pilot's 
search of the stored picture. The pilot considered to be using the wide field of view 
of the special scanning sensor used to build the potential target list, and is 
considered to be searching for a time period which is proportional to the angular 
extent of the View Fan of the flyer (which has been set by the player), An 
independent random draw is made to determine whether the pilot detects each 
target. The probability of detection is given by Eq. 6, with the {oHewing 
modifications made to the inputs of Eq. 6. The value of M used is 3.5 unless the 
target has fired. This accounts for the fact that movement is not evident on the 
stored picture. The value of T is one-half the actual time spent searching. This 
accounts for the fact that the pilot's search process is believed to be slower than a 
search of an actual scene. 
The flyer will remain popped down for a time equal to the pilot's actual search 
time, plus 2 seconds for each target acquired. The additional time accounts for 
spending two seconds per acquired target to switch to narrow field of view and 
recognize the target. 
If the pilot acquired no targets during the remask time period, the scanning 
procedure is started over; that is, the flyer pops up again and captures another 
picture of the scene, then rem asks and the pilot again searches the stored picture for 
targets, etc. 
If the pilot acquired targets during the remask time period, then the flyer will pop 
up and attempt to re-acquire ail targets previously acquired form the scanner 
picture. The sensor the pilot uses will (be) the first sensor assigned to the system. 
(See Table 22, the entry 'FIRST SENSOR TYPE".) Each 2 seconds, an independent 
random draw is made for each potential target. The probability of detection is given 
I by Eq. 6. However, the ratio (FV /55) in equation 6 is set equal to 1.0, since the pilot 
knows the location of the potential targets and can immediately place them within 
his sensor's FOV. 
8-2.4 EFFECT OF AGGREGATION UPON ACQUlsrnON 
A unit which is an aggregate of several systems acquires targets as if it were a single 
system. Such a unit is also acquired as if it were a single system. That is, when it is 
viewed as a target, it appears to be a single system with the dimensions and contract 
of a single system. 
B-2.5 DiOICE OF SENSOR FIELD OF VIEW 
The assumed FOV for a sensor is detennined by what data the user decides to enter 
in Table 31. Since the level of acquisition reqUired for putting a target in the 
observer's potential target list is sometimes as high as "recognition", sensors should 
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operate in their narrowest field of view in order to produce as many cycles as 
possible on the target. Once a target is in the list, the time needed to detect it 
depends on Eg. 6. Although using a narrow FOV decreases the tenn (FV /55) in Eq. 
6, it also increase the value of CR and PF, which somewhat compensates. By using 
Eq. 6 we are assuming that the elevation angle of the sensors field of view is always 
great enough to cover the elevation of the observer's search sector. If this were not 
the case, then the term (FV ISS) would have been replaced by the ratio of the area (in 
deg12) of the sensors FOV to the Mea of the search sector. 
' B-3 DlREcr BRE 
8-3.1 GENERAL 
The Direct Fire Module (DFM) of "Janus/T' is invoked to process a singe potential 
direct fire event, up to and induding the outcome of the firing event itself. The 
DF'M is initially scheduled (for a particular firing unit) by the Detection Module 
whenever a direct fire unit detects an enemy unit, but may subsequently re-schedule 
itself (for the same firing unit) if required. 
In general tenns, the DFM perfonns the following tasks each time it is invoked for a 
specified firing uni t 
Determine if the firing unit can fire at this time. 
Perform target and weapons selection, if possible. 
Fire one round (burst) and record the firing event. 
Decrement the appropriate ammo count for the firing event 
Calculate the round (or burst) impact time. 
Make a preliminary determination of the number of kills. At impact time, 
detennine if the kills are still valid. Record the kills, if any. 
Calculate the earliest next possible firing time for this firing unit. 
Re-schedule the DFM to run again for this same firing unit, if appropriate. 
A detailed functional description of each of the above DFM: tasks is presented in the 
following paragraphs. 
8-3.2 lNITIAL FTRlJ'..IG REQUIRElWENTS 
Before being processed through the remainder of the DFlvi, a unit must satisfy all of 
the following requirements: 
The unit must be alive and operable 
The unit must be Direct Fire capable 
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APPENDIX L 
This Appendix provides a brief description of the content and 
usefulness of the publications listed in the bibliography. 
Baer, W., and Akin, J.R., "An approach for real-time database 
creation f rom aerial imagery," Nascent Systems Development Inc., 
Carmel Valley, California. 
This article discusses the real time generation of a of a 
perspective view database. The method of visually obtaining 
the terrain data is looked at as well as the construction of 
the Pegasus database . The article is geared primarily towards 
describing how a perspective view system could be generated. 
Celsk i , R.J., "A Study of the Line of Sight Calculations and Data 
Base for the Janus (A) Model," paper for TRAC Monterey, Monterey, 
CA, 16 September 1992 . 
A report conducted to analyze problems in the representation 
of vegetation as well as its density and height values. The 
report looks at the HITREE and DOLOS subroutines and examines 
their flaws. 
Digital Equipment Corporation, Order Number:AA-D034.E-TE, VAX 
FORTRAN: Language Reference Manual, Maynard, Massachusetts, June 
1988 
Technical manual for understanding the W£ VAX FORTRAN 
language. 
Kellner, A.D., "NVEOD Detection in Janus (A),· memorandum for the 
record for U.S . Army TRADOC Ana l ysis Conunand, White Sands Mi ssile 
Range, New Mexico, 14 July 1992. 
Provides a sununary of how detection and acquisition are 
calculated in Janus. Study of this memorandum will provide the 
reader with the necessary background knowledge required to 
understand the logic behind detection and acquisition in 
Janus. This memorandum is clearly written to educate the 
layman. It provides the basis oE the background information on 
Janus in Chapter I of this thesis. 
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Macchiaroli, C.R., A Review of Literature on the Theory of Visual 
Target Detection Probabilities, Master's Thesis, Naval Postgraduate 
School, Monterey, California, september 1973. 
As the ti tle states, this thesis conducts a review of the 
li terature available on target detection. This may provide a 
starting point for further understanding of the various ideas 
and approaches on target detection. However, this thesis was 
written over 20 years ago, and does not cover recent 
literature . 
Parish, R.M., and Kellner, A.D., "Target Acquisition in Janus 
Army," paper for the U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Conunand, White Sands 
Missile Range, New Mexico , October 1992. 
This article covers the same topics as does Kellner's 
memorandum of l4 July mentioned above. It also describes some 
of the mechanics in Janus such as search initialization and 
generation of potential target lists. It i s not an exact 
duplicate of Kellner's memorandum, and thus may offer 
addit iona l insight into detection and acquisition. 
TITAN Tactical Applications, Software Design Manual Janus (A) 2.l 
Model, Contract No. DABFT 60-90-D-0002, Delivery Order #37. 
Provides a description of the overall Janus system. Some of 
the more useful items included: 
description of data files and what they contain 
- description of the Global files contained in Janus 
- description of Janus algorithms. This includes 
discussions of radars, barriers, chemical warfare, smoke 
clouds, mine fields, movement , and line of sight . 
Also included is a section based on the paper done by Kellner 
and Randall mentioned above. 
TITAN Tactical Applications, User Manual Janus 3 0 Model, Contract 
No. DABFT 60-90-D-0002, Delivery Order #37. 
Describes how to plan, execute. verify, and post process Janus 
scenarios. A useful manual if you want to create your own 
scenario. 
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TITAN Tactical Applications, Software Programmers Manual Janus (A) 
2.1 Model, Contract No. DABFT 60-90-0-0002, Delivery Order #37. 
Provides detailed descriptions of all subroutines used in the 
Janus model. Also provides block diagrams showing 
interrelationships between subroutines. In each subroutine 
description is included a list of all subroutines and function 
that it calls and a list of any subroutines it is called by. 
An excellent t ool for determining relationships within Janus. 
Janus (T) Documentation and Users Manual, Department of the Army, 
US Army TRADOC AnalysiS Command, White Sands, New Mexico, ~9B8. 
Describes another method of determining the line of sight and 
detection . The Janus (T) algorithm is designed more for speed 
than detail. Useful to read to get another perspective on how 
attenuation is calculated. The manner in which Janus (T) 
calculates attenuation seems more correct t han that used in 
Janus (A) . 
Janus Programs 
The programs themselves are full of coml11ents and descriptions 
which are very useful in understanding what he particular 
routine is trying t o do. This is a very useful tool when 
combined wi th the Software Prograrruners manual 
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